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Doe as fI 16 year-ofd

Congratulations to DOC SLATER
on his 80th birthday a few

days ago and best wishes
for many happy years ahead.

lo mark the occasion, he
has written this
fascinating article.

When J was born, Otto Lilienthal was gliding down from
his artificial hill-though not at that precise moment, because it must have been two Q'c1ock. in the morning in
Berlin. More likely, he was dreaming about the previous
day's take-otls, making token movements of his limbs like
a dog dreaming of yesterday's chase.
Perey Pitcher first flew in the following year, so I can
claim to have lived through the whole of British soaring
history. True. Sir George Cayley's coachman made the
world's first human glide at about the time my grandfather
left scl1ool; but Sir George was unaware that birds could
soar. Pitcher. on the other hand. only intended to install
a mOIM tQ reach the altitudes where, as he could see, birds
were able to soar. This informaltion does not seem to
have got into print, but ilt was obtained by Jack. Dewsbery,
an early British soaring "pundit", when visiting Lord'
Braye's family, on whose estate Pilcher made his last
flights.
This evidence about Pilcher's intentions. slender as it
is. must be the first exan1ple of anyone regarding soaring
flight as an end in itself.
..
111 1907 Alsatian-born Jose Weiss began making large
mode'l flying-wing gliders of bamboo and paper-backed
mus1in which could be bent into varying wing sections.
in the belief that the apparent soaring of birds was due to
Nature having so perfected their desi,gn that their gliding
angle on'ly differed imperceptibly from the horizontal. He
eventually produced a man-carrier in which E. C. Gordon
England. then aged aboul 18, was launched from Amberley
Down on June 27. 1909. into slope lift, rose about 40ft.
and glided down to the p1ain below after 5'8secs in the
air. But did this first British soaring record stimulate
further research into soaring flight? It did not. The
AmberJey group merely pu the machine away in its Shed
"to await the installatitm of a motor".
In October. 1911. Orvi'lle Wright took a party to Kitty
Hawk with the deliberate intention of doing some soaring.
Flight. in its first year of publication, was not told of
Gordon England's record: but ic did mention this expedi-
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tion and explained to its ignorant leaders how soaring
differed from other forms of flight. But it did n01
mention OrviUe's flights on October 24 of 5min 29sec,
1min 115sec and 9min 45sec.
One of the party was an Englishman. Alec Ogilvie. f
called on him in 1953. shortly before his death. and got
some extracts from his diary: he. too, made some fl,ights
on ,that day. but does not record their duration. So he may
or may not have put up a "British National" record by
exceeding Gordon England's S8sec. He said it was not
easy: the hi'1l was a crescent-shaped dune, so one had to
hover over the precise bit of dune that directly faced the
wind.

Pioneer years marked by a
rash of paper gliders.
But what credit is there in claiming to have lived through
the whole of British soaring history if. for Ithe first 25
years. one didn't know it was going on. or even that there
was sl:ICh a thing? At my school. Abbotsholme, the earliest
pioneer years of European aviation, 1908-9. were marked
by a rash of paper gliders, sometimes built into shapes of
the famous. aeroplanes of the day. Some of us vied with
each other to produce the best gliding angle. But they
made such a litter in and around the school that, in the
end, the head boy forbade their manufacture, impertinentlly calling them "darts". Nobody ever la'i.JIlched one
into slope lift.
The reality of soaring suddenly burst upon the public's
consciousness-and mine-when the Germans began doing
it in 1921 and 1922. From the new paper point of view
the Hews was of great political interest, in that the Germans

As we know him now, pholog1aphed at the

World ChampionshIps In January.
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had by-passed the treaty restrictions on aeroplanes. And
the general pub~ic, who in the early days had tended to
regard all forms of aviation asequaBy astonishing, were by
now sufficiently educated to regard flying without an engine
as more inexp'licable than flying with one.

Germans said to have speci'aJ
cream to detect "currents."
The newspapers fed them with stories of how those
cunning Germans smeared their cheeks with sensitising
ointment so as to detect the "currents". The ideas of most
of ,the aviation people were equally wide of the mark. They
persisted •.0 tellin~ each other ,tha't there must be something
peculiar about the Rhon mountain range which might
not be found anywhere else. They could not conceive that
any steep slope would do.
The flights of one, two and three hours lnthe "Vampyr"
by Martens and Hentren in August, 1922, got such world.
wide publicity that the Daily Mail sponsored a week's
soaring competition on the South Downs in October that
year. The Royal Aero Club. which organised it, chose
Itford Hill because it had s'lopes facing nearly every direction. But each beat was very short, and nobody had
OrviHe Wr'ight's hovering experience. I am sure that, if
the wind during that week had been southerly or westedy
and had never blown as fast as any glider's flying speed.
nobody would have soared and the experts would have
continued babbling about the uniqueness of the Rhon.
As it was, during most of the week the wind was eithel"
northerly, blowing up a five-mile escarpment from Itford
to Firle. or north-easterly up another long ridge stretching
from F.rle towards Eastbourne. So quite a lot of soaring

was done by some of those entrants who had already flown
aeroplanes, including Gordon Engtand-some, but not all.
The others wandered upwind out of the lift; hoping 11:,
blunder into something called a "cunent" which would
suddenly jerk them up a few feet as they passed through.
The winner. Maneyrol of France, put up a world record
of 3hrs 2lmin on the last day. He spent the time virtually
hovering and was never once seen twisting and tuming III
sear,ch of "currents"; yet some experts had to attribute
his success, not to the fac,t that the newly arrived glider
could be got ready for ftight by the early afternoon, but
to the fact that each of the four wings of his tandem monoplane had a control surface along the whole :length of its
trailing edge, th1,ls making it a lot more manoe\lvrable
than its rivals in the perpetual search for "currents".
The Itford meeting led nowhere. To most aviators.
slope-soaring was an amusing gimmick which ultimately
became boring. One of the gliders was taken away to
start a soaring group in the RAF, but a fatal accident at
Pewsey ,cut that short. To Gordon England: however, the
lesson of Itford was that a gliding school should be established as a means of getting "youth" into the air.
As to the lesson for me, I have just red.iscovered it in
an old family magazine which. started ,in 1908, gave me
the editorial experience that enabled me to take on S&G
without too much trepidatioil. In the issue of September
1927,. in an article beginning "Bliding is of no practical
use whatever", I wrote that soaring is too d.fficult and
dangerous to be attempted by any but 'highly experienced
aeroplane pilots.
About this time I was becoming worried by the inability
of anyone, including myself. to produce any convincing
reason why soaring should be pursued for its own sake.
Would .t never again be practised in England? Even in
a bookl~t I picked up on a first visit to the Wasserkuppe
in 1927, a quasi-philosophical article on "The meaning
(Bedeutung) of soaring Right" merely recommended it as
a cheap and instructive preliminary ,to flying areoplanes.
Then at the 1928 German Nationals I saw Robert
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Kronfeld disappear and reappear but @Dly learned afterwards that he had been first in the world to use upcurrents
under clouds for going across country.
But the spectacular year was 1929. Kronferd put up
world records of 93 miles distance and 8320ft height gain;
and there were other cross-countries too. These events
roused the aviation world to a realisation that soaring hild
taken its place among the many forms of getting about in
the ,alr; true. it could be hampered by unsuitable weather.
but so could the others. if to a lesser extent So on
December 4, 1929, a "Gliding LUl1ch" was arranged at
which the British Gliding Association was prlJvisionatly
formed. I missed it through getting behindhand in readi,ng
F/lght while writing music for St Thomas's Hospital Christmas Show, but caught up with events in time to join the
London Gliding Club> at its inaugural meeting.
In view of what happened later, please note that the
demonstration that gliders can fly long distances away
From hills and up into cloud land, plus a wish to do the
'same in Britain, were the only motive' for creating the
BGA, and that this alone could have induced Lord Wakefield to give £1000 to start it off, and others to give further
money and trophies for competition. I attended its official
inaugural meeting and remember recognising several wellknown aviators and reading their thoughts as "Is there
anything in this for me?" an-d thinking sourly tbat the rest
of us unknowns, would have to do the bard spadework for
which more publicity-minded figur,es would take' the credit.
News from Germany was tha't it had 400 C pilots. nearly
all trained ab-initio.. So it was safe after all 10 learn without having first mastered aeroplanes. Also. I found that
the would-be gliding people here were almost completely
ignorant of all I had learned from three years' reading of

Safe after all without having
first mastered aeroplanes.
F"~gsport, edited by Oskar 'Ursinus who founded the
German gliding movement. So I felt entitled to become
the first British ab-initio" A" pHot, and Went to the Rossitten Gliding School in East Prussia to do it in May, 1930.
Gordon England became BGA Chairman and installed
as Secretary a former employee of his named Wapljngton
(witb whom} was disturbed to find ,it impossible to carry
on alii inteUigent conversation about soaring). and set to
work to try and obtain a govemment subsidy for a gliding
~hool. The BGA was set up In an expensive West End
office. apparently (we assumed) to g,ive the impression
that it was a flourishing concern eminently fitted to
administer a subsidy.
At the beginning of 1933 I was asked by the previous
editor, Frank Entwisde (,in charge of meteorology at
Itford. 1922) to take on The Sailplane & Glider, having
already wrlUen a Iqt to help him to fin the paper. Just
then I met Thurstan James, its founder, in PiccadiUy. Over
,coffee he gave me some excellent advice, and before we
parted I asked him whether or nol he would advise me
to take it on. He replied: "Do nothing till you hear from
me," I haven't heard from him yet.
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I realised that there were three urgent needs for the
magazine to fulfil: to convince readers that they were doing
something worthwhile; to inform them of ,advances in
soaring technique and glider design in every country,
especially Germany; and to get them 'to leam about
meteorology as applied to gliding instead of regarding it
as too abstruse a subject to tackle. And internationalism:
in drawing a map of any flight from one country ,to another
I would omit .the inter-state boundary as being a mere
administrative convenience and of no meteorological significance. But it was a "losing battle": at that very
. moment Hiller had been wangled into power by, Chan·
cdlor von Papen in spite of his party getting a declining
minority of votes at e'lections. His one good deed was to
give German gliding an enormously increased subsidy.
Also in the magazine I ,included SUbtle quips at Ihe
BGA such as "those of us who actually go so far as to
lily", and published a letter from Sebert Humphries (the
only gliding man I had known before gliding began) likening the BGA to "a hippopotamus in a h~p-bath, being
every whit as cumbersome, top-heavy, voracious, and
inept".
Just as f started editing. the BGA went bankrupt, having
spent the remainder of Lord Wal\efiel(j's money on its

The Rossitten Gliding School in East Pr'ussia, where the
Primaries soared the sand dunes. Photographed by Doe during
his visit in 1930.

glorified office.. So it raised £500 py allowing a Derby
sweepstake promoter to use its name. The Director of
Civil Aviation and the Public Prosecutor, who were both
on the Council, immediately resigned ("pressure of work")
and the police visited the office but went away satisfied.
The Council was persuaded to vote for a "gliding school"
,to be added to the National competition being held at
Huish on the Marlborough Downs, to continue throughout. June. Youth were going to flock to it and ,the Government would see that it was good and offer a subsidy to
make it permanent. But no s'teps were taken to inform
the prospective flockers of its existence, so nobody flocked,
and the sweepstake lucre followed Lord Wakeneld's little
lot down the drain.
Now there blew up the first squall of a mighy storm:
the London Gliding Club resigned from the BOA. This
was the first step in a clandestine scheme which. it was
hoped. would end with the Royal Aero Club withdrawing
its delegation of the control of gliding from the BGA.
Philip Wills had come into gliding early tflat year, and
now wrote to S&G asking why the London Club had
r,esigned. The. BOA sent a letter tor publication saying
that "the Council regrets" that I published WiHs's letter.
This was 'a blatant lie: the Council had done nothing of

the sort In the BGA office Waplington explained why
they wanted the letter suppressed: "If the Ministry knew
the London Club had resigned, they wouldn't give the
BOA a subsidy." BUI in fact the Ministry of Civil Aviation
already knew: the Lt'llldon Club saw to that.
In 1934 the Ministry published the report of a cornmiss,ion it had appointed to advise it on Civil Aviation.
Gordon England was a mem1;ler of the commission. which
recommended unanimously against giving a subsidy to

A gliding subsidy of £5,000 a
year for seven years.
gJiding. By then the BOA Chairman was a regular flying
member ofa gliding club-Espin Hardwick. who would,
of course, use a subsidy to help the gliding clubs. But the
Ministry, in a preface. said i,t would give gliding a subsidy
-£5.000 a year for seven years. Gordon England's un·
retenting efforts to get that money for his pet scheme
makes far too long a story to be told here.
The Ministry finally said they would not give the subsidy until the two "sides" had made up their quarrel; the
London Club refused to rejoin ,the BOA unless its constitution was altered to allow it tp be run by the gliding
clubs; the BOA was bro~e and hadto give in or wind up.
.... - I felt an overwhelming
sense of elation, liberation; or
whatever is the right word, at the departure of the Old
Gang, for soaring has been described as "not a sp<>rt. not
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a hobby. but a way of life". This feeling was to be repeated
two years later when I gave up medicine and went to
live cheaply on a farm overlooking the London Club's
soaring ridge. In the absence of any clear evidence for
reincarnation. it was dearly ridiculous to spend one's only
lifetime doing the wrong job.
I reckoned on earning. from gtiding, £50 the first year.
£t~O in the second. and making ends meet with £250 in
the third. The actual figures were £59. £143 and £282.
I tried retrieving for profit, but could not make anyone
underst~llld why they should pay more than the cost of
the petrol. And a high-minded lady pilot thought it disgusting to make a retail. profit from selling Wolf Hirth's
·'Art of Soaring Flight".
So. exactly halfway through its 80 years' his;tory. Brit'sh
soaring began to guide itself into an era @f spectacular
progress.: where here were a few hundreds of 6fers. there
ar,e now many thousands; odd shapes have given way to
sleek glass.fibre water·carriers with half tlte gliding angle
and twice the speed, and hundred's of pilots from
dozens of clubs are equalling and surpassing the per·
formances once made by ene or twC) early pundits from
a single club.
And-what is specially pleasing to me-lots of people
from many nations are visiting each other's countries in
seafch of good soaring and are made welcome wherever
they go. The world's population is now of two kinds: on
the one hand, those who cannot imagine why anyone
should want to fly without an engine when it is so much
easier to fiy with one; on the other hand. those who know
,the answer to that question but cannot 'Put it into words.

New foryou!
-- ~5P~Io:sit~io~n~flaps on a15meter·
sailplane
I

-

If you are looking for the obvious advantages of 5-position flaps without the disadvantages of
costly'19m sailplanes; be one of the first in the U.K. to buy and fly the new metal 18-29D. a
unique aircraft in its dass.
The metal construotion of the 18-290 substantially reduces· the usualliy high repa'r and maintenance
costs of fibre glass gliders. Designed to OSTlV requirements, the 18-290 ·is a 1,5m standard class air
craft, superbly built and finished with first-class handling c:haract~ristics and low cirding speed.
It features rea'lly effective top and bottom a'ir brakes and is deHvered complete with ASI, two PZL
variometers, altimeter, compass and miniature T&S to Dunstable or Lasham for only £4,300 + V.A.T.
A demonstrator will be available early in April.
Full details from either:

SOLE IMPORTER
~

£Y
_

DISTRIBurOR

Singer prod'UC.ts Inc.W.K..) ltd.,The Parade Danison Import Export Ltd.,
49 Tamwortll Road, Hertford. Telephone:
Frrmley, Surrey. Telephone:
Hertford 2461/2/3
Camberley 20717 Telex 85147
Sole Exporter: Techno Import, Bucharest, Rumania
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ANN WELCH reports on

THE CIVV MEETING
October, 1974

* Revision of the FAI Sporti:ng
Code

* The

Introduction of New
Records

New World and National records are among the change;;)
to the next edition of the F AI Sporting Code for gliders
.due out early next year. Both 750 and lOOOkm speed record
triangle~ are being introduced in World and NatIonal cate·
gories, and a change is to be made to the 28 % rule to
cover these new records so they win be more poss,ible ll)
achieve in funny shaped countries-like ours.
The new rule will read:-"When the flight is made to
obtain a record of 750km or more no side of a triangle
may have a length of less than 25% or more than 4$%
of the tota. distance of the ,course."
Also in the World and National category a new record
is being established for distance around a triangular course.
This record win be activated with the first triangle to he
flown in 1975 of 750km or more, and thereafter may be
beaten by increments of t Okm. There was a tong discussion
on whether the IQQkm triangle for records should be
deleted, at least in the world category, but this was Mt
agreed, though it will be necessary in future for the glider
to remain w.ithin sighting distance of the Official Observer
controlling the record attempt between the time of release
and of crossing the start line,

Two new records
Two F AI recognised records are being introduced in
the National. but not the World. category. These are for
speed over a 300 or a 500km out-and-return CQurse, and
they are intended to add stimulus to record flying in
countries whose geographical shape make it impossibl~
to fly the new big triangles. In Britain these two records
could also increase the number of clubs from which bigger
records would be possible.
There are a number of changes in the gener,al layout of
the revised Code, mainly to make the rule book easier to
use. Chapters one and two have been combined into a
section to ,contain, as far as possible, all the definitions,
and chapters three and four have been combined to carry
evidence and control requirements. This new chapter two
(as it will be) is designed to help Official Observers. carry
out their work correctly, During the revision work input
from Official Observers highlighted some ambiguities in
the present rules. and these will be clarified in the revised
Code.
Included among the modifications will be a new paragraph entitled-"Evidence of Point of Release. Onty the
evidence of the pilot of the tug or the person launching
the glider is acceptable. If such persons are not Official
Observers the certificate of pOint @f release must be
countersigned by an Official Observer." In conjunction
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* Modifications

to

World

Champlohshlp Rules

* Talk

of

an International

I

Restricted Performance
Class

with the present Official Observer control over the start
line, this strengthens' the CIVV principle that start amI
finish lines for record and badge flights shall be controlled
by human Observers and not· merely by the miracles of
the modern camera.
For badge flights using declarations of turning points
it was confirmed tbat tbe declaration has. to be adhered to
if the flight is to be valid. So. for example. if after the
first turning point of a declared triangle the pilot flies
straight on. the flight wHl hot qualify. oven if he has
exceeded the reqUired 300km @r 500km; he should have
declared a zig-zag instead. The only exceptions to this
rule are the provision for the failed triangle in the existing
Code. and ,the fact that for free distance onl)' no declaration
is required.
If it seems hard that a flown 300km may not be recognised, it should be realised ,that ,the abandonment or
al,teration of part ofa declaration can open the way not
only to a number' of abuses, but to different interpretations
of the rules ,in different countries and even by different
Observers in the same country, A further slight tightening
up of the rules will require that a new film is to be used
for each new Bight or task, but a clarification towatds
easemenl confirms that the P2 on a record attempt does
not need to have a competitors' licence.
Yhe World Championship rules will contain a number
of minor modifications and the addition of a complete
new section on penalties. The mods deal mainly with
clarification of permitted radio equipment, what constitutes
damage to a glider, photographic evidence requirements.
and the introduction of a new and simple "day factor"

to the scoring-which has the additional effect of in·
permitted by the damage clause) would not be permitted;.
creasing the percentage of gliders needing to fly a marking
Qnly the structural entity that flew on the first day being
distance of IOOkm from 20% to 25% W make a championcounted as the competing glider.
ship day.
Concern over expense
The penalty section introduces the concept of points
loss for infringements instead of the an or nothing disThere was general concern among delegates that cornqualification that has been general up 'to now. The section . peting in World Championships, particularly in the Open
is intended to give guidance to the Championship Director
Class, was becoming too expensive, and there was also
by first grouping infringements into three categories, and
concern about devaluation of the many currently excellent
then indicating the minimum penalty which should be
Standard Class aircraft, and of the lack of suitability of
imposed, and over which the Director has 110 discretion.
som~ competition gliders for future use outside international Championships. It also became apparent that a
as follows:Group a. Technical errOrs and failure ,to comply with
recognised international "Club" Class would be popular
the requirements, such as inadvertent incorrect photo
for National and Continental Championships~ and even
prOC(dure, crossing the finish line incorrectly, etc. Penalty,
for completely international competitions outside World
a minimum deduction of 20pts.
Championships. Since the Code chapter ten contains pro·
Gr(lup b. Dangerous or hazardous flying. including airvision for Championships Classes in general-including
space infringements and flying outside the limitations of
a Motor Glider Class which is already tisted-it was felt
the glider's airworthiness certificate. Pena'lty: a minimum
that this chapter could well provide a rules framework for
deduction of lOOpts or. if the infringement has to any
an International Restricted Performance Class (such as
extent advantaged the pilot. disqualification of all flights
,the "Club" Class). The job now is to draw up clear proon the day in question.
posals to put before the Spring 1975 CIVV meeting.
Group c. Cheating. falsification of documents, use of
Certainl,y the recognition of an International Restricted
forbidden equipment, etc. Penalty: a minimum of disPerfc,rmance Class might well be the greatest single
qualificMion of aU Rights on the day in question.
move to encourage competition flying within the reach of
During discussion suggestions were made that thefe
many more people than at present. It could also provid~
should be. additionally, a maximum points penalty above
a useful stepping stone for up and coming pilots. and for
which the Director could not go, but this was discarded,
countries entering the international competition field for
the first Hme.
part.y to avoid an undesirable "supermarket price list"
which could enable competitors to decide when it paid CIVV October 1974 was a stimulating meeting.
to break a rule, and partly to enable a Director to be able
to really clamp down on the very tare. regular offender.
Champl,onship Classes:
The next part of the Code to receive attent'ion was the
chapter on Championship Classes. This did not have
quite the same urgency since although manufacturers
obviously want to know about future changes as soon as
possible. any new rules for World Championships cannot
come into force until the Championsbips of 1978. The
discussion was based on the results of a questionnaire
sent out earlier in the year to top pilots and manufacturers
concerned with building competition gliders. Fifteen pilots
and five manufacturers replied in time for their answers
to be included in the paper, with one pilot and two manufacturers replying too late.
There 'was only one point on which .,he majQrity
thought the same way, and that was to continue w~th just
two Classes. With regard to other questions, and to the
Standard Class rules in particular. the answers showed
an almost 50 f 56 spJ.it in v,iews on almost every point.
After lengthy discussion at the meeting it was agreed that
the simplest way to make the present rule acceptable would
be to permit the linking of flaps and ailerons. but retaining
the original requirement of one control lever only in the
cockpit. The rest of the rules concerning the simple fi,xed
hinge flaps would remain as at present.
In the Open Class there were a number of advocates
to Ilimit the span in an effort to help reduce the rate of
rising prices, but it was decided not to impose any limita·
tion on the Open Class at present. For both Classes it was
agreed that interchangeable components (other than those

SOUTHDOWN
AERO SERVICES LTD.
offers YOU a complete g'liding servl'ce whether
your sail'plane Is made of wood.,
metal or glass·fibre.

Big stock of aircraft ply, instruments,
aerotow rope, etc., ete
Send s.a.e. for price li'st.
Call in, write

Of

phone-

KEN FRIPP,
SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.
Telephone: Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

Stockists for aU
PZL Instruments and Equipment
Stockists for G.Q. Parachutes
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Whenever S&G prints an arl/cle by, for or about
pundits, we are always Inundated with letters from
peasan-sorry, from less experienced pilots who will
never be champions and who want to hear about the
struggles and triumphs of ordinary chaps. This month
our reporter "0" Interviews Platypus Who, praCtically
singlehanded, has made British coarse gilding what
It Is today-a blood sport second only to ratcalchlng.

Platypus, in 1972 at 1ssoire you came in 69th, but in 1974
at Bad Freidegg you came in 45th. What explains the
difference?
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I think I can confidently attribute that vast improvement
to the fact that at Issoire there were 69 pilots competing.
whereas at Bad Freidegg there were 45.
Oh.

Pass that tube of Fosters'. there's a good lad. Ta.

Do you think pilots of your calibre should be recommended to {ty at Angers and Hahnweide?
Well. the people at Angers recommended me to fly at
Hahnweide. and the people at Hahnweide said I should fly
at Angers, and everybody in Britain says the more I fly
abroad the b~tteF. So I guess you're right.

Tell me how your mind works when you're really keyed
lip on a competition day.
On the ground. I can say without fear of contradiction (I
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smash their teeth in if they do contradict) that my mind
works faster than anyone else's. Especially on the old
pilot-selection take-off times: when it comes to switching
those discs around the board. my gamesmanship is
designed to fox the competition completely-the disc is a
blur in my hands as I shift it from nail to nail. You should
see the others panicking!

Is this because the other pilots want to launch the same
time as you?
On the contrary. mate (Pass the Foster's. I hate stretching),
the chaos is due to the other blokes all desperately switching times so as not to take the air within half an hour
either side of me. That, and my skill in asking questions at
briefing, has been known to cause other pilots to fly round
triangles the wrong way and get disquali,fied.

Gaggles? I don't remember seeing one ever. except occasionally at a distance. Why they all leave such lovely
thermals in so much of a hurry I can't imagine. but I
blame those damn silly calculators.

You mean John Wil/ie computers. You don't use one?
Pah. If you can see it you can reach it. I always say. (Hell,
who's been keeping food in the 'fridge? Panic over, lad-I
found another six-pack.) If you can't see it, keep good and
high. then do a kamikaze on the place when it comes into
view.. ,

Isn't that, er, inefficient?
Yeah. theoretically-but I've seen other competitors pull
out their brakes and land short in six foot high maize
rather than cross the line when I'm finishing.

One up to yOIl Platypus: Now, what are YOllr views aboUl
water?
11 . . . .

my adrenalin begins to flow and my
brain switches of totally ..."

Never touch the stuff. Next question.

What do you see as the major obstacle to your future as a
competition pilot?
The insurance compani:es, definitely.

Fantastic! But what / was really interested in was how
your mind worked in the air.
I can tell you, the moment that towline goes taut an
amazing transformation comes over me.

Go on.
I will if you don't keep interrupting. (Pass the Foster's.
lad. Ta.) Yes. at that electrifying moment~my adrenalin
begins to flow with lhe speed of frozen treacle and my
brain switches off totally. The old CFI noticed that very
early on in my training in the T-21. Sent me solo in no ,time
as a result.

??

It says here that your gliding career started in earnest after
you wel~t solo at Castle Br011lwich in 1949?
Yes, but my expulsion from the Air Cadets put an end to
that. regrettably. Really the 1950's at Dunstable were the
formative years of my life in all ways except one. though
I believe it has remedied that deficiency recently. Hey.
you know. I've heard-

Er, yes, fascinating, but what I was really interested in was
whether you feel age and experience are more important
than youth and vigour.
Well. that was what I was on about-

In competition gliding, I mean.

Well, he had a wife and kids, I suppose. Better you than us
both, he used to say. What a card he was.

Longevity is the better part of valour, I dare say. But
getting back to contest {tying, don't you find this inabil.ty
to think once airborne something of a handicap?
Not in the slightest. It accounts for my being so relaxed
and withoui a sign of strain. The other pilots think and
worry too much and get worn out. poor devils.

Quite amaZinR. Now, Platypus, on the finer points of
closed-circuit racinl?: what is your inter-thermal speed-to(ly philosophy?
I have two speeds: 40kts and 140kts. The transition
between the two I make on the spur of the moment. My
mind may work slowly but my arm muscles work fast.

'Isn't that inefficient from the point of view of optimising
cross-country performance?

Oh. Well, I am ,the only pilot I know who was ever
grounded for senility. btU I lhink that was just a dirty
manoeuvre by the Flying Committee..

H •••

it was though I had
taken the elixer of youth"

What makes yOIl say that?
I was only 21 at the time. However. when I bought my
own ship. it was as though I had taken the elixir of youth:
they said I could fly as far from the site as I liked, prefer.
ably downwind.

Platypus, where are you (lying in 1975?

Theoretically, yes. But it means no other pilots dare fly
within a height band of 500ft above or below me.

Oh. Dunstable. France, Gobi Desert, that sort of thing.
Hey. Q, where are you off to?

Are you

A ustralia-on /he next jumbo!

(J

loner, or do you like RaRg/ing?
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BILL SCULL, Senior National Coach,
takes a look at one of the possible contributory
factors in a parti'cular categ:ory of fatal accident.

NEGATIVE g AND THE PILOT
I mentioned in an earlier Coaching Corner (AugustSeptember) problems that, might arise for a student who has
been encouraged to make very gentle movements of the
controls. Over emphasis of this point may mean that he has
never used the control sharply and may be unawar,e of the
consequences of doing so. The problem' already mentioned
was that if a student or pilgt moved the slick violently then,
the change of altitude, especially in pitch, might be sufficient
to disorientate him, with dire results if near the ground. There
will be other effects.
The Effects of g
Another possible effect which may WOFsen matters is tQ do
with nega,tive g. Most pilots are aware of the effects of g in
the positive sense. The most obvious ,experience of it is in
executing a loop and few people seem to find the positive
sensation unpleasant. But the degree of susceptibility to the
effect may vary quite a lot from day-to-day. changing as jt
does wit'h ttle state of health and self-induced factors such
as hang-overs.
An instructor may be aware of another variable; whether
you are carrying out the g ,inducing manoeuvre yourself or
sitting there whilst your student does. it. The increased sensitiv,ityis due to the fact that in pulling g on.e tenseS muscles
which restrict or delay the downward flow of blood fmm the
brain and so lessen th.e sensations. When you are not carrying
out the manoeuvre yourself, ie flying as passenger or in• structor. failure to anticipate the manoeuvre will allow a
greater do'wnward flow of blood and therefore increase the
effects and sensati9ns. h is almost possible tg calibrate oneself.
Loop the glider yourself (maximum positive g 3.3tl then let
ymn co-pilot do one. If yOll are confident enough in his
ability to relax-really relax-tl:Jen the sensations will be
much more marked. On occasion in these' latter cir,cumslances
Hi will jusl slart to cause the effect called greying out.
Greying out is due to the effective reduction in blood
pressure in the broain and hence a r,eduction in oxygen supply.
The first symptom is a progressive loss of peripheral vision.
Mosl of the references available to me discuss negative g
in terms of inverted flight and the execution of manoeuvres
such as outside loops. In these circumstances g is - I (minus
I) in in..erted flight and will increase in a negative sense with
the manoeuvre. 'litis is probably not even of academic interest
to the majority of glider pilots, btU wait; pilot susceptibility
is not only a function of g but the time for which the load is
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applied. Seating position is also significant and a pilot in an
upright position will be more susceptible than one who is
reclining.
Although a reliable reference work· suggests that one
should be. able 10 withstand - 2g for up to ten seconds before
loss of consciousness, litis probably applies 10 a pilot whose
sensit,ivity has been reduced by aerobatic experience. Accepting then that people have varying degrees of sensitivity and
that this may vary from, day-lo-day, who is in a posi,tio(\ to
state categorically that + tg (ie - tg from Ihe normal) Ig) will
1'101, at least; be unpleasant?
The real and riSky situation is when the small amount of
negative g is mista'ken far a symptom of 'he stall, that
momentary feeling of suspense before the nose drops. There
is evidence to support the slIIggestion that this confusion has
arisen in the case of fatal aecidents, in which the aircraft or
glider has plunged steeply to the ground. However. without
the principle witness the case is difficult to prove, but many
specialists in the accident investigation field are convinced.
To make pilots aware of their sensili.vity to this effe~t is
simple, it requires a manoeuvre called a "push-over" (,the
opposite of a puU oot). I know that many dubs include
this in the training syllabus usually as a part of the stalling
exercise-if you don't you should from IilOW on I E..ell if
you are an experienced pilot-don't we aU like to ,think of
ourselves as that-why not just try it, but preferably in a
two-seater. It miglrlt be that to have experienced the sensations
once or twi:e will be sufficient protection to avoid confusion
in an inadvertant case. (Note ,that all the' usual airmanshi;J
factors prior to stalling or aerobatics apply; ex,tra emphasis
should be ,placed on loose articles.)
Many years ago, as part of an accident investigation, r
undertook to fiod out the behaviour of a Swallow In response
10 rapid stick-forward movements at speeds near to ,the slall.
With a I:ittle imagiJ!l:ltion I would have started at Ik,t above
the stalling speed, however t,he fi,rst attempt was at 40kls.
Moving he stick forward sharply 10 simulate a frightened
pilot produced the first third of a bunt (or so it seemed/.
Certainly the glider Went beyond the vertical and to thin~
that I took a stopwatch to try and determine the Ipitch rate!
.Reference-Modern Airmanship edited by N. D. vall Sickle and
published by van Norslral1d Reinhold Co, New York.
Recommended reading: Ae,tomedicine fo.r Aviators by Keith E. E.
Read (available trom BGA, price £1.20 inCl postage).

HUMPHRY DIMOCK writes about the French International, Mountain Gliding CompetWon.

THE NIMBUS IN THE ALPS.
As is normal at Vinon, nearly every day was wenderful compared with the best English weather, and even on the two
non-competition days most of the pilots flew up to 200km
just for fun. As crew f had my friend John and niece June,
and we arrived six days early ·to get some practice.
Sunday June 30. The first competition was a very difficult
start because the thermals were weak, brOken, and limited to
4500ft above the site. I saw a glider ditch water while still Oil
aerotow, and ditched mine when I saw that all the gliders
were below launch height, 2400ft. I crossed the line at 1500ft
and it tOClk me an hour to get to St Auban aerodrome, 25
miles away, .eventually I landed at Gap, 60 mires away. It
was declared a no-contest day because of the new rule that
50% of the gliders have to f1,y 50% of the 'task to make it a
competition day.
Monday July 1. The same task was set again. A triangle
via Gap and the For( at Mount Dauphin, 264km. Gap is in a
large a luvial plain surrounded by m0untains; and Mount
Dauphin is in a narrow valley 6000ft deep, to mountain tops
mostly 9000£1. A,t the second lutning point I was down to
1500ft above the Fort and very apprehensive as there was no
landing place to be seen. The Mountain lOpS were 4500ft
above me. However, after a long and tedious struggle r eventually found the best thermal of the day which lifted me tl}
9500ft right above the lake at Savines where the Kestrel was
'broken two years ago. I looked upwards and I'iterally said
thanks to the Good Lord, and smiled with relief down at
the dangerous lake where there was no landing place. The
scenery around here is so wonderful. I felt privileged at
being able to see it, and yet exhilarated and humble at the
same time. From th.is point, 70 mileS away, there were no
problems, and the task was completed in 5hrs 35mim. I was
most surprised and delighted to learn later that t had won the
task.
Tuesday JUly 2. To-day a 229km triangle was set r·ound La
Baume and the Barrage Dam across Lake Savines. During the
second leg I was caught out in a vall'ey with no escape, but a
good field for landing. I ditched my water and lowered the
wheel above a ridge W:hich I had to cross,. mut I did not have
to land after all. After an hOllr soaring the ridge and looking
into the eyes of the people on the ridge, a thermal ,lifted me
to 7000ft and from there it was a .lovely flight home. My lime
was 3hrs 4?mins and I was third.
Wednesday July 3rd. There was no contest because thunderstorms in the ,mountains were threatening and so we went
swimming and sightseeing and generally enjoyed ourselves.
Most of the competitors flew, and the thunderstorms did not
come near us. lit would have been a good competition day.
Tbursday July 4. A 347km triangle was the task, v~a La
Baume and Plampinet village. This was another optimistic
hope. " was a struggle to reach the first turning point. and I
failed h~ reach the second turning point at all. ·Ianding with
si'x others at St Crepin aerodrome, 3OO0ft as!' 001 this day the
mountain CUHents were particularly fractious. Most of the
ridges ended 6000ft above the narww valley, and in climbing
one would get a 15k! upcl1rrent 'in one plac·e and if ol1e
turned back to the place it was often a (Okt downdraughl.
Sometimes it was not possible to make the summit at all,
and it was necessary to fly round the end and try the next one.
At the end of one ridge there were two people attending to a

trigonometrical point, and when J finally fought my way to
the summit my wingtip was less than a span away from them.
They .IT\ust have heard the glider doing 60kts, but they did Ilot
look ,in \my direction. 1 felt snubbed because most mountain
climbers wave and shout ,in the most friendly fashion. When
slope climbing the ridges it is necessary to fly between 60
and 70kts in order to have plenty of control. When an adverse
gust hitIY the glider, the application of full rudder and aileron
sometimes has little effect. One just has to w'lit. Since 25ft is
supposed to be the optimum distance to fly from the rocks, it
is rather hairy at times.
Friday July 5. This was one of the best days. It was a lovely
task of 259km with turning points at Monetier Alemont and
the Fort at Mount Dauphin. The first turning point was in
an alluvial plain 2000ft asl, and the second in a valley 6000ft
deep, 3000ft as!' At the start the thermals were well organised,
and where three or more gliders were gathered together one
could expect to get a 6ktthermal to 6000fl. However nearing
St Auban aerodrome, the thermal's seemed to disappear as
soon as each group of gliders was approached, and I was
losing heig'ht and could not reach the mountains which would
help me on my way. With tWQ others I was held to a spine at
Sisteron slope soaring until a 5OO0ft thermal came along.
Then another loss of height over the alll1vial plain to remain
within gliding range t() a gliding site brought me an 8kt pure
thermal 7000fl. From here I was able to take my turning
point photographs and make for the south-west slopes of
mountains to get the lift to Ihe only cloud in the sky.
This cloud was about 20 acres in extent, flat, and not very
thick. Rere the lift was in excess of 10kts to I I,500ft doudbase where there were many other gliders, and inost amazingly
two eagles which had kept me company for the last 5000ft of
climb. These birds then joined m>, friend in another glider
when J increased my speed and they disappeared into the
cloud with him. It amaZes me that birds should want to fly
that high anyway, it must be pure joy flying, which has nothing to do with feeding. I have seen swifts flying in a thermal
at l3000ft, and assume that they are feeding. on the insects
carried up. It must ta~e them a heck of a long time to get
down. aga'in. My friend told me laler that the eagles ofteh
enter cloud with him, explaining that although he cannot see
them, they can fly close enough to see the wingtip, and are
still wilh him in formation on leaving the cloud.
To resume, under this cloud I increased my speed 10 120kts
while circling to avoid entering the cloud and give me a good
start towards the second turning po'in!. From nere I was able
10 get back to the cloud and start my final glide fmm 5S miles
away, relying on my John Willie (the John Williamson cal.culator) la get me home. I could recognise the Montagne de
Lure 30 miles distant and it seemed ridiculous to believe my
John Willie which said that I should do 85kts all the way
home, so settled for 75kts. However as each check point was
reached John Willie said "go faster". and for the last 20 miles
my speed had to be increased from I,ookts to 120kls to gel
dowl'l to the 500ft over the. finish line as requested. In schoolboy fashion I' ditched my 30 g,I'11ons of water over the crowd
at the finish line in sheer joy and hoped they liked the rain.
It was clean water anyway. My crew were there to greet and
congratulate me on completing this joyous final glide.
Saturday July 6. No flying to-day. thunder threatened.
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SPIN' 'RECOVERY

Sunday July 7. The tasK was a 234km ldangle via Lourmarin and Gap. On this day the Met, (orecast was for
thermals only lip to 4000ft which was not enough to give us
speed on our; way ,to the mountains 25 miles distant. The course
DON SPOTTISWOOD
was along the south side of the Montagne de Lure to the turnChairman of the BGA Instructors' Committee
ing point 34km distant, and then to Gap f05km. Jt was the
U'sua'l lovely day and the thermals around Vinon before
starting were 2000ft higher than forecast up to 6000ft. There
was a strong north-west breeze blowing across the Montagne
de Lure and everybody's spirits rose with the extra height
Yet another spinning accident highlights tile need to conand set off to the west looking for the usual wave in these
t,inuailly dis::uss stalling and spinning recovery techniques.
conditions. Most of the field found no thermals at all and the
, A great deal of time and space has been devoted to this
wave non-existent. A huge gaggle landed around the first
hlaUer on instructor courses and instructor re-categorisation
turning point.
tests, in this magazine and in news lette,·s to eFts. Despite
For myself, I managed to get half way back .(() Vinon, being
this considerable amount of publicity it is clear from this
linable to get to the windward side of the Montagne de Lure,
and other accidents that misconceptions still arise, even with
and finding no thermals whatever. All around on the plain
experienced glider pilots and instructors.
were vineyards and orchards with no grass fields anywhere.
In this issue the National Coach, Bill Scull, dea~s with the
At last J spot'led a wheatfield about four spans wide and 200
effects of neg.ative g on the stall and recovery, so J will thereyards long with trees and wires all around. The approach at
fore content myself with the correct recovery techniques from
minimum speed over the boundary was followed by a dive I an incipient or fully developed spin.
to the wheat where it had been cut half way across, about twd
The correct recovery technique for a fully developed spin
spans of my wings. With full airbrake and. tail parachute I , is to apply full opposite rudder to correct the yaw which is
failed to dear the crop completely, tne starboard wing held
always present in a spill, ie glider spinning to the right full
back and an airborne ground loop started. The wheel came
left rudder. Having applied full opposite rudder to the
down on a cushion of combined wheat-straw with a horribfe
direction of the sp(n, ene mllst check that -the ailerons are
bump, and I ended up' facing where I had come from.
neutral and then move the con/rol column steadily forward
t remember saying aloud "Dear Mother, why do we do untit tire spinning stops. As soon as rotation stops, the rudder
th,is1", expecting to find serious damage, but there was none.
must be centralised and the glider returned to its normal
The Nimbus must 'be very strong. It was the Sunday gathering
glidillg attitude. Easy you will say; .every solo-pilot knows
at the farmhouse with 17 persons in four generations sitloing
that! I have little doub1 that this is so, but no;:ver,theless
round the table, ages three to 90. Two pairs of grandparents
people are still being killed or seriously injured as a conwere there. Three bottles of champagne were opened, with
sequence of the correel. recovery technique ,not being taken.
cold pork and salad, fruit and ,ice cream. After thatthres
Quite a lot of ins1ructors practise their craft in British
cars set off to find my crew, and when found they were led .in
.designed two-seat gliders whose spinning characteristics are
like Royalty, and af,ter de-rigging with plenty of help we all
innocuous, to say the least. Indeed on aif,crafl such as the
had more refreshments in another farmhouse .. The grand
T·2'1 a developed sp.in is virtually impossible to sustain in all
hosprtality that we received made op for the very disappointexcept the m.ost extreme centre of gravity positions. In aircraft
ing flight. For the Standard Class i,t was a no-competition I such as these the application of even a small amount of antieffort silwe loO few succt:edt:d in scor,ing. ,I n rhe Open Class
spin rudder and a 'relaxation of the back pressure on the
only ,three completed the coul'se and the day was devalued to
elevator may well be sufficient t.o ensure a recovery.
Jl\Op.ls..
Both instructor and pupil become accustomed to such
Monday July 8. An out-and-return race to Plampinet of
docile spin characteristics and may well claim to know and
318km was to-day's task. This was another trip along the deep
practise spIn recovery techniques, in fact a full trial is rarely
valley, and there were no real problems, one could just settle
used or required. When tb'is same pair find themselves in one
down and enjoy the wonderfUl scenery. My time was 4-}hrs.
of the higher performance Continental two-seat gl,iders, lhey
Maybe J enjoYed the flying too much, not flying fast. enough,
may find for the very first time that t1Jey are flying a glider
because I was only si:'!lh in this race.
on which the full spin recovery technique. is required and, to
effect a. recovery from a spin, a very considerable am.ount of
height is l'Ost in the process. The Bocian is one such aeroplane.
Tragedy Strikes
Recovery from the futly developed spin in the Bocian can,
Tpesday July 9. A task of 362km with turning points at
in extreme cir,cumstances, take up to two or three turns in
Chalillon en Dios and Va,1 des Pres was announced. For me
the spin and requires considerable ,forward movement of the
it meant a long detour instead of a 60 mile stretch across
control column. So remember, spin recovery action is:
some inhospitable but very beautiful mountains with 110
Full opposite rudder.
landing place. It waS a lovely day, and I ,probably covered
Check ailerons are neutral.
nearly 500km in order to keep near aerodromes and plains.
ContrQl column steadily forward until the spin slOps.
My time was 5hrs 40mins, and 1 was only fifth. On r,etum
Centralise the rudder wllen spinning is stopped.
there were sad faces everywhere. Two German pilots had
Recover smoothly to the normal gliding attitude.
coBided at 9000ft above a mounlain of the same height, a
I hope those CFls whose clubs operate two-seater gliders
capable of fully developed SpillS, ensure that their instructors
Std Cirrus and a Std Libelle. The LibeBe lost a wing and
the pilot Vincenz Gross died when the fuselage hit the ground.
are fully aware of the way in which the spinning characterisApparenlly there was no time to bafe out. I do not know
tics of gliders can vary, dependent upon the method of entry
any mare details. The Std Cirrus returned to Vim:m with :'l
into Ihe spin and particolarly now much pro-spin control
bruise under the fuselage below the trailing edge of the wing.
was used to ef;~ect an entry, the centre of gravity of the airThe final task was cancelled, and of course the baf'becue
craft and its configuration at the time of enitry. ie flaps down
party t,oo. We retuj',ned home two days early feeling very sad
or clean, air 'brakes in or out. I also hope that regul<lr
lot was a tragic ending to the most (J think) fascinating
spinning checks with all instructors and solo-p'lots <lre R
common feature of the dub's tmilling routine.
competition -n the world.
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The SG-85 during flight testing aboard a leased Blanik

BOB RODWELL

A lightweight ducted fan propulsion unit, designed for easy bollon mounting to numerous sailplanes, is marketed from this
autumn by the West German company Rhein Flugzeugbau of
Munchen Gladbach at a target price of OM 6000 (about £ 1000).
Rheinflug has been working on ducted fans continuously since
1960 and at the Hanover air show in April unveiled the prototype of a two-seater ducted-fan light aircraft, the Fanliner, which
it hopes to put into production in 1976. The Schubgondelliterally: thrust pod-SG-8S, shown iA the photograph being
flight tested aboard a BlaAik, is the outcome of a ground rig
which was origina'\ly buih for noise tests.

Quick ins'aUa1iolt
The SG-S5 weighs 1231b complete wit'h starter, 12v generator,
silencer and mounting pylon, and delivers a static t~rust of over
901bs. Two 21hp fichtel and Sachs Wankel-type rotary engines
are mounted behind the five-blade glass-fibre fan which operates
in a 2ft Sin diameter glass-fibre ducl. Company engineers told
me that the on'ly structural alteration 10 the leased Blanik on
which it was tested was the installation of a small plate beneath
Ihe foot of the mounting pylon, and that installing the pod,
together with its plastic fuel tank and battery, or removing it,
took less than 30 minutes in each case,
Fuel consumption is less than 3gal/hr at the red-line maximum
speed of S200rev/min and only about 2.2gal/hr at a cruising
figure of 4S00rev/min. At Munchen Gladbach an SG-SS demonstrator was run for me on the ground and proved to be remarkably quiet. There is considerable sensitivity in Germany now
about the noise of motor gliders and tugs, which are limited to a
ground reading of 68 decibels when' flying at full power at
1000fl. Overnight tests with the SG-8S at full thro!tle and
IOOOft gave a ground reading of no less than II Db lower than
the limit.
"This is a \lery practical auxliliary powerplant for gliders,
Ihough it is equally applicable to light airaaft, hovercraft,
hydroplanes, snow buggies and Ihe like," said Rheinl1ug's tedlOical manager Hanno Fischer, himself an active soaring pilot. "AI

the present price of fuel, it's the best possible trailer for retrieves
or positioning flights there is. It's easily bolted on for training
and removed for soaring when conditions are right and, say, one
Schubgondel could easily be used among a club fleet of several
diverse aircraft.
"Simply by selecting a particular thr·ottle setting you can
obtain any LID ratio you want for a particular training exercise.
With the Blanik, for instance, you can easily simulate the
performance of the Nimbus 2 and give your student training in
high performance cross-country techniques,
Project engineer Oietmar Schoofelder said the ghde performance of the BlaAik witlt the SG-8S stopped was, however, "bad",
In Ihe gliding context the thrust pod i's lieen essentially as an aid
.10 quicker training and, perhaps, to explore distant airmasses,
rather than as a powerplanl for competition self-launching
sailplanes,
•
Interest ~hown in the SG-8S at Hanover was such that after
marketing it later this year, Rheinflug plans to launch a larger
version incorporating a single Wankel engine developed from
that of the NSU-Audi Ro 80 car. This is the unit used in the Fanliner prototype and as a Schubgondel will deliver a static thrust
of about 22Slb.
SG-85 in detail

all pilots can read - but the BEST PI LOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most GHding Clubs in Gt. Britain,
alternatively send £3.00 postage inc:luded for an annual subscription
to the British Gliding Association, Artillery Mansions, 75 Victoria Street
London SW1 OJ B. Single copies, including postage 49p.
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St Laurent, 379 (MTL) PO.
J. Th. van Eck, Noordvliet 6, Maassluis.
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, SOllthdale 2135, Joharmesburg, Transvaal
Flyg-Biblloteket, Box 2, S-260 70 Ljungbyhed.

USA and all
other
Countries

Please apply direclt to tl\e Br,itish Gliding Association.
Payable in either Sterling or USS but International Monev
Orders preferred.

AUSTRALIA:
CANADA:

,I

Red leather-cloth binders to take the new format now available
Price £1.40. £1.65 includ'ing post o,r$4.25.

MOWBRAY VALE
INSURANCE BROKERS
LET US QUOTE FOR YOUR GUDER - TUG
CLUB FLEET - CLUBHOUSE - HANGAR OR

Cle:veland Sailplanes
We are a new company specialising in IREPAIRS, C 'of A
and REBUILDS. Our staff are enthusiasts and hilly
qualified. so 'ring us up even If its's just for advicethat's free. We are competent 10 handle an materials:
WOOD, 'METAL eM GLASSFIBRE.

ANYTHING ELSE THAT IS I,NSURABLE.
Call, write or phone for:

SUPEBWR COVER.
ACCIOE~T

BEST RATES

SPEEDYC o' A and REPAIR SERVICE" INSTRUMENTS
TRAILERS-WOOD or METAL AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
RELEASE HOOK SERVICE NEW SKIDS

AND SICKNESS COVER FOR

GUDER PILOTS AT NO tOADING

Stop Press: For Sale-Dart HR and trailer, £3,1'00.
Olym,pia 2 with trailer, 10-year C of A, fl1l1y resprayed,
£1,300.

REPHESENTED AT LLOYDS, ALL LEADING
COMPANIES
RilNG CAROL TAYLOR AT
!

I

THIR'SK 23018
(Northallerton 3586 24 hour answering service)
or write to:

48a Market Place; Thirsk, Yorkshire.
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Cleveland Sailplanes
MElMERBY INDUSTRIAL EsTATI:
Near RIPON, W. YOAKS
Telephone: Me/mer,by (076 584) 358
H.B.-W. IhIY. NO conn.ctlon wllh In, other organisation In, this

area

Improving the ,mini PZL turn and slip indicator
GEORGE BUHTON
The miniature PZL turn and slip indicator is the cheapest of the
turn indicators on the market in the 2tin face diameter size,
even so it costs £65 odd and has a reputation for being. somewhat temperamental. The basic' reason is that the instrument ill
designed to work from a 4 1;1 vole dry battery supply so there is
not very muchexGess voltage about to brea~ down oxide films or
other causes of poor electrical contact: these oxide and dirt films
can occur at different points in the electrical circuit of the instrument.
The speed of the rotor of the instrument is governed by ,two
electrical contacts which open up by centrifugal force when the
rotor is up to speed, and there are two other brush contacts on to
the three segment commutator. When the centrifugal contacts
open up there is a tendency for a small arc to occur and so a bad
COntact to be formed for when they close again. The opening and
closing of these contacts is also a source of electrical interference noise which manifests itself as a crackle in the loudspeaker of the glider radio.
One way to solve the difficult starting of the instrument is to
wire a tbree position switch into a supply from two 4 Y2 volt
batteries: for starting, the batteries are placed in series which
applies nine volts to the instrument and generally ensures a good
start. Once the armature is turning, then the supply can be
switched back to a single 4 11.z volt battery.
There is a more elegant way of doing tbis electronically and at
the same time eliminating the two centrifugal contacts as a source
of trouble. The idea is to sense the speed of the armature of the
instrument electronically and then to use this informalion .to conlrol the supply of C\lrrent, so that the speed is controlled to the
desired value. The way this is done is very simple.
When current flows. through the armature a voltage is present
across it simply due to its own resistance: this is present whether
the armature is rotating or not. However, when ,the armature
rotates then an additional voltage is generated: this voltage is
called lhe "back EMF" and is directly proportional to the speed
of rotation of the armature. Hence all that one has to do is to
separate out these two voltages and to use the "back EMF" to
control the flow of current ,to the armature and thus control the
speed.
The effect of the resistance of the armature is eliminated by
incorporating It as one arm of a bridge circuit: when this hridge is
balanced no voltage appears between the two centre junctions, no

WINTER BAROGRAp:HS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham A:irf,ield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

4i<7~~~
-p(,I'IfI::)r

"Constant Speed" circuit for th9 PZL turn and :slip indicator.

matter how much current flows, so that the only signal remaining
is the "back· EMF". This signal voltage is applied between the
base and emitter of a small silicon lraflsistor, and this in turn
contwls the impedance of two further transistors connected as a
"Darlington" pair. which control the flow of current to the
bridge.
The circuit is shown in the diag.ram. The transistors TR I and
TR2can be any small signal NPN silicon transittors and TR3
should be a medium power silicon NPN transistor capable of
diSSipating about Y2 watt. The resistors ,can be v.. wall ty.pes.
The small potentiometer is used to set up the speed of the
armature on tesl. The centrifugal contacts in the armature
have to be' by-passed by soldering a small piece of copper wire
across them and since this is a delicate operation, it should be
entrusted to someone used t() bandting instruments. The best
way of setting the speed of the armature is to use a str,oboscope, however, it is near enough just to' measure the voltage:
across the fnstrumenl when it is tunning and to adjust the
potentiometer until it oscillates about the four volt value. The
supply to the circuit should be between 11 and 15 volts.
On switch on, the voltage applied across the instrument will be
between eight and nine volts and it will speed up rapidly. When
up to speed the voltage will quickly fall to a maintaining value of
aool,lt four volts and the current consumption will be about 30
milliamperes. The circuit can be mounted on a piece of printed
circuit board bolted to the rear case of the instrument with '80A
screws.
The brush contacts on the armature still cause some radio
interference but this is very much reduced.
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the Energy,
Gentlemen!?!
~~Follow

JOHN WILLlAMSON
Lingering by t.he pool at Waikerie one balmy evening, we
were regaled by t.he inimitable Hans Werner Grosse, greatest
of all lhe long distanc,e fliers. He was recalling his near-miss
t.he week before when he flew mOre than t.he required dis·
tance, but failed to complete the World's first lOOOkm triangle. A considerable diversion on the final leg left him 90km
from home. As he put it ruefully, "You have t.o follow t.he
energy, gentlemen!"
This evocat.ive phrase embraces the essence of our sport..
Our earliest. fumbling attempts, blundering frolTi t.hermal to
thermal, ended ignom inlollslyin fields. We had 110t even
spotted the energy, let alone followed' it! Later we began to
learn the art of cloud-reading-laler still, of ground reading
-to help us follow that elusive energy. Them the cry was «Fly
straight! Don't build drag by moving controls!"

'Br,idging the gap
Fair enough with glide performances of 15 years ago.
Theory said you were bound to find lift-or it might find! you
-eventually, and in the meantime you had lost the minimum
of height. But. watch today's aces" see them weave gently
from side to side of the direct course, and then wonder
why they always get home 20 minutes before you. They
have the secret. They are bridging ,the energy gap.
The energy gap is what prevents us from gliding non-stop
from A to B. The gap narrows as the energy lost in the
glide becomes an ever-smaller proportion of the kinetic
energ,y slored in the wings. Kinetic energy is the product of
weight and speed. Energy lost can be represented by the
sink-rate and a modern glass ship weighing more than haFt
a ton with water ballast., may sink' at little more than 2kts, a,t
80kts airspeed. If we are able 10 find even a dribble of liftsay Ikt of air movement-as we fly beneath the clouds, the
~nergy gap is halved and the effect on our progress is astonishIl\g.

The very best days have above all a well organised cloudscape which provides, ma'riY oppo.rtunities fOf stealing miles
by such extended gliding. The drain on the energy bank can
be cunningly minimised and only the very best thermals need
be used for topping up. Such a day in 1974 was May 29. All
44 Nationals p'ilots got round a 300km t,riangle without
difficulty; the first English 600km triangle was flown; and
several 500km, including the first ever in a Skylark 3. The
day was good not because of the thermal strength-rarely
more than 4kts-but because the lift distribution was so
clearly marked by cloud.
Theory demanded that a fully-laden Kestrel should have
expended about 2S00Qft of height on the Nationals task that
day. I found 1 needed to stop and use only eight thermals in
my three-haur flight. The longest c'1imb was 1300ft and the
aggregate around 9000fl. Add 3000ft for the start and the
balance of 13000ft was gleaned along 'the way, by careful
rouleing and dolphin flying. Much of the time it was possible
to cruise between 60 and 90kls, near cloud base, weaving
either side of track to "foUow the energy I " The visibility
was good and it was possible 10 judge the clouds ahead by
their shadows. Silly to blunder into a blue hole when a little
diversion three or four miles earlier would ensure a steady
stream of lift.
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It was important to stay near e10udbase so Ihat the
lateral relationship between the observed cloud and it's lift
was "tight". More than ISooft below cloud and the thermals
tended to be old-fashioned and round, and not always where
they should have been. At cloud base, even if the hard core
had gone, there was always the residue, the weIJ-mixed tmil
of the original thermal, still lightly buoyant and enough to
tickle the keel of the Kestrel and hurry us on our way.
There are many such inputs to speed flying but proper
u:e of dolphin-flying probably heads the list. The 'moment
to convert the speed into height must be finely judged, as
must the rate of conversion. A sudden strong thermal gust
cans for a swift pull up, to' the stall and almost beyond, to
loiter in the strong core as long as possible. Weaker lift calls
for gentler action but in each case flap must be lowered
exactly in step with the airspeed, until full thermal Rap is
selected to buoy one through to the far edge of the thermal.
Dolphin-trying is a technique which gains much enjoyment
fcom being practised in company, but be sure to keep that
company at a respectable distance. One g'lider directly chasing
another is liable to be suddenly presented with a plan view
of his quarry, rocketing lip .into his own fljght path.

Simplicity and Reliability
When playing porpoise with ,the thermals it is essential to
have a true and trusted variometer system. The ideal should
indicate the movement of the air mass regardless of the
glider's spe.ed when flying straight er following the energy,
and the cltmb-rate of the glider when circling. Commonly
this can be achieved with complex electronics and at considerableexpense. The systems available are admirable 'in
,their way out anything complicated is the more likely to go
wrong, and once wrong, requires all sorts of expertise to put
right. Simplicity with reliability is the key.
For my money the ideal system was proposed 20 years
ago by the 1956 World Champion, Paul McCready. Subsequently largely overloo'ked, it has recently been revived in
Germany. Briefly, the system emp'loys a calibrated leak into
the variometer flask which, in still air, maintains the pressure
equilibrium of the flask as the glider flies downhill. The leak
is taken from pitot so that, as the glider goes faster more air
is bled in to compensate. A valve in the system shuts off the
leak for circling flight. With the valve open, and given good
total energy compensation, any :Iift or sink is that of the air
mass.. Thus a tkt burlJle can be spotted, even when boring
along. at SOkts, with some cer,taimty, and the appropriate
dolphin selected 10 take care of it! The lea'k cannot be a,c(;urate at all speeds but it can be made to ee as accurate as the
instrument it controls, across the working speed range of say
60-IOOkts.
'
,
So much for the ways and means. Modern gliders, new
te;hniql.les, clever ideas, have meant startling advances in the
s)eeds and distances possible, even within the confines or our
generally modest weather. Perhaps we too will soon be
seriously thinking of following the energy along the rOOOkm
trail.

Nordic Star Produce GRP Trailer,s
When Nordic Star Marine, yacht builders, acquired the former
premises ,of Tor~a Sailplan~ Lld in Ou,tgang Lane, Pickering,
earlier thiS year 10 order to mcrease and extend their activities.
'they inherited moulds for the 15 and 19m sailplane trailers.
A ,large number of these GRP trailers had been built and
sold previously by Torva, and Nordic Star decided to continue
production of the trailers. A spokesman for Nordic 'Star says
that laminating production is now again in full swing on the
Pickering site using both hand and spray lay-up stock.
Delivery of either 15 or 19m trailers can be otfered within 6·8
weeks from ordering.

In the last issue Ann Welch made the point
that a highIV enterprising look was
needed at the field of kits and homebuilding. Meanwhile JIM MAUPUN has
sent a progress report of what he contends is' a simple to build glider.

International one-design class for the other95,1.
While the debates mge all over 'the world about Standard Class
saHplane rules, and the frontier continues to be pushed forward
by expensive ,technology in construction and instrumentation in
our sport, perhaps a quieter thing is starting at t!:le other end of
the cost spectrum, In the United States, at least, only 5% of soaring pilots appear to be seriously interested in competition; the
other 95% in other aspects of soaring.
The "Duster" BJ I B, is designed specilically lor the "ot,her
end", le, lor the home builder. Simple, easy to build, compact
and light, it is making inroads around the world.

Ouster "factories"
Since its introduction by the international design team of H.
Einar Thor of California, and Bengt Jansson of Sweden, the
number of Dusters be,jng built 9.roun<l the world has, steadily
grown. There are Dusters being made in France, South Africa,
Canada, Germany, Australia, and New Zealand. Some 200 sets
of plans have been sent out world-wide, and the Dusters are
coming from "factories" in garages, barns, basements, and at
least one out of an apartment in New York City.
DSK Aviation (formerly Duster Sailplane Kits) has shipped
complete w.oodworkers kits, partial kits, and components all over
the world. An interesting fact is that the 'ocean freight on a
Duster kit from the Los Angeles area to Australia, for instance, is
cheaper than land trans,portation to Chicago.
The reasons for the acceptance of the Duster ate not ha,rd t,o
find. First, both Ben and Hank are long-time soaring enthusiasts,
and both are aeronautical engineers. Ben's specialit,y is aerodynamics, and Hank ran all t!:le stress analyses. The Duster meets
OSTIV requirements (or both aerotow and ground launch.
Competent observers have expressed unqualified approval of
the detail and com,pletenes$, of the drawings. They come with a
40-page booklet on how to build the Duster.
Second, kits are ava,jlable from a comptete Woodworkers kit,
down to just the set of wing-attached hardware.
Third, construction is easy and simple. With the three-piece
wing it can be built in a m,inimum of space. John Sinclair built
his in a room 8ft by 20ft. The only,power tools necessary with
the woodworkers kit, are a = /8 inch electric drill, a disc sander,

(often homemade), and a saoer saw. The whole sailplane Is built
on a simple tablle made from a plank 2" )I 12" by 18ft long.
Finally, the Duster is easy and fun to fly. As Ben Jansson told
me one day at El Mirage, the summer he captained the Swedish
team at Marfa, "If you are willing to tum away from absolute
max,imum Lover D, you can put a tot of things into a little sailplane!" Big oontrol surfaces give beautiful response, tike a roll
rate ,of 21J2secs. You can slip the ship radically right down to the
ground under full controL
It is a fine first solo sailplane, yet Wall Mooney, flying. the.
second prototype at the Region 12 Championships al EI'Mirage,
finished number 22 out of 34 sailplanes. He flew the only 13m
sailplane, and finished ahead of twelve aluminium and glass
machines, all Srn and up.
Let's encourage the top competitors, contribute 'to our world
teams, cr,ew for them, and applaud the progress on the frontier
(at whatever cost?}-but perhaps also We can build up something
the other 95% of the soaring fraternity can mjoy.
Information Pack, SI; Plans, S75. Callifornia Sailplanes,
Box 679, Huntington Beach, California, 92648.
Kits, Components; DSK Aviation,
Pacoima, California, 91331.

12676

Pierce Street,

Jim learned 10 fly on Primaries in
Norlh Texas; as a hiCh school student in
the 1930's. He soared the Western spurs
of the Himalayas as a DC-) "Hump"
pilot durins World War 1I,8nd new
Grunau Babies hI "ava while a civilian
technical advisor to Ihe Indonesian Air
,for,ce. At present he Is 11 history leacher
ia Los Angeles, and co-owner with
Norman F. Barnhart. of OSK Aviation.
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Calculation of GliderCompetition Speeds
!AN STRACHAN(Chairman of the BGA Flying Committee)
This article analyses the factors that go to produce It glider's
theoretical cross-eountry (XC) speed in UK thermal conditions.
It suggests formulae for comparing glider speeds, and is
primarily devoted to describing the revised BGA handicap system
that will operate in 1975. But more 1han this, it is an attempt to
caloulate cross-country speeds in a prac.tical way and should be
useful in flight planning, task setting, and in the theoretical
analysis of cross-country flying.
11 is. a comprehens,ille review ,of speed calculations and its
l'ength is regretted, HoweveJ, such an artic'le should only be
needed every five years or so! You may not wish to read it all.
It's sections are: History, Principles, The 1975 System, Datum
Thermal, Jettisonable Ballast, 100% Datum, Wind Factor, 1975
BGA Contest Handbook, Conclusion and Refe·rences.

HISTORY
HandicappJng in gliding has always been based on assessing
the relative performance of the GUDER, not, as In some sports,
the ability of, the participant. The first BGA handicapping system
gave bOflvses of marks In 10% blocks for glider characteristics
such as: stru'ts, 15m span, two seats, pre-1950 design, etc.
Latterly the block interval was refined to 5% and gliders placed
in "perlformance groups" on the basis ot the views 01 contest
pilots and starting from the values established preViously in the
older 110% system.
In 19G6 Tony Deane-Drummond proposed thal handicaps be
put on 'a sound Quantitative basis by relating them to a mathematical formula. Tlhe sYstem devised by lan Strachan in 1967
used cross-country (XC) speeds as a handicap ,criterion. These
speeds we,re scientifically based and produced trom 'known
formulae, as opposed to previous handicap figures whiCh were
based on arbitrary intervals. AJ the same time, the scoring
formulae were adjlusted so that they, fitted In with the concept of
handicaps reflecting ratios of glider speeds.
In the "1967 system", the speeds were inverted and related
10 that of a datum glider so that the magnitude of the handicap
figures was in the same sense as the older "handicap bonus"
system, ie numerical increase 01 handicap percentage with
OECREASE 01 glider perfOrmance. A g'lider whose XC speed
'was 1.25 that of the da'IUm was llandicapped at 1/1.25, or 80%.
The assumptions made in the calculation of XC speeds were
designed to be similar to average UK competition task conditions. No wind was allowed for, on the basis that in the late
1960s the lew closed .circuit tasks that were completed wOl:lld
be balanced by, othe'r downwind tasks, oft was thought rigllt to
allow for differing thermalling abilities, as in 1967 a superior
therma'floing perlormance was thought by some to override (in
UK conditions) glide performance in impOrlance. A mathematical
model 01 the "average thermal" was therefore required, and a
calculation method 1:1 ad to be 'devised which lurned this il\\to
different achieve<l climb rates for each gilder.
The datum thermal taken in 1967 was one which had been
used b,y Nick Goodharl in his 1965 OSTIV paper (see references). rnis had a peak vertical speed (\10) of 4.6kts and a
radius at zero vertical speed (R) of 600ft, the vertical speed 01
the air reducing, away from the centre according to a square law.
From this Iheoretical thermal, a !:jraph of actua'l glider rates 01
climb (IS00LlMB Ilines) was prepared, To obtain the isoclirnb
for a given glider, its performance at thermall'jng speed had to
be fed inl to tt:1e graph, and for simp'licity the Min sink point on
the polar curve was taken. The eUect of this procedure was, in
line with real conditions, to give gliders such as, the K-8 a high
rate of climb Irom the datum thermal compared with. say, a
Foka 4.
The figures of achieved climb were inserted into the standard
equation for XC speed, using the co.rrect speed to fly 'found by
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drawing a tangent to the glider's polar trom the appropriate
cljmb figure. The glider XC speeds so produced, when compared
wilh~ th,e datum glider's, (Skylark 3) at 28,3kts, constituted the
handicap ligures. The question is, was this degree ofelaboration worthwhile and should it be continued in the future?

PRINCIPLES OF HANDICAPPING
We should now examine whether cross-country (XC) speed is
a relevant criterion lor handicapping. Let us say that ,glider A
(high per,formance) has a speed index in the chosen conditions
of 120% re'lative to the ,datum at 100%, Glider B..
Taking speed tasks first, il A finishes at 120km/h and B at
100km/h, we can immediately see that it is likely that this ,result
is due not to pilot abilities bUl to glider performance. The scoring
formula should gille equal marks. It should do this fQr all other
results f'o/ which the relative speeds are also 1.2, ,such as A at
60km/h and B at 50km/l1.
In tasks involving out landings, 11 A goes 120km, then if we
assume uniform soaring con.ditions and equal flight times, 8 will
cover 100km. The relative speed index of 120% is therefore
reasonably valid 'for distance flying. too. The scoring formula
should give equal marks lor all other results where the relative
distances are also 1.2, such as A at 240km and B at 200km,
Turning now 10 the process of calculating the XC speeds,
there is no doubt that these can be accurately produced, once
the daolum conditions have been delined; and a.n ;;Iccurate ser,ies
01 glider polar curves agreed at suitable intervals across the
performance spectrum. Other gliders with less accurate performance data can then be titted in to the list by comparing their
flying performance with better knOwn types.
One may argue about the validity of the assumptions made in
deciding the datum conditions, but if they bear reasonable relation to reality. their lack of exactitude c)'n a given contest day
should not matter because it is RELATIVtE speeds thal we are
alter, These should, not vary too much even if conditions change
from the datum omes. This same lact covers the point that nowadays much flying is done by high performance gliders without
cirding, just pulling up in lift Some theoretica'l work has suggested that, in uniform thermal condiitions, RELATIVE speeds
derived from this mode of flying are similar to the classic "climb
and glide" case that is taken in the handicap speed index
calculation, 01 course the higher performan~e glider will always
have an advanlage because the pilotsan:lples more thermals in
each glide and so can select stronger ones than his lower
perlormance counteirpart. May,be in the lut'ure this could be
formalised by making anassump1ion about 'a mixture of thermal
strengths In tl1e datum conditions. Mathematically this would be
straightforward-time will tell whether such a refinement is
called lor.
THE 1975 BGA HANDICAPPING SYSTEM
I1 has been decided that the basic principles of the 1967
system will be retained, but with changes because of shortcomings revealed over the years.

Catch a dolphin!

write to
Jo'hn Williamson

11 Galaxie Road, Cowplain
Portsmouth poa 9AT
for aetalls 01 a cheap ADC conversion kit for your vario.
Specify sailplane, vario and total energy system fitted,
And, of course, JSW CALCULATORS!
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ISOCLiMBS-DATUM THERMAL (197S-BGA SYSTEM)
Speed 81, Min Sink

The wind factor (W). In the scoring formulae, wherever the
handicap symbol H occurs, this will be replaoed by H x W
(HW). HW will be, in effect, the Ihandicap adjusted for wind.
W will be 1.0 in nil wind Conditions, will be over 1 (eg 1.01 or
an additional 1% speed index) for high performance gliders.
and will be less than 1 (eg 0.99, or a reduction in speed
index of 1%) for low performance gliders. W will be varied
day by day in acoordanoe with the aotual wind conditions on
the task ,flown.
2 The 100% Ilandioap datum. ne 100% datum, against whioh
all other handicaps are compared, will be a cross-oountry
(XO) speed of exaotly 34kts (about 63km/Il). This closely,
but not exactly, compares with Std Cirrus performance, and
so the Std Cirrus will be a 100% glider and may' be loosely
thought of as a datum glider.
S Jettisonable ballast. A speed inorement will be added to the
basic XC speed calculated for any glider possessing the
facility to carry and to jeltison ballast. This will be calcwlated
flom the C of A weighf figures, using ballast weight r.atio
W~/WI where W2 is the full.y ballasted AUW and W1 the 110
ballast AIJW. The calculations are fully explained later. The
speed with ballast so pr,oeluced will be used for all contest
days f()rall gliders capable of oarrying jettisonable ballast,
whether ballast is actwally lQarried or not.
4 The datum thermar. The revised datum thermal has a core
velocity (Vu) ()f 4.2kts (2.1m/sec), and a radius at zero
vertical speedl (R) of 100011 (300m). Horizontal shape is
assumed circular, and the verlical speed reduces from ihe
oore to tlcle edge· in accordance with an r 2 law. The datum
thermal is sl;l,own in Fig 1.
5 Handicap speed index. The system will list gliders in accotdance with handicap speed indexes. Which will be in direct
proportion to calculated XC speeds when compared \0 the
34kts 100% datum. They will be in numerical intervals of
two. and' be expressed as percentages.
The system will now be desoribed in more detail, in the
sequence in which caloulations are made:
THE DATUM THERMAL
The figures for R (red.ius, 1000ft), Vc (core velocity, 4.2~ts),
'and velocity plrofile(proportional to ( 2 ). !:lave previously been
stated. They were ch,osen for the lollowing reasons:
,Radius. Work by Reading University based on flight tests using
inslrumented gl:iders gave an average radius of close to 1000ft
(300m) over a sample of 588. thermals. Flights were made from
Lasham, and from Defford INr Worcester) in "average soaring
conditions".
Velooity Prome. Much theoretical and practical work has been
done on this in the pasl, but ,only a few projech have involved
f1igt1l test instrumentation recorcers with a suffioiently small time
constant to sample the shape of the velocity gradients across a
thermal. Work by Konovalov in the USSR (see references)
suggested two basic thermal Iypes. His results have been
averaged and plolted out, and indicate that one type has a
prone t'hat reduces away from the core according to an r' Ilaw,
the second type in proportion 10 r. An average graph of these is
close to an r 2 law.
The Reading wOrk suggests a mi)(ture 01 r, r2 and r< profiles,
wilh once again r2 being a reasonable overall average. Finally, a
questionnaire on thermal structure was circul'aled to all 1974
Nationals pilots. the result being that 27% preferred the "r"
type, 55% the r2 and 36% the Ir' as being the typical UK 2kts
thermal. Of course, the pilots were picking drawings 01 SHAPES,
they did not overtly pick the corresponding mathematical equatiOM. The overall result ef Ihis mass of evidence was that a
square law (r2 ) was picked as being a reasonable average
velocity ptOfile. No claim is intended that the majority of
thermals are of this shape-they may indeed all be either"" or
r shapes (il Konovalov is right), but tne claim IS made that r2
Is a good planning assumption for a large sample of thermals.

.
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~
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Core Velocity. Having fixed a 1000ft radius and an r' profile. a
4.2kls (2.1m/sec) oore velocity was chosen. Tilis. 01 course. Is

•
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SOAR AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
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Now with Improved Airbrakes

Deilivered U.K. £3,500 and Duty £180 (incruding instruments)
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Get with it -join the '8lANIK' set and progress in the 70's
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u.K.. Eire and Canada:

Peter Clifford Aviation limited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford
Tel. Kidlington 4262 Telex 837252
Cables: Cliffair, Oxford
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I
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SOUTHERN SOARING,
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-
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short delivery
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JETTISONABLE BALLAST
Gliders with ballast tanks carry ballast on all but the weakest
thermal days. and this gives a significant and calculable speed
advantage in moderate. str.ong or wide thermal conditions. This,
combined with the fact that the pilot can drop all or part of the
ballast to extricate himself from awkward conditions, means that,
in fairness to non ballast carrying machines, a method of allowing for ballast effect has to be found and incorperated into the
speed index.
For the purpose of the ballast calculation, the assumption is
made that on one in fOur contest days, an average rate of climb
of 4kts (2m/sec) is aohleved. This is not at variance wi,th the
concept of the datum thermal of 2.2-2.5kts rate of climb-some
days will be very weak and balallce out the present assumption
tllat one in four conlest days are in strong thermal conditions
(for the UK). The XC speed in a gliderballasted fully up to its
C of A limit is compared with the XC speed In the same glider
without any jellisonable ballast. The ditlerence between these
two speeds is assumed to be demonstrated in competition flying
011 a one day in four 'basis, so' for the purpose of the speed.
index lhe speed difference is divided by four and added to the
basic XC speed already calculated. As a "rule of thumb", it tilas
'been established tl'1at for most ballast carrying gliders, each
10% lJallast weight increment (W2IWI=1.1 or 110%) gives an
,increase of XC 'speed of 2!% in 4 kts lilt. This rule of HlUmb
works pro rata up to large ballast Illcrements such as 50%
(W2/W1 =1.5) as long as flap setlings are not changed as a
result of the ballast additions.
Most gliders capable of carryiQg jettisonable ballast have a
speed index two points more than the same glider wiU10ut tne
ballast facility.. A gli€ler with a large ballast capability would be
handicapped four points more in the scale of speed indexes. A
typical ballast calculation is at Fig 4.

=

Polar'

Fig 4

V=Speed l<'l fly ltangentto polar).
V,=Sink al speed V.
Ve=Achieved climb (isoclimb).
Speed
Min
al
AUW I Sink Min,
KI
Sink

150- Speed
Sink I V.
climb 10
+
V.
,Fly
Vc
V<;
Kt
KI
V KI

V V.. = XC
V.+V c Spd

Glider

Speed
Index

41.25

Maker;. 280kg 1.30

32.5

2.24 53.0

Std Cirrus
with pr'o-

1.95

4.19

33.55kts

96.6%

2.40

4.93

26.65kt.

76.3%

I

2.53

52.0

extra
speed
with
ballast'

120lb
680lb
(310kg) (55kg)

118%

4.5'%

1.12% 33.65

34.03

100.1

123.5%

5.9%

1.46%

34.1'4

100,4

the rate of rise of the AIR at the thermal centre, not the ,rate of
clim!) of any ~Iider. 11 was chosen simply so that when actual
glider figures were used in the resulting /SOCLfMBgraph Ime
achieved climb 'rates were in the ;1.2-2 ..5kts bracket. The questionnaire to 1974 Nationals pilots resulted in a mean estimate of
2.3kts as the average rate of climb in UK competition flying and
this was used to fix the core velocity.
Isocllmb Graph. The isoc/imb graph was produced from figures
generated py a computer prog,ramme run by Frank Irving and
Nick Goodhart as part of other ~esearct:l. 11 appears as Fig 2. To
use it, find your l!l:JIder's Min sink and speed at :Min sink and
enter the graph with Ihese' values. Scales both in knots and
metric units are provir' id. For example, an average of four
independent polars on the Std Cirrus, when reduced to Ihe
'same weight (310kg) gave a Min s~nk of 1.2Skts at a speed of
41.25kts. YOll can see that this gives an isoclimb of 2.24kts.
XC Speed. Cross-<:ounlry speed 'is then calculated from the
standard formula which refers to a thermalling climb followed
by a glide back 10 start height at tne best speed to fly for the
rate of :climb achieved. A diagram and specimeo calculation are
in Fig 3. Note that. relative to th.e 1100% datum of 34kts, an
unballasled Std Cirrus comes out at 33.65l<:ts or 98.8%. It should
therelore be handicapped al a speed index of 98% when
rounded oil 10 the nearest even interval. The K-8 in the specimen
calclJlation, although achieving a higher rate of climb from the
datum thermal, does 26.65k:ts' which relative 10 34.0 .is 78.3%,
or 78% when lOun<i1ed €lff.

"b/4

XC
No
SPEED
ballast speed INDEX
-t
XC i
100%
Speed V h/4 =33kts

ballast
'IStd Cirrus
680lb
160lb
with modi(310kg) (70kg)
fication for
more ballast

I

I

K-8

Ballast
weight
ratio
W'/W 1

gi/o.

(100%
=34kts)

Vb

AUW
Ballast
without weight
ballast

W1

ductio~

BGA
Unballasted Average 310kg
1.26
Std Cirrus of 4

BALLAST CALCULATION

33.65

'loin' 'The extra .peed with ballast can be calculated either from separate
XC speed figure. using a 4kts climb rate. or from the ruie where 10% of
ballast Incremenl lie WZ/W 1= 11.1) gives 21% extra speed in 4kls lift.
The [wC) speed index figures show why. when rounded oft to the nearest
even figure. the ballasted Std Cirrus is given 100'10 on the handicap list.
The no ballast XC speed of 33.65kls was derived lroll1 the isoclimb and
speed calculation done previously (Fig 3).

THE 100% DATUM
The reason for changing the definitive datum tQ a speed
l34kts) hOrn a glider performance is oecause, if later mOdifications .to the chosen datum glider were to change the XC speed,
the whole speed index list would have to be shifted! IJP or down
in sympathy. This would be undesirable. It was tempting to pick
a higher speed' which would allow lor increase in performance
from the Std Cirrus level in tne future. This was resisted because
as tne new system is introducing many other cl;langes, it was felt
that pilots would like a clearly defined and easy to eompare
100% level tQ fix Ihe system on and so> a speed was ~ieked
compatible with Std Cirrus performance.

SPEED INDEXES
The ~eason for listing handicaps as speed indexes is to make
them easier to understand and envisage. The various calculations produce XC Speed as their end result, and the list of
speed indexes may well also be an aid to task selting, flight
planllillg, and any field where it Is useful to have a list €lf relative
performances. Naturally, the BGA sCl:>ring formu'lae will be
adjusted to take speed indexes into account. The provisional
1975 list is at Fig 5.
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Fig 5

PROVISIONAL I'iA~DICAP SFEED INDEXES fOR 1975

f

Column 1 shows a few 01 the pte.icus handicaps for refere-Ce.

2

Column 2 shows prevIous handicaps inverted ~o as to b3 soe~d indexes.
and rep,oporlioned 10 Std Cirrus al 100%. 'l'Mey should thus ,Q"espond
apprOximately with the new (1975) ligures.
"'Aslerisks indicale that the speed index applies 10 gliders with the
ability to iellison ballast. Reduce Ihe index by Iwo if ballast cannot be
carried.
Increase Ihe speed index by Iwo H jellisonnable ballast can be carried by
gliders in Ihe list lor which no allowance has been made (ie ~o asterisk).
Very large amounts <ll jellisonnable ballast capacity may increase' the
speed indexes given below lor gliders so mooilied. This will be notilied
10 conlest organisers by the Handicapping Sub Commlllee.

3
~

1967
System
H'caps

74%

60

68

94

1967
figures
inverled
and Std
Cilfus
100%

119%

110

100

95

100

88

108/106
110/112

82/83
80/79

124
128
150

71
69
59

PROVISIONAL
1975
SPEED
INDEXES

120%
118
116
114
112
110
108
106
104
102
100%
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
52

SCORE THE SAME MARKS because all that the wind factor is

doing is adjusting the speed indexes for wind. It is not making
it more difficult to score marks (except perhaps for low per·
formance machines where it is almost impossible to compensate fairly for reduction In performance in wind). The high
perlormance machine is handicapped much more adversely in
wind than' i.n the 1967 system, but on (flopefully) a rational
:basis. and should still have an advantago because the higher
your performance the more thermals you sample and tile greater
should be your average rate 'of climb.
FIg 6

Gliders ('" include Ballast)

Nimbus 22m', ASW·17'
Nimbus 20m'. Kestrel 22m' .Jantar'
Kestrel 19m'. ASW-12
Calil A-21
Kestrel 17m
Diamant 18m. BS-l
Cirrus 17m. Phoebus 17m
STD CIRRUS'. ASW·15'. lS·l'. SHK.
Diamant 16.5. HP-14 18m
Std Libelle'
Phoebus 15m'. Cobra 15. Motor Cirrus, KH·l
Oart 17. Foka 5, IS-29D
Pilatus· B-4. Torva
K-6E. Foka 4. Vasama
Dart 115. Olympia 419. SF·27M
Skylark 4
Skylark 3. K-6CR. Olympia 403
Pirat. Olympia 463. Fauvette. BG-135
M·l00s, K-14
Skylark 2, SF-26, K-8. Jaskolka
Sky. Weihe. Eagle, Blanik. K-13
Mllcha Std, Bocian
K-7. K-2. SFS-31 Milan
Olympia 2. Meise. Kranich
Tandem Falke. ASK-16, RF-5B Sperber
Falke

Notes: Nimbus ana Kestrel calculations have used the K-6E isoclimb of
2.42kls. as Ih,! makers' claims fO.r Min sink appear optimistic.
Differences between columns two and Ihree are because isoclimbs differ
in the new. wider datum thermal. Also Ihe Sld Cirrus has nearly 2% added
beeaus'! pf ballaSt capacity.

WIND FACTOR
Since the majority of competitiQn tasks are closed circuit
races. i·t was considered import'ant to make a wind allowance
that was theoretically correct for this task'. The simplest closed
circuit is the out-and-return. and the easiest vector diagrams to
draw are for a direct into wind leg foll'owed by a downwind leg.
The basic assumption is made that the relative performance of
gliders on Closed circuit tasks will be similar to the upwind/
downwind case, and this is used in the calculation of the wind
f·actor W.
The numerical values of Ware derived from the groundspeeds
in Fig 6. W is the multiple to be applied to your speed index
to compensate for your performance in a wind.
The table of wind factors (W) is Fig 7. For the speed index
of your glider, and the actual contest wind strength of the day,
find t/:le appropri'ate W value. For gliders over 100.0;. this will Ibe' a
number over one. If you had a glider with a speed index of 120%.
and the day wind factor was 1.03 for your glider lie' 81'1 addition
of 3%), what this infers is that under these conditions you would
score 3% more marks than you deserve and so your speed
j,ndex has to be changed. In effect, your speed index is made
10 be 3% more adverse and becomes 120x1.03, or abouI124%.
From the table you can see that this refers to a 10kts case,
which for a 120% glider gives W=1.029. This comes from an
elementary computer programme based on the vector diagram
of Fig 6, andinicates that il1l a 10kts wind in datum thermal
conditions, you have a ·further 2.9% speed advantage over a
100% gl ider than is g,iven 'by your Iisted speed index.
Conversely for g.1iders with speed indexes LESS than 100%.
An 84'% glider in a 10kts wind gives W=0.960. This indicates
an XC speed reduction of 4% in this wind relative to a 100%
glider. In effect, your speed index is more favourable to you and
becomes 84 x 0.960 or about 81 %.
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The fundamental point to make to pilots at this stage is that,

il pilots all fly wilh the same ability in these conditions. your reI·
ative speeds will) be as 124 - 100 - 81, AN£) YOU WILL ALL

WIND FAC10R

UPWIND LEG

<:

v=XC
speed of 100% datum
S=wind speed

v

s

~ of~~l(-G-r-O-U-nd-s-p-ee-d-=-v---s
V)

DOWNWIND LEG

Time 10 cover a distance 0 =

S

~

Time=
Groundspeed = V + S
Average speed=

lotal dislance
Tptal time

...Q..

V-S

V+S

Fiom this it may be proved that:
(HV +5) (HV-S)

Wind factN. W=

H~(V+S)(V-S)

Groundspeed of glider handicap H
1
Where W=
Datum groundspeed
x H
And H is expressed as a decimal eg 120% as 1.2. 90% as 0.9
This equation may be solved for any values 01 H. V and S by slide rule or
computer. In the BGA system V=34kts

FIg 7
TABLE OF WIND FACTORS "W"
The "w" value for each handicap speed index is 10 be read Irom the column
of wind speed for Ihe contest day. W is then multiplied wilh speed index H
in the scoring lormulae and in etfectadjusls the speed index 10 allow lor the
wind of the day.
The wind lactors are calculaled on the basis 01 an upwind/downwind oUIand-return. which approximates to any closed circuit task.
Scorers and etner' interested parties will be provided with a more comprehensive table giving speed indexes at 2% intervals and wind speeds at
1kt intervals Where W Is already multiplied by H. This table will be the
definitive one lor scoring purposes.
The left hand column is for information only and gives some gliders through
the performance range so that you ca" see Ihe effecl of W in practical terms.
Glider
ASW-17
Kestrel 19
Diamant 18
Std Cirrus
Cobra 15
Pilatus B·4
Darl 15
Skylark 3
Sky. Weihe
K-7
Olympia/Melse
Falke

Handicap
Speed
Index 'H'
120
116
112
108
104
100
9S
92
88
84
80
76
72
68
52

Wind Speeds (kls)
5
1.007
1.006
".004
1.003
1.002
1
.998
.99G
.994
.991
988
.984
.979
.974
.947

10
1.029
1.024
1.019
1.014
1.007
1
.992
.983
.972
.960
.947
.931
.912 •
.890
.757

15
1.074
1.062
1.049
1.035
1.018

"

.·979
.·956
.930
.899
.864
.823
.775
.719
.5

20 and above
1.162
1.136
1.101

1.016
1.040
I
.955
.904
.846
.779
.702
.613
.508
.5
.5

Notes:
1 W is 'not allowed 10 fall be:ow 0.5 to avoid anomalies in scoring if low
performance gliders are flying.
Above 20kts the W figures are n<lt considered ,reliable because they become more extreme as the 100% datum of 34kts is approached. 20kts is
picked as the cut-off because the handicap differential HW has doubled at
20kts from its nil wind interval of 2%.

SELECTION OF THE WIND TO APPLY FOR
SCORING PURPOSES
The contest Met man will be aSked to quote tM Geostrophic
Wind (2000ft wind to pilots) for 1400h(s local time. It will be an
average wind for the area (lver which the leading glider flew on
task. Conlest pilots' wind eStimates are not 10 be used, the wind
is to be assessed from the synoptic sitlJation. The Mel man willbe briefed on the relevant area and time by a contest official.
To put I'ikely wind conditions into perspective, an average UK
contest wind for closed circuit tasks over the seasons 1971-73
was about 111kts. Taking the days in these three years on which
closed circuit tasks were set and flown (bul not necessarily
completed). an analysis of wind records was made by Ron
Cashmorp.. Taking the 3000ft wind well inland over SOllthem

Engl'and (Iree of coastal effects). the results were averages
of 11.2kts (1971), W.8kts (972) and 13.0kts (1973). The
overall three-year mean was 11.44kts. On individtJal days the
contest wind varied from 2kts to 32kts. and for entira contests
the average wind varied hom 6 to 20kts.
APPLICATION OF THE CONTEST WIND
1 Closea circuit races where one or more gliaers finish. The
table 01 W values will be used as described previously.
2 Other than completed closed circuit races. The scorer i's to
proceed as follows:
a Obtain the official contest wind speed and direction for
the day.
b Draw a line 90° to the wind direction (true) through the
task start point on the sCoring map (line b). This is the
"crosswind line".
c Take the leading glider on the day in unhandicapped
scoring distance. Note either its landing point. or its most
upwind turning point rounded, whichever is furthest
upwind.
d Join this leading glider's position to the task start point.
This line will define by how much the W factor table will
apply to the day.
a Note the angle from the crosswind line (b} to the leading
glider's line (d) to the nearesl 5° interval..
1 If this angle is zer.o, or is on the upwind side of the
crosswind line (b), then apply the officia'l wind
strength to the wind factor table in the .normal way.
2 If this angle is downwind of the crosswind line (b)
then it is not appropriate to use the full W values.
Reduced W figures will be applied from Fig 6.
An allowance is made on Fig 8 for downwind conditions where the higher perfo,rmance glider's are at a
disadvantage with an unad,jusled speed index. The
indexes lor gliders over 100.% are therefore reduced
for downwind conditions and tt~ose for g.liders below
100% are increased.

Fig 8

WIND FACTORS IN A DOWNWIND SITUATION

DOWNWIND ANGLE
(Crosswind line
10 line 01
leadilig glider
on th~ day)

5'
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
65
60
65

70
75
80
85

90

BGA CONTEST HANDBOOK
The contest handbook will be amended in the light of the
new scoring system. In addition, instructions 10 scorers will pe
issued. which will contain the definitive wind factor table irll
j·ntervals Qr 2% speed Indexafild 1kt wind speed. The scorers'
lable will contain the wind factors already multiplied by the
speed index (H X. W) so that this calculation does not have to be
repeated.
CONCLUSJON
The new system does not claim to be the complete answer to
the problems of modern competition l1andicapping. It may
appear complex at first sight. but most of the complexity is in
the theory and not the execution or the system. 11 is designed to
be lair to both high and lower performance gliders in a range
of soaring conditions.
To put the system into perspective, the only future action
reqUired is 10 publish a flew speed index list every year; and the
scorers have to vary the effective hand,jcaps each day with wind.
Most of the work required has already been d.one in the preparation Qf this article-that in the future will be minimal but will
include deliberations on new gliders by the Handicap Sub Committee",
Relerences: Handicapping for British Contests--S&G 1·961 p45.
'Glider Performance. A new Approach-H. C. N. Goodhart, presented al the tenth OSHV Congress, South Cerney. June 1965.
Glider Handicapping-A. J. Oeane-Orummond. SaG 1966 p260.
Structure of Future British Competitions-J. Delafield and I. W.
Strachan. S&G 1967 p46.
BGA Handicapping System-I. W. Strachan. SaG Dec 1967 p459.
Konovalov
(Leningrad Institute 01
Thermal Structure - V.
Sciences). OSTlV Congress 1970.
Suggestions on Handicapping-M. Wells. SaG 1973 p168 (comment pHO).
Handicap System Questione<1-M. Wells. SaG 1974 pBl (reply
p93).
Rating and Handicapping-A. J. Watson. SaG October 1974
(reply p236).
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(To be multiplied by Conlesl wind for Ihe day)
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

o
0.1
0.05 }
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.3
0.3

With speed index used
such that the difference
Ihe opposite sense 10
120'/0 actually use 80%
110, in table W only.

in lable W used
from 100% is In
normal, eg for
and for 90% use
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ELENA KLEIN

I have often dreamt I was flying. I say often-maybe ten times in
50 years. Evidently this isn't a common experience; that is to say,
not everyone, male or female, has such dreams.
The first time was when I was in high school. I dreamt I was in
the balcony of the gym. I leaned over too far and started to fall.
then found as I relaxed that I was floating, face-down, about 10
feet off the floor. I "swam" a bit, though it was more the way fish
swim than people, and found I could "zoom". I put my nose down
to pick up speed, pulled up and soared over the basketball basket
and ... the dream ended.
Another time, this was after I married and had several children,
I dreamt I was on a cliff at the seashore. I remember feeling a

A Bird's fight

I

"... the only reason I'm telling it is because I think it should be.
strong, sweet wind and without any beg,inning, no launching so to speak, nor
jumping, I was flying in a big breathtaking circle over the water.
I don't remember ever making a landing in these dreams. And I don't rememl>er
ever having any feelings except of pleasurable surprise and exhilaration.
Now the reason for this lengthy prologue is to provide a little background on how
I eventually learned to fly. My first flight originated in Hawaii after I was taken as
a tourist to the top of Pall.
As you may have heard if you read my letter to the Editor several years ago, I
got the idea that I could fly in that 60-mile wind that blows up the Pall. I tried
it one morning with a muu-muu and some reed mats. I got up as high as the roof
of the car, then stalled out and landed on the hood. No, I wasn't hurt, just a few
bruises. My husband and children were pretty embarrassed. They said I was simply

"r found I
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w.

too old and fat to be making a public spectacle of myself.
I'm not all that heavy and I didn't think anyone was
watching.
This was after I had read quite a bit about hang gliding
and Rogallo wings. It seemed a lovely way, but my
husband thought it was dangerous and wouldn't hear of
my trying it. Of course, he thinks any kind of flying, except
in sailplanes. is dangerous, and only uses the airlines
because he has to go to New York on business.
As a matter of fact he was in New York the first time I
did this thing. I had gone to the opera alone. It was Tristan
and lsolde, and you know how long and dull it can be. I
finally fell asleep during the last act. There wa~ Tristan
and Isolde bellowing and dying way down there on the
stage (I was in the next-to-Iast row in the balcony) and I
just dozed off.
I heard the roar of applause at the end and 1 recall
thinking I would sit still until the crowd thinned out. Well,
when I woke up, the crowd had disappeared and there was
no one but me left. The lights were beginning to go out,
though they were still on in the orchestra. I stumbled down
the steps to the railing and looked over. The boXes and
grand tier were also deserted.
"Oh, hell," I thought, "why don't I just fly down before
I get locked in?" So I did. Now, I wasn't asleep. Granted
1 wasn't fully awake, otherwise I'd never have had the
nerve. 1 was in that groggy state when you've had a nap
and feel like you're floating, you know? So I just floated

or fantasy
. . well, shared. And scientifically researched."
over the grand tier and boxes down to the middle aisle of
the orchestra section.
I remember thinking, "Oh gosh, how do I land when I
fly?" When there I was flat on my :ace with my skirts up
to my waist and my purse open and lipstick and wallet
spilling eut everywhere.
An usher came running down the aisle and helped me
to my feet and started picking up all my junk.
"Did you fall, madam?" he asked.
"Of course I fell, you idiot," I answered.
I grabbed my purse from him and walked briskly to the
exit. All I could think was, my God, what if they had seen
me? But then it struck me as funny and I was alternately
laughing and being astonished. How had I done it?
I wasn't really sure. And I stilI can't explain it in terms
of physics or aerodynamics. In fact, it is against all the

laws of aerodynamics. I've read plenty since then about
all kinds of flight-birds, insects. aeroplanes. Did you
know that aerodynamically-speaking bumble bees can't
fly? And of course people can't. Only I did. But I never
told anyone until now. And the only reason I'm telling it
is because I think it should be . . . well, shared. And
. scientifically researched. I know perfectly well that if I
could do it, then it's been done before. Take levitation.
Saints, mystics, possessed people levitate, rise up several
feet into the air in defiance of gravity. So if it can be done
under some kind of spell ... but that isn't fiying or gliding
through the air.
Naturally, it was very much on my mind following this
first experience. I even wondered if it had realIy happened,
at the same time knowing it had. And of course I wanted
to do it again. Bu I wanted to be alone and I wanted
plenty of room.
Our apartment simply isn't big enough and It's too
cluttered. I did give some thought to the church. but it's
practically impossible to be SUfe no one will come in and
I wouldn't want the Bishop to get involved in the question
of whether my "gift" was a sign of sanctity or the work of
the devil.
But there should be plenty of places outdoors, so I
began taking drives down the peninsula and over to the
coast. always with an eye to a good take-off spot. It seemed
as though it should be high and not too wooded and not
over water as I don't swim. I finally decided on a place
where the land falls off into gently rolling grassy hillsides
towards the ocean.
I parked the car on an unused looking dirt track. It was
a clear, pleasantly cool day with some high cirrus clouds
and a roll of fog towards the horizon.
I felt agreeably excited. I had done a lot of thinking and
bird-watching since Tristan and Isolde. You know about
Peter Pan? I figured James Barrie must have known how
to By. And Shak,espeare, of course. Little PlIck "putting a
girdle round the earth", But none of them said anything
about how to land.
Watching seagulls had given me some ideas. They tuck
their tails under and spread their wings kind of vertically
as a brake and gently drop in on both feet. It looks easy
but then I don't have any tail feathers for braking. I
thought nostalgically of those dolman s~eves we wore
before the war, sleeves that draped from the wrist to the
waist in a sort of batwing. But they are dreadfuHy passe.
I was wearing slacks and a long-sleeved shirt.
My experience at the 6pera made me realise that I was
not doing a physically feasible thing. It was more in the
realm of ESP. I was using a facility that was outside the
laws of aerodynamics, but not necessarily in the province

heading right into a rocky outcrop and I just hadn't enough experience manoeuvring."
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"...' but then I don't have allY
tail feathers for banking!"
of failh because it was in no way connected with religion
or ecstasy or whatever makes people levitate. It was in
some way related to the subconscious ... if I had been
fully awake at the opera I wouldn't have dared.
Now. here on the knoll near the skyl,ine, I was a little
puzzled how I was going to achieve the proper state of . ,
subconsciousness. I walked down the dirt road to where it
skirted the knoll, both to achieve subconscious control and
to survey the area. I started jogging and leaping jus't a
little over the ruts and generally began fe'eliflg qui,te
bouyant. So bouyant that when I came around a curve of
the road and the hilt feU away abruptly, I simply leapt into
Ihe air and there I was swimming more than flying, skimming, over scrub, zooming up over an oak tree and rolling
over on to my back on a palpable cush,ion of air. Divine!
You just can't imagine.
Well, I got carried away. When I rolled back on to my
belly, I found I was heading right into a rocky outcrop
and I just hadn't enough practice manoeuvring. I'm s\lre
now that if I had arched my back and twisted my shoulders
in just the right way I would have made it round the rock.
But, as I say, I was simply too inexperienced.
I must have put out my hand to protect my head. I think
that must be why my wrist was bro~en. Then when the
rest of me thumped into the rock there was nothing 10 hold
on to and I roBed or slid ~own to a sort of broad sbelf.
The view was breathtaking but my wrist was kimng me.
I had lost my glasses and both knees were sticking out of
ragged holes in my slacks. But I was able to walk. I made
it back up to the skyline at dusk only 10 discover that I was
at least a mile south of where I had leh the car.
I didn't feel I could walk another mile and I wasn'l
going to try to fly there. So [ staggered on with my hand
in a sling made by tying my shirt tail to my collar. J
didn't hesitate a minute when a car stopped alongside. I
just climbed in and flopped.
~
"Cheeze! You're hur,t!" the young man said. He had a
blond Afro, kinky bloJild hair that frizzed out like a sleazy
balo, and a wispy fuzzy beard and round blue eyes. He
looked like something that lived under a toadstool. But I
didn't care so IOJilg as I could get to my car and get my
wr'l.st to a doctor.
Would you believe it? I had lost my keys. This hippy
kid was trying to wire the car when the sheri.fI's deputy
drove up in a county patrol car. I had a terrible time convincing them I hadn't been kidnapped or robbed.
My husband, too. He knows I never go hiking by myself
or widl anyone else. He still thinks I was trying to protect
the kid, but of course he, the kid, couldn't be auested if
I wouldn't file a complaint.
So I haven't made any more !lHempts, but believe me,
I'm not through with this. My wrist is still stiff, but I have
undertaken a course in gymnastics and I'm practising
(when I'm at h@me alone) jumping off chairs. [ keep
wishing our house was bigger and that we had a long
flight of stairs. But there are some old mansions in the
Mission District with very steep outdoor stairways .. ,
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The above Radio Telephone is, at the time of going to
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il'tansceiver. it is possible to remote control the Set for an
additional £15.00. Remote Units made to order. The weight
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Measured Glider Performance
RICHARD FORTESCUE
A number of reports on glider fligh1t trials have been published ,in
the last decade and, despite a few puzzling discrepancies, sInk
rates in still air are now established a 101 more precisely tban
they used to ~e. Readers of S&G may find the summary glven in
the table below useful, though it is as well to remember that the
influence of turbulence in the atmosphere through which one flies
may be mQre for some gllders than for others.
Speeds and sink rates, of course, depend ont'he weight at
which a glider is flying. The figures given are generally representative of the empty glider plus 200lbs for pilot, parachute and
instruments: in pr-<lctice wet batteries, oxygen cylinders,
waterballast, etc are quite likely to lead to an appreciably higher
all-up weight.
This does not have a great Infiluence on the glide ratio, but the
tabulated speeds and sink Tates should be corrected by
multiplying them aJl by the factor "square root of new weight
+ weight given in table." (Since lhe "4,\(ts" in the fast column but
one also has to be corrected, this system does not give a new 4kts
sink spee4 directly. A good approximate method of deriving this
is to increase the 4kts speed given in the table by one quarter of
the percentage increase In flying weight. Thus a 20% increase in
flying weight will increase lhe speed for 4kts sink by about 5%).
The measured polar curves aH seem to follow the shape predicted by simple theory as closely as their probable accuracy
would allow, except at speeds near, or below, the speed (or best
glide ratio. The curve can therefore be drawn out on squared
paper for any glider, using the tabulated figures and the following procedure:-

best glide ratio was 35: I, the glide ratio at 80kts with k - 2.1
i! given by 70+(2.1 +0.475) .. 27.2.
4

Finally, derive the sink rate for each of the chosen speeds by
dividing that speed by its glide ratio. In the example g,iven,
the sink rate at 80kts is therefore 80+27.2 .. 2.95 (to the
nearest 0.05).

5

By plotting these speed and sink figures, together with tM
weight-corrected minimum sink and best glide points
obtained from the table, the polar is defined. (The smooth
curve drawn should, of course, finish parallel to the speed
axis at the minimum sink point: what happens at even lower
speeds is too uncertain to be of much significance).

The "basic" speeds used in this procedure differ slightly from
the measured best glide speeds. They have been chosen to fit the
measured polars al about 4kts sink rate, and slight depa,rtures
from the assumed form for the curves; at lower speeds, 80Q0unt
for these differences.
Indicated speeds on the ASI and yario may differ from those
tabulated. owing to instrument er,cors·. The true speeds will also
be higher than the tabulated figures at high altitudes, though this
should not influence the glide angles. The correcting factors are
quite large, the table speeds and sink having to be multiplied by
1.08 at 5000ft, 1.16 at 10000ft and 1.37 at 2ooo0ft.
Blit Glide
A.tio et
Speed (kill

Gfid..
'Nimbul 2

51

Weight
(Iba)

Wing
Loeding

Std CirruI
ASW-15
Std liben,
Pinrt
K-5CR
K-8
O!ympi. 2

35
36
35
30
29
25
22

K-lJ (4001b. lo.d)

26

3 Then calculate the glide ratio for each of the selected speeds
by dividing twice titebest glide ratio by (le + life): eg if the

Wing loading Ibl/fr2 AUlpeedl in knotl EAS {it'correctld for.ASI error). If two refer.nces diU.r.' mean
hat been tlken. -Th. repon giv.. 1.'115. but 1.2 would conform much benlr to thl 'jgur.. given for the
ot~er glider,.

.--ID- DON CASTER AIRPORT DONCASTER

I

Telephone DOl'l;Caster '10302)

55'979 or 55861

Specialists in Glider & Ultra·Ught Aircraft
C's of A. Repairs &S.I.s. Craltsmen in
Wood, Metal' 8' Gla. . ·fibre.
•

Speedy high qtJa1itv. 'Iow COSt C of A on all Gliders
and Motor Gliders
• Collection and delivery service throughout Gt. BIita;n
• Glider & light Aircraft sales and service
• B.G.A. Senior Inspection Approval

Let us quote you for your next job

6.05
.5.65
5.95
5.1
4.65
4.05

48

1040

R.t

2 Select three or four convenient speeds (above that for the best
glide ratio) at which the sink rate will be calculated, eg 60,
80 and IOOkts. For each of these calculate the square of its
ratio to the weight-corrected "basic" speed. Denote this ratio
by k, eg if the corrected basic speed is 5Skts, k for 80kts is
(80+55) x (80+ 55)= 2.1.

Aviation Services Ltd

550
670
625
150
505
615
530

4·down
Speed

50
54
48
50
45
39

I

50
45
42
31
42

50

49

1.0
1.1
1.25
1.2
1.25

Belie
Speed

45
41
40
38
38
36
32

D. G. C.

8.15
6.76
5.7
5.95
5.25
6.25
4.35

.r

Oilmen, 18
Kestrel t7
'Cirrul
PhoebuI 17
O.'117R
Sky'e'k 3F

Correct the tabulated figures for the glider concerned for any
change in all.up weight, as outlined above.

95'
880
835
805
790
780
750,

Min Sink

Speed (k'"
43
42
46
43
44
40
36

50
46
55
46
47.5
44
37

95
88
96
84
88

3.'

1,.25 40
U5 42
1.3
43
U
38
1.3
36
1.35 31
1.6
35

47.5
47
46.5
45.5
40.5
36.5
38.5

84
83
82
16
10
62
61

5.5

1.65

• 45.5

12

1.2

39

80
69

1
1,2
2
·',2
1,2
3
4

1,2

l.2

1,2
I
1
4
5

THE WORLD'S ONLY EXOLUSIVELY

AVIATION BOOKSHOP
OUR NEW and' SECOND HAND stOCks are devoted entirely to:
• BOOKS
• MAGAZINES
• PLANS
• PHOTOGRAPHS
• CHARTS
on· all aspects of AVIATION and allied subjects:
• HISTORICAL
• REFERENCE
• MODELLING
.ENGINEERING
Sand lor FREE 36-page cafalogue

BEAUMON'T AVIATl.ON UTERATURE
65e HOLLOWAY 1I0A'D, LONDON N19 3PD
Telephone: (01) 272 3630
Open· daily 9.30 a.m.~,30 p.m. inclUding Saturdays
Nearest Tube Station: ARCHWAY
Parking lacililies in many sidestreets
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THE BRITISH TEAM

1974
A message from Chris Simpson, Chainnan of the BGA
The demands of the publishers of S&G compel me to write this message almost
before the end of the summer soaring season. When writing it a year ago I did
not foresee that before pUblication the energy crisis would be upon us in the
meantime. Consequently I embark upon the present task with a certain amount
of trepidation.
1974 has shown a marked increase in both the quantity and quality of UK
cross-country flying and in soaring, both in competitions and otherwise. There
is no doubt that the sponsorship given to us by The Daily Telegraph has helped
our top pilots, by means of the foreign competition in Euroglide, to master
the techniques of high-speed flying at a greater rate than if they had had to
learn them on their own. The financial help given by The Daily Telegraph to
the BOA as a whole has, of course, helped to keep down costs and thus to
benefit our clubs.
The energy crisis has made its impact on clubs but, such is the resourcefulness
of ,those who glide, the cut back has been much less severe than in other fields
of aviation.
Christmas is not a time for gloom, but the current economic crisis must
surely have an adverse effect on gliding in t975. The BOA's landlords at.
Artillery Mansions propose to increase our rent between three and fourfold.
A decision to move from London has been taken and by the lime you read
this I hope a firm decision will have been taken as to our destination.
The CAA propose in 1975 to increase the size of the London TMA and to
d~scontinue the right for gliders to penetrate it in YMC. Negotiations to
improve the situation are being strenuously continued.
On the brighter side, eight pflots have been chosen to form a "squad" from
whom four will ultimately be chosen to represent Britain at the World
Championships in Finland in 1976.
The air traffic census taken in 1973 and published this year shows that at
weekends the greatest number of British airspace users are gliders. Long may
this continue.
Whatever the future may hold, I am confident that gliding will continue to
give to its participants the individualism and freedom which they seek.
Let me again thank all those who make our sport possible.
A HAPPY CHRISTMAS and a successful NEW YEAR.
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Eight pilots from whom the Brit,ish
Team will be chosen for Cbe World
championships in Finland t976, have
been approved by the BGA Executive
at their meeting on October 2. Listed
alphabetically, they are George Burton,
John Delafield, Bernard Fitchelt, Barry
Goldsbrough, Ralph Jones, George Lee,
Ronald Sandford and John WiIliamson
with Roger Barrett as the Team Manger.
There will also be a reserve list, not
announced publicly. which will be used
to bring forward additional pilots if
any of the eight are not available for
Finland or cannot take part in team
training.
The Championships are from June
13-27 at RayskiHa airfield, 80km NW of
Helsinki, with the practice week from
June 5-12.

BGA MOTIF COMPETITION
The BGA is holding a competit,ion for
the design of a BOA symbol or "motif".
The design should be suitable primarily
for printing in a single colour on letter·
heads and other literature. It should
also be suitable for use on ties, scarves,
blazer and car badges, where up to
three colours could be employed, including the background as one colour.
Designs should be entered as reasonably finished drawings, actual size,
showing use as letterhead and as blazer
or car badge.
Please apply to the BGA office for
an entry form which should be returned
by the closing date of 31 January 1975.
No one entrant is permitted to submit
more than 5 designs.
The winning entry becomes the property of the BOA to use or not at their
discretion. Other designs will be returned to the entrants only if accompanied by a suitably sized SAE.
The winning design will be awarded
the prize of £25 plus I year's free subscrip,tion to S&G.

NEW BGA TECHNICAL

OFFICER

R B "Dick" StraUon C Eng, FRAeS,
FSLAET, MCASI, has been appointed
the BOA Chief Technical Officer on a
part-time basis, and will continue with
his other consultancy activities in the
general aviation field.
Dick Stratton served in the RAF as
Flight Engineer on Sunderland flyingboats, before transferring to Ihe Technical Branch, and joined $aunders-Roe
Limited as Chief Flight Engineer on the
ten turbine-powered 140 ton "Princess"
flying-boat. He claims to hold the UK
record for most in-flight engine failures
in anyone aircraft at anyone time,
when they abandoned their flight to the
SBAC Show in 1952, wi,th 40% engines
"out" on one wing alone! In 1953 llfter
this experience, he took up gliding and
attended the Home Command Gliding
In:>tructors' Course at RAF Det/ing in
1955. He received his BGA category
from Ann Welch at ,the Isle of Wight
Gliding Club in 1956 and has been
instructing with the RAFGSA Clubs at
Andover, Upavcn and Bicester ever
since.
Dick hQlds unique qualHications in
the general aviation sphere of activities,
with PPL's rated for single, twin and
helicopterll, and CAA Maintenance
Engineer's Licence in .categories A and
C for light aircraft and helicopters. He
is also a Class I PFA Inspector and
Senior BGA Inspector with all ratings.
He pioneered the new maintenance of
airworthiness philosophies, culminating
in the publication of CAA's General
Purpose Maintenance & Certificate pr,ogrammes and is currently trying 10
argue the caSe for sizeable extenHol\ of
overhaul life for Gypsy Major engines,
since he nas been instrumental in certificating 14 ex-RAF Chipmunks in the
last 18 months!
Based at Kidlington, Oxford, he will
be readily available to the BOA, both
in London and in the field.

RADI'O FREQUE,NCIES
CONFIRMED
Further to glider frequency el1anges as
reported in the August il!>sue of S&G
(p 182), CAA has confirmed the foUocwing:
I In addition to the exclusive use of
130AMHz, as from NQvember 1974
glider operations may also have the
exclusive use of I3Q.l.Ml:lz.
2 From the same date tor a trial
period of one year, 129.9MHz, which
is currently shared with other users,
may only be used by glider operations for ground/ground communications, ie in prelaunch activity and
during recovery. The frequency wit!
remain shared with other users.
3 If the trial period is satisfactory,
the use of 129.9MHz for ground/
ground communications will be confirmed and the present ground/
ground frequency 121.65MHz will
no longer be available tor glider use.

to the Broadcasting Corporation, our
infiltrated forecaster will in fact always
be addressing himself to glider pilots
whilst pretending to be referring to
cricketers, judo enthusiasts, potho.lers,
and SOl on.
A prize of a year's subscription to
S&G will reward the author of the best
such forecast, ostensibly for a sport
other than gliding, but in fact conveying informalion to glider pilots. We will
print the best entry, and others jf their
standard warrants it. Send your forecast to 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CBI 4NH, to arr;ive by first post
on Monday, December 16, in envelopes
marked "S&G Chr,istmas Competition".
ARM-Chair Pilot

THE BGA SYSTEM ANALVSIS
A SITUATID" ARISES
I
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The 'London TMA changes are a cloud
over many clubs and at the moment the
whole matter is very much under discussion. However, John EUis, Chairman
of the BGA Airspace Committee, is
writing an article for the next issue explaining the proposals and progFess made
in the negotiations, and to give the current
position he has issued the following statement:
"On October 14 we had a meeting with
the Director of NA~, Air Marshal R. G.
Broom, and he promised to look at our
proposals for altera,tions 10 the nOfth
east of the new TMA. He also said that we
would be able to dis<;uss a modification
of the current Rule 22 exemption:'
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CHRISTMAS COMPETITION
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It is well-known that glider pilots find
the weather forecasts. given on the television service of the United Kingdom
Broadcasting Corporation frustratingly
incomplete and irrelevant. Mindful of
this, tbe Britisb Gliding Association has
infiltrated the service with a forecaster
whose one ambition is to convey as
much usefulinf9rmation to glider pilots
as is possible in the limited time a'llowed
for a forecast.
Since he cannot be seeD to favour a
single sport openly, he has had to resort to subterfuge: he has persuaded
the Director-General that in ea:ch forecast the needs of a particular 'sport will
be catered for, and in this way every
sport will get a forecast oriented towards
it once a montb or so. But unbeknown
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LONGEST NATIONAL LAD:DER
Richard Aldous (Airways) heads the
Longest National Ladder list since the
scheme began with four flights which
include a 500km triangle and two
400km triangles flown in August alOne.
Leadlnll' Pilot.
I Ft Aldous
2 A. Purnell
3, C. Lovell
4 S. N, Longland
5 P. Loewensteln
6 G. S. Neumann
*Flight~

Club
Airway.
Surrey & Hant.
Surrey & Hants
Cambridge Univ
Surrey & Hants
Cambridge Univ

PIs

Flls

5801
5459
4598*
4543
4337*
4318

4
4
4
4
4
4

in club glider.

AVIATION COUNCIL
Following the retirement of Kenneth
Davies, Ann Welch has been elected
Chairman of the FAI Committee of the
Aviation Council. She has been nominated to follow Kenneth as the British
Vice-President of the F AI and is attendIng the Annual Conference in Sydney
Philip Wills.
in November.
Chairman. A via/ion Council.

COMPETITION DIARY. 1975
The following dates for BGA contesls
in Britain in 1975 have been agreed at
the time of ~()ing to press
April 30-May 11, Inter-Services
Itegional (provisional information);
May lo-i8, Wycombe Regionals,
Dooker; May 24-June I, Nationals,
Husbands Bosworth; June 7-15', Competition Enterprise, North Hill (not
rated); June 21-29 (currently free);
July 5-13, Western Regionals, Nympsfield; July 19-27, Lasham Regionals,
Lasham;
August 2-10,
Northern
Regionals, Sulton Bal'lk, and August 1625, Euroglide, Dunstable (provisional).
Regionals
Organisers have been asked to
consider the problem of flying tasks
with gliders of widely dIffering performance. The Flying Committee have
sug3ested various acceptable a'lternativfs, which include limiting the performance spread of gliders accepted for
the contest, and in p<trticular one
Regional is being encouraged to exclude
gliders above Standard Class performance, Any limitations, of this nature are
voluntary (by agreement of the
organisers) and in any case several
Regiona:ls w.i11 nave unrestricted entry
as in previous years.
Nationals
The structure wii'l be similar to that
\Jsed in 1974 except that in view of the
smaU support for the Sport Class, this
will now not be handicapped. Essentially :the 1975 Nationals will be a two
Class, unh,andicapped contest for Open
and Standard Classes. In addition,
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gliders in t,he performance bracket
Cirrus l7m and below (from the BGA
Handicap List 102 % and below) may
enter and fly with ,the Standard Class
unhandicapped - this list, which will
include the Standard Class, will be the
Sport Class.
. Entry priori.ly will be from the published rating \:ist up to a total of 45
gliders. The minimum numbers from
the Open or Standard Classes will be
15, achieved by limit~ng the en,t(y in the
other Class.
Euroglide
About IS European pilots will be
invited to fly in th,is Championship,
which, as in 1974, wm be unhandicapped and consist of Open and Standard Classes. Enlry priority for Bri,tish
pilots will be from the rating list up to
a total of 40 gliders. British pil.ots will
gel a "rating" for 1976 from this contest which for Ihis purpose will have
equal status with the 1975 Nationals.
Placings used for the 1976 rating list
wifl include the European pilots-ie a
pilot placed fifth overall but third
amongst the Bri'tish pilots, would be
rated fifth.
General
I Pilots may enter both Nal'ionals and
Euroglide if they wish. Pilots wishing
to fly in only one of these contests may
apply for both but indicate a preference
for one. Pilots applying for only one
contest will be given precedence over
pilots already accepted for the other
contest. Team entries will not be
accepted for Nationals or Euroglide.
2 The four Nationals status classes will
bl;" merged for the 1976 rating list in
all order of precedence based on the
total gliders flying In the class. For the
British Nationals, the Open and Sport
lists will be used.
3 Entry Forms. For Reg!onals, apply
to the Organisers. For Nationals and
Euroglide, apply to the BGA office and
these must be returned to the office by
January 31.
fan Slrachan,
Chairman, Flying Commillee.

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
ALL THREE mAMONDS
No. Name
4Q I. Q'. J. Glo.sop
41 I'. I. Ellis
DtAMOND DISTANCE
No. Name
1169 I, D. I. Glossop
1/70 P. N. Loewefl.tein
111'1 R. F. Aldous
1/72 I. I. Elli.

Club
Breestet
Airways

,1974
2.8

Club
Dleester
Surrey/Hants
Airway.
Airways

~974

DtAMOND GOAL
No.
'Name
2/56'1 P. S'. Whitehead
2/562 C. D. Rowland
2/563 R. G. Pitman
2/564 C. D. Street
2/565 I'. R. Osborne
2/566 A. Kay

Club
Cambridge Uni.
Bath/Wilu
Kent
SurreylHants
Four Counties
Thames Valley

1914
4.6
19.5
4.6
5.8
6.8
6.8

:n.8

2.8
2.8
2.8
27.8

2/567
2/568
2/'569
2/570

Cambridlle Uniy
Swindon
,Derby/ Lanea

4.6
4.6
18.8

Surrey lliants
Anglia
Eallle
Surrey/Hants
Airw"ys
Odord
Sur,rey/Hants
l.ondon
Bannerdown

21.8
11'.8
12.5
27.8
21.8
28.8
20.8
2.8
23.1
-28.8
22.8

DlAMONQ lUilGHT
No.
Name
3/20! T. Wilson
3/202 J. F. Crawford
3/203 T. I. Ward

Club
Cle.eland.
in USA
644GS

j974
21.1
8.4
21:1

GOLD C COMPLETE
No. Name
432 C. D. Street
433 B. Murgatroyd
434 I. R. Osborrie
435 D. E. WilIiams
436 P. A. Blaeklin
437 A. F. G. Clutterbuek
438 E. R. Smith
439 M. J. Clowburn
440 D. lidbury
441 P. A. Brook.
442 K. I. Cadman
443 H.Cook
444 Anne Walker

Club
Surrey/Hant.
Four Counlies
Four Countie.
Bannerdown
Derby /lane.
Surrey/ManLl
Eagle
Surrey/Hants
Oxford
Oxford
Coventry
Thame. Valley
Cambridge Unlv

1914
;.8
30.6
6.8
21,1
IU'

COLD 'C HtlGHT
Name
B. Murga_troyd
P. G. S. Jaekson
D. E. Williams
D. Lidbury
J. W. Robertson
K. J. Cadman
H. Cook
Anne Walker
I. R. Cpok.
R. G. Mortimer
C. Gildea
T. I. Ward

Club
Four Counties
Lakes
Bannerdown
Oxford
SGU
Coventry
Thame< Valley
Cambridge Univ
tnkpen
Ouse
Humber
644G5

1974

Club
SUrrey!Hant.
Four Counties
Thame. Valley
.Swindon
Derby /l.a nc.
Surrey /Hant!
Anglia
Eallle
Surrey /Hanll
Airway.
Shr.opshire
Oxford
Surrey/Hant.
London

1974
5.8
6.8
6.8
4.6
18.8
21.8
17.•

wn

2/513
2/514
27575
2/576
2/517
2/578
2/519
2/580

D. C. R. Pearee

D. E. Sehofield

P. A. Bla'eklin
A. F. G. Clutter.
buck
C. V. I. Heame.
E. R. Smith
M. J. Cowburl\
R. R. Pilcher
P. A. Brook!
R. F'. Whillaker
,R,. A. F. Terrell
D. S. Watt
T. P. Docherty
T. G. Bobbin

coLD C DISTANCE
Name
C. D. Street
I. R. Osborne
A. Ka;'
D. E. Sehofield
P. A. Blaeklin
A. F. G. Clutterbuck
C. V. J. Heames
E. R. Smith
M. I. Cowburn
R. R. Pilcher
A. B. Adams
P. A. Brooks
R. F. Whittaker
R,. A. F. 'Ferfelt
D. S. Watt
Pamela S. Roberts
T. G. Bobbin
SILVEa c
No. Name
3;68 A. G. Gordon
3769 W. I. G. Lewis.
3770 R. Surlees
3771 J. Lister
3172 P. Ketr;gan
3773 G. Lawley
3774 C. T. BaUey
3775 D; R. Smart
3776 J. Stafford
3777 G.P.AUlltin
3778 R. W. Whiting
3779 A. S. Maelean
3180 D. A. Re..e.
3781 J. A. Kane
3782 J. D. Sorrell
3783 Mation Toft
3784 C. F. Robin,on
318S R. H. Midwinter
3786 M. E. M. Cook
3787 A.L. Maekay
3188 R. Gr.asOn
3189 H. O. Williams
)790 G . I. Bowlcy
379f E. I. li'oggin
3792 F. W. Archer
3793 E. E. f. Gil••
3794 G.E. Wriah'l
379S I). R. Campbell
3796 A. D. Beta
3797 S. G. Dlender
3798 R. C. lIrldge.
3799 C. J. Aldis
3800 C. Chappcll
3801 J. E. Crutt.nde..
3802 A. S. Black
3803 R. P. S. Montague·
Seoll
3804 A. H. Tobin
380S A. N. Muted

~guays

Airways

Midland
Rannerdown
Club
Surrey JHanls
Blaekpool/ofylde
SGU
SurreyrHantl
SGU
Burton!Dcr~y

Cranwen
Thames Valley
Borders
6320S
Surrey/Hants
Wrekin
York.hire
York.hire
S Wales
Burton/Ocrby
Tha.mc< Valley
Bath/Wilts
Devon / Somerset
Oxford
Dlaekpool/Fylde
Stratford-upon.Avon
Eagle
Swindon
Biccster
Enstone

2p

I .S
22.8
18.8
28.8
18.8
'17.8
13.9

30.~

20.1
21.7

'1~8

20.7
18.8
17.8

n.9

~8:8

21.1
17.9
21.7

11.'

27.8
21.8
12.8
28.8
20.8
2.8
23.7
16.8
22.8

1974
4.6
25.7
25.7
2.8
20.7
3.8 .
29.7
3.8
26.S
J.l0
11.8
6.1
12.8

14.1
6.8
6.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
~.8

l.ondon
Hambleton.
Enstone
Midland
Kestrel
Imperial Coolege
Angus

14.7
11.8
14.8
18.8
29.6
14.7
18.8
20.8
2... 8
17.8
11.8
3.8
11.8
9.8
17.8

Surrey/HanLl
Surrey / Hants
Kent

20.8
11.8
20.8

Cleve1'3nd~

Airways

No.

Name
C. Hyell
J. Worth
I. P. Heslop
J. E. Thorn
B. F. Wilson
C. A. Baines
R. W,in
A. Tubby
P. Wbilt
A. R. "yell
3816 I. T. Wallis
3817 D. 1<. McCarth)<

38011
3807
3808
3809
3810
3811
3812
3813
3814
3815

ral~ ~;.:~<j:~I~~ell

3820
3821
3822
3823

lane lames
G. A. Steel

S. P. Grant

A. V. I. FigS

3824 I. F. Adams
382S 11.. T. Milner
3826 J:. H. Walters
3827 ,D. Clew~
3S28 It. l. D. ,French
3829 E. I. Tilman
3~30

O.R. Griffith
l I. A. Mace
32 It. E. Perry
3 T. H. Eggleslon
31134 G. F.Horne
3835 A. Renderson
3836 A. A. Priest Icy
3837 S. A. lIberidan
3838 R. J. Washer
3839 B. J. lamb
3840 H. W. Clavlon
3841 G. R. Bobbin
3842 A. E. lOBes
3843 P. Brirnelow
3844 B. J. Thomas
3845 C. Wales
3846 B. 1'. loftus
3847 G. A. Nash
3848 D. I. Freeman
3849 R. A. Slade
3850 Eoe Dent

m

Club
Veovillon
Coventry
Cambridge Univ

1974
20.8
18.8
17.8
In~pen
20.8
Poneaslcr
18.8
Kenl
17.8
Burton /Derby
18.8
Lincolnshire
18.8
Avro'
5.8
Heron
21.8
Essex/Sulf"lk
24.8
Kestrel
24.8
Stratford·upon.Avon 17.8
Heron
21.8
Norfolk
28.8
Fenland21.8
f'enland
24.8
p'borol5palding
6.8
Dorset
27.8
lIurnber
18.8
IlAE
27.8
Buckmin.ter
20.8
Lake.
27.8
Norfolk
28.8
Coventry
17.8
Inkpen
27.8
Dorset
27.8
Cr,nfield
24.8
Oxford
21.8
Odordl1.8
Yorkshire
27.8
Yorkshire
16.8
Ea.• 1e
31.8
642G5
13.7
Cambridge Univ
17.8
Fenland
28.8
Shrop,hire
3.8
Hambletons
27.8
Do",et
27.8
Brislol/Glos
6.8
P'.bo.o/Spa'lding
17.8
Airways
23.4
Thames Valley
6.8
Bath/Wilts
17.8
Bristoi/Glol
20.8

NATIONALS ENTRY LIST 1975
The following fist will be used to determine the priority of entry to any of the
British National and Euroglide Com·
petitions fQr all classes in 1975. This list
is, however, subject to continuing amendmentand although revisions Will ,not
necessarily appear in S&G, the actual list
be frozen
used by the BGA for 1975
as fr'om January 31, 1975.
The 1975 Entry list has been compiled
on the same basis as publiShed in SaG
for April-May, 1973, subJecl to amend·
ment~ subseqvently agreed by the Fl.ying
Committee. The principal changes are to
include Euroglide results, Increase the
relative weighting of EuropeaA National
results (eg Angers), and the process of
integration of the classes within the
Inter-SE!rvices Competition.
In accordance with the above amended
ru'les, the 1975 Entry List has been co m-

piled from the results of the ;four 1974
National and Euroglide Competitions, the
1974 Angers Competition, the 1,974 Entry
Ust, three 1974 AegloAal Competitions,
and the OpeA and Sport Classes of the
1974 Inter-Services Competition. The results of one of the, Regionals have not
been included as they had not beeA
made available to the BGA at the time of
going to press {le 25.10.74).
Any prospective NatiOAals pilot Whose
1'974 Competition result (including Hahnwelde) does not appear In this list, or
who believes his position in this Iisl to
be incorrect, is asked to write to the BGA
giving details of tne competitions In
Which he cQmpeted lA 1974, his position
and the total number of entrants, his
.glider number, and his full name, 8S soon
8S possible.
A. J. A. DEACON,
Fly,ing Committee

win

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Name

'No.

SANDFORIll, A. A.
LEE, O. G.
GOLOSBROUGH, J. B.
FITCHEfT,
SHEPHERD, E. G.
WllI.JAMSON, J. S.
DELAFIELD, J.
CARDIFF, J,
JONES, R.
REmJ1AN, S. J.
ALDOUS. R. F.
GREAVES. C. M.
GARROD', M. P.
...EDDINGS, E. J.
WHITE, S. A.
BROWN, H. F,.
GLO$SOP, J. D. J.
ROLUNGS, C. C.
ORME, H.
HOOD, L. S.
LYSAKOWSKI. E. R.
JEFFRIES, J, R,
M'cLUCKIE, F.l.
BURTON, A. J.
CAMP, G. W. G.
GOUGH, A. W.
ALDR'IDGE. K. R.
HAL'E, R. J.
ROBERTSON., D. J.
BURTON'• .G. E.
INCE, D. H. G.
POZERSKIS, P.
WISHART, R.

34
35
36
3'7

a.

GERMAN ELECTRONIC VARIOMETER
AND SPEE'D-COMM'AND

vw ~ KB
VW 3 C1
compensated
not compensated
first built 1970
first built 1971
Waikerie 1974: the teams of Austria, Australia, Poland,
Germany, and many others using VW 5 KB.
Ask for details from authorised sdle distributor for
the U.K.:

38
39

40
41
42

43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

53
54
55
56
57
58

59
60
61
62
63
6,"
65
66
'67
'68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
78
17
78
79

80
81
82
83
84

65

OTTO VON GWINNER,
Hamburg 80, P.O. Box 609.

P.S.: Bernard Fitchett is using the VW 5 KB with great
success ...

86
87
88
89
90
91

No.

!-lame
PIGGOTT, A. Q.
STONE, A. J.
WATSON, A. J.
FAR"'ER, A. T.
AUSTIN, ID. C.
WEL:SH, J. H.
GAUNT,
FIUVESAY, M. H.
WINNING, E..J.
HAADING, A. W.
DAY.C. G.
GARTON, C.
SIMMS, J. A.
FIELD', S. E.
COLE, RA
TANNER, L. E. N.
WILSON, F.
WALLER, C. J. N.
KNIPE, F. H.
ZEALLEY, T. S.
BURNS. Anne
WOODIER. C. J.
ROUSE, J.E.
WOODHOUSE. I. C.
WEBBER, D. C.
BOWDEN, D.
CARTEA, M. E.
DIXON, R. T.
DAVIS, A. J.
CAWTHOANE, T. R.
THROSSElL..... G.
DEANE-DRUMMOND, A.
FOOT, A. A.
JAMES,. D. B.
TUL,L, V. F. G.
KEOGH, B.
STEVENSON,. J. N.
WRIGHT, R. D.
WATSON, Patricia
L1lBURN, D. W.
VANN, E. J. C.
WILLS, J.
POPE, M. H. B.
SEARS. P. L.
SHARMAN, R. C.
PRZEWLOCKI, J. K.
SUTHERLAND, M-. N.
VENNARD, D. A.
BRINDLE. G. F.
ST. PIERRE., A. H. G.
ELLlS, J. J.
KA'ZYSTEK, T. J.
ORTH, W. T.
COOK, R. A.
BENOIST, J'. D.
COOK. P. G.
WELLS, M. ,D.
DIXON, A. J.

92
93
94
95
96
97

r.

98

J.

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
111
118
119
120
121'
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
1~1

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142'

143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

Name
WAIGHT, R. H.
STAFFORD ALLEN, P. R.
WYNCH, J. W.
SIMP$ON, C. R.
CARLTON, M. R.
DOBSON, B. IF.
SETH·SMITH. M. P.
BROWNLOW. J. B.
NOARIS. M.
COUSINS, A.
ADAMS, A. B.
'KIELY, K.
WARMINGER, A. H.
MILlER. A. S.
BECK, P.
CARROW, D. D.
...ARR/OTT, S. H. C.
PAUL, I.
GAUNT, N.
WILKINSON, K. G.
YOUNG, J. R.
SHEFFIELD, R. J.
EASTON, S. J'.
or"'OCK, H. A.
COSTlN, M. C.
BUTLEiIt, D, J.
KRONFELD, W. J'. R.
STRACI'fAN, I. W.
HOGG, A. J.
BIRD. M.
BROOK, G. F.
ANDREWS, P.. A.
STREET, C. D.
ATKINSON, G. B,
LYNDON, R. J.
MURGATROYD, B. W.
CRAWSHAW, G. H.
HARRISON, K. A.
GRENET. P.
P\!JRDfE, P.
BISHOP, J. M.
HANSON, D. F.
HANFREY, A. W.
ELUOr, E. G.
OUFFIN, E. R.
SHEPPARD, F. J.
BACON. G. MacA.
STAINES. oR.
CHARNELL, P. S.
MAKAY, N.
DAVlS, D. W.
ELUS, C. A. P.
BRISBOURNE. R. P.
HART. J. E. B.
GOODHART, H. C. N.
BESt. E.
JOHNS, H.
TORODE, H. A.
LUST,ED, E. J. F.
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Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E. Slater, 7 Highworth
Avenue, Cambridge, CB4 2BQ, England.

Two-seater triangular flight in Samedan
KLAUS HOLlGHAUS

Janus on take-off

As in many previous years my family
and I again selected Samedan (Swjt7.erland) for this year's annual hOliday.
Because we took our new two-seater
Janus along our established holiday pattern of 50% flying and 50% mountaineering, walking and just doing nothing,
tended towards a greater amount of
flying, although that was not our principal wish. Even so I couldn't satisfy
all the reQuest!! for a trip in the Janus,
and had to disappoint man.y pilots.
Those who have flown from Samedan
know that unlike other sites in the Alps
there is not quite the same crosscountry fever among its members.
Launching starts late (11 o'clock, often
la'ler) and it is by winch, aerotowing not
being allowed. This in fact has many
advantages; the biggest one being that
even a glider pilot has time in the
morning. He doesn't have to throw
overboard all other plans and leave the
breakfast table in a hurry in order to
get everything ready for an early start
the moment he sees Ithe first cu's developing-often at 7am. Normally there
is enough time between breakfast and
launching to go for a walk on the
mountain or take a cable-car to the
top.
Long cross-countries are seldom
flown from Samedan. Most pilots are
happy to stooge around cloudbase between 3500 and 4200m asl over the fan-

280'

tasti'c Bernina area and it is for me, like
for many others, always again a very
special experience when late in the
afternoon using all types of lift one can
overfly the top of the Bernina which
is 4049m high .
This year it showed me how much
more satisfying it is to fly two-up and
to be able to share the experiences on
the spot. The beauty of Nature is felt
more intensively, and also to be able
to discuss and pass on any de:isions
gives a great amount of pleasure,
especiaUy if the correct ones were
taken. One does not have to wait until
after landing to share all this, a time
when everyone else is also keen to talk
about his experiences and one feels it
is best to keep quiet about one's own.
Many people have asked about my
record flights so for those interested
here are a few details:
After the passage of a copybook cold
front on August 11, 1974, c10udbase
rose from 3200m on Monday to 4200m
on Wednesday and I decided to have a
go at ,the IOOkm triangle taking Herbert
Brunner as co-pilot.
In contrast to my tactics last year,
when I flew the Nimbus 2 practically
without circling at about 3200m following the mountains, this time we tried
seven startline crossings (lOOOm over
site) like a few years ago at Maria-to
try and find a climb immediately after

crossing of at least 4.5m/sec. This succeeded after the eighth crossing in front
of the Crasta-Mora, a lo:al mountain.
Within 5.5min after the start we had
climbed from 2800 to 4250m and thus
achieved in ideal time the ideal departure height. On course were three dark,
healthy.looking clouds which we approached with certain confidence at
210km /h so that in gliding fligbt to
the lTP we would keep to the necessary
height of 4 lOOm. But as so often happens in gliding none of the clouds gave
more than 2m/sec and even the usual
strong source over Piza Nuna near
Zernez let us down. So we had .to fly
the triangle with moderate spe~ and
weakish lift and then had to take a
risky final glide over the Bernina pass
to return an average speed of
I32.6km / h; 1.8km j h faster than th~
current world record held by MaKula
of Poland in the Calif A-21 and flown
in the USA.
[2km/h is needed to break a speed
record. Ed.]
Disappointment was naturally great,
especially for my co-pilot. The decision
to try again next day was not difficult,
and as the weather looked quite promising at 11.30 we declared the same task
once again, Vii Plarre occupying the
second seat this time.
Starting wa's much more difficult
then the day before because of little
heating over the site and only 3.5m / sec
was found. Th~ sixth startline crossing
gave initially 4m/sec and five minutes
later we reached 3700m which was
somewhat worse than the previous day.
We started on course, however, and
lost relatively little height over the Inn
valley while over Zernez in the middle
of the valley we found 3.5 to 4m/sec
lift and reached cloudbase at 4200m
after 15.5min, 25km out.
Tbis height was maintained to the
lTP. Vii took the photos and then in
level fligbt towards the 2TP pulling up
in lift under the clouds, turning the 2TP
in the 35th minute at 3400m. For the
final glide of 28km we only needed
1700m which allowed us a speed of
220kmjh which we could maintain
right past the finish line. Time taken
00: 42: 45-average 142.9km/h.
With hindsight one can say that all
in all it was not the optimum possible.

The excellent start of the previQus day
coupled with the good progress on the
second (record) day. for example. surely
would have meant an average of
ISOkm/h. But the pattern seldom fits
together as one would wish.
We were all. however, content with
the day's result and celebrated with
plenty of wine. many grilled escalopes
and chops around the camp fire of our

ELEGANTLY STYLED

GLASS-FIBRE
TRAILERS

caravan.
--

WORLD RECORDS
During a visit to the USA, Edward
Makula (Poland) and John Seratin
(USA) broke their own 300km triangle
world two-seater record on August 24.
It is assumed that the flight was made
in the Calif A-21 although this is not
stated in the F AI bulletin.
A repon in Flt~gsportzeilUng mentions
a new IOOkm triangle world feminine
record for Adele Orsi of Italy who flew
her Kestrel 604 round this distance on
August 2 at 127.8km/h. (Subject to
homologation.)

This superb new design from Britain's
longest established manufacturer is
fullV approved bV both the N.H.G.A.
and BXS.A. and exceptionallv easy to
build and 'Iy. Plans are £5 .per set including handbooks on building and flying.Kits and c,omplete machines immediatelyavailable.
Mc Broom machines were first in Class 1
and second! overall at the 1974 National
and International competitions.

Obituary-CHARLES L1NOBERGH

For further details and trial flight
write to;

The aeroplane Spirit of St Louis, in
which Charles Lindbergh made the first
solo flight across the Atlantic. was designed by Hawley Bowlus, one of the
earliest American soaring pilots who
also designed the Albatross series of
sailplanes. He took up gliding. and an
issue of Popular Science Monthly in
mid 1930 shows him helping Bowlus to
repair and rig gliders at Lebec. California. and states that on one of his first
f1ighl$ he flew 15 miles over the Tehachapi Mountains. He died aged 72.
A.E.S.

FLY AN ARGUS SAILWINO

FOR

McBROOM SAILWINGS LTD.
12 Manor Court Drive,
Horfield Common
Bristol BS7 OXF
or 'phQne:

FLIG'HT
Our new prospectus gives details of
all our books in this field-gliding
techniques, the history of gliding,
meteorology, the
light aviation
industry.

Cambridge CB5 9DU

•

Spring assisted rear
door and JockeY
wheel assist ground
handling

•

The ideal trailer for
glider connoisseurs

NORD'IC STAR
OUTGANG LANE. PICKERING
Tel. PlCKEAING 73244

-

----------,

Telephone: Cambridge 811323

To JOHN MURRAV

Wood, Metal and
Fibreglass Repairs

50 Albemarle Street

AERO & ENGINEERING
SERVICES

London W1X 4BD

Please send me a copy of your
FLIGHT list

•
Spares and Materials
•
Trailers
•

Designed for stabmty
and easy towing

• Formerly produced by
TOrv8 SailplsnBs Ltd.

Tunbridge lane, Bottisham

-

•

BRISTOL (0272) 44350

JOHN HULME

UK REPAIR AGENT FOR DIAMANT
SAILPLANES

15 and 19 metre
SAILPLANES

I

Name
Address

L

Glider/Motor Glider C of A
OVerhauls and Repairs
BGA, PFA Inspectors

_

In Stock:
SlINGSBV EAGLE
high performance two-seater

_

_

Akeli House,
Kepwell Bank Top, Prudhoe,
Northumberland.
Tel: Prudhoe 32087
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designed for him the beautiful Fafnir, and in 1931 he flew it from
Munich to Kaaden in Czechoslovakia, a world record of 169
miles, in a cold front storm, giving rise to the belief that future
records could on'ly be done on cold fronts. (The world's first
IOOOkm flight was made partly along a cold front.)
A fast descent from the Jungfraujoch, with half the Fafnit's
Alter Solo: Edited by W. E. Doherty Jr. Published by Schweizer
elevator knocked 9ft' during the launch, was a foretaste of what
A,ircraft Corp., Elmira, New York, U.S.A. Price $2.95.
was to hap,pen in 1931. On July 23, during the German
Obtainable from the BOA mail order £ 1.65, personal caller's
Nationals on the' Wasserkuppe, the Fafnir's tail was again
£ 1.50.
damaged on the launch; the machine went itlto a gradually
steepening dive, and Groenhotf jumped out far too low for his
This pleasant little book is a collection of pilots' experiences with . ~arachute to open. The Fafni,r continued into a wood, where
the Schweizer i - 26 sailplane from its inception, in 1954 until
its cockpit was found to be undamaged. In this wood is a
the present time. it is very easy to read and shaped well wit,h the
memorial to him (shown in the book, with also a photo of the
natura'l progression from solo £light ,through cross-countries to
"Groenho/I Haus" administrative building, named in his
oompetitlon soaring. All the stories are linked well and in tromemory).
duced by editQrial noles which inform the reader but do nol
There are. a great many photographs, three-view drawings of
intrude.
the machines he flew, and a final chapter by Groenhoft"s brother
Of a):) the contributiolls, thal from Richard Bach, author of
Hans, still living. in America and himself a noted sailplane
'Jonathan Livingston Seagu 11", ·is outstanding. He writes an
photographer of the early days. The teKtis in German.
entertaining tale of a flight as opposed to other contributors who
A. E. SLATER
write tales of entertaining flights with varying degrees of literary
ability.
Although there are no I - 26s tiyiJilg in this country there is a
lot of interest in the concept of the "one-design class". To date
VINTAGE CLUB AUTUMN RALLY
over 600 of these aircraft have been produced by Schweizers and
A. E. SLATER
they are stHI going strong-sure evidence of the love affair
Whi,le Chris Wills was soaring his Kranich over Dunstable
between pilot and glider which is related in this book.
Downs after casting off into slope lift from an aerotow from
BARRY ROLFE
Booker, John Jeffries, the London Club's Manager, was 4Jriefing the other competitors on that horrid Zone close behind
Guntber Groenhoff und die Goldenen Jahre des deutschen
the bill and those features by which the site differed from a
Segelllugs. Edited by Wailer Zuerl. Published by luftfahrtsimple flat 'lirfieI1d. A notable arrival on this ,first day, straight
V,erlag Wailer tued, D·8031 Steinebach-Wo·rlhsee, West
from Munich by surface transport, was Peter fletcher's a'llGermany. Price DM21.
yellow Mu- (3. labelled D-1489.
The "Golden Years of Soaring" were 1928 to 1932, when three
Much of the weather was atrocious, but interfered more
outstanding pilots, Kronfeld, Hirth and Groenhotf. laid the
wittJ the flying than with the characteristic activity of. rigging
foundations of cross-country soaring away from th~ influence
and admiring each other's entries.. However, the following
of hills, and every such flight brought new knowledge of the
day, Saturday October 5., was best of all, with a ,bit of
va.garies of the atmosphere and the techniques for dealing with
northerly in the west wind and, under an overcast sky, not
them.
enough convection for anyone to spoil the spectacle by going
The first part of ,the book, written by various authors, deals
away. I went up with Ron Dodd in the semi-vintage twowith the pre-Groenhoff era-one learns that the use of bungey
seater wilh swept-forward wings designed and built by Vie
for launching was first proposed in 1920 by Wolfgang Klemperer
Ginn; but, after a third of a cenlury's soaring on the site
who, in 1921. was first to beat Orville Wright's 9~min record of
exclusively in open cockpits, found it unexpectedly difficult
1911 (not 1910 as stated in the table of records). One realises
,to locate the top of the hill, since the formerly bare Downs
from the boOK how nearly tile interest in soaring petered ou't
were, due to Myxomatosis, now hidden by a rash of bushes.
between Hentzen's three hour flight of 1922 and Kronfeld's first
use of cloud currents in 1928-an uninspiring period broken onty
This was tile only competition day, ~ ;pot-Ianding being set.
by Kegcl's unwilling cross-country ill 1926 when he was sucked
That evening 48 people sat down to dinner at Knebworth
Hall in a beautifully renovated vin.tage barn, followed by
into a thunderstorm.
hopeful speeches on future v1intage acti.vit,ies and lfilms.
The largest part of the book is from Groenhotf's long-out-of.
prirrt autobiography, "Ich fliege mit und ohne Motor", which
Next morning, after much time had been spent rigging,
polishing and glamorising for a Concours d'Elegance, a
was reviewed at length in The Sailplane and Glider for April 15
prolonged downpour prevented it being held. However, much
and May 2, 1932. Near the end of that review occurs the
tatk and more showing of films and s'lides prevented anyone
passage: "One realises from this book how comparatively
beiR~ bored, especially when a deteriorating Kirby Kite in a
I.iute in the way of cross-country soaring has been done even by
dilapidaled trailer was found in the trailer park, its owner
the 'aces'. and ,if so much about its possibilities has been
not baving been near it since he put it there: the assembled
discovered already, what may we not look forward to in the
do-gooders were "almost in tears"; ,could they do nothing 10
future?"
restore it to hea'ltb?
Groenhotf's 'interest in soaring first showed itself in 1923, when,
The final Monday brought more rain. Ken Crack, the
at the age of J5, he walked an the way from Frankfurt to the
highly efficient chief organizer of the Rally, could only collect
Wasserkuppe, sleeping in the open. He took ,a gliding course
everybody's dues and dear up.
at RossiUen in 1926, then w.ent. into commercia! aviation. But
Here is the list of ,entries: Petrel (from Ireland), white
his heart was in the motorless kind, and in 1929 he got his C a't
Minimoa; yeUow Kirby Kite, red Olympia,. white-and-blue
the Wasserkuppe school, became an instructor, then put up a
Grunau, white-and-red Grunau, white-and· blue Prefect,
world's two-seater record in the first RhOnadler. HiselmiIlient
yellow Rhonbussard, Weihe, Scud 11 and Kranich.
but excitable nature was shown when, after side-slipping into a
You can Join the Club for £1 a year; Secretary: Frallces
wood during a steep turn. he was found picking berries, with no
Furlong, Otford House, Otford, nr Sevenoaks, Kent.
memory whatever of what had happened. In 1930 Lippisch
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SOUTHERN SAILPLA'NES
(Ral,ph Jones)

SCHEMPP-HIRTH SAILPLANES
Nimbus '11 The proven top open class ship at a realistic
price. (Compare the Nimbus price against
the other 'big' ships)
Standard Cirrus The standard class sailplane.
Janus ~
--A-really superb sailplane. Ho,lder of the
world 2-seot WO k. triangle record.
Motor Nimbus Best of both worl ds ~
Contact vs for delivery and price details on any
of the above.

C's of A and Repairs
We do not wor'k for nothing but
our workmanship is of the
Highest Standard.
Book your C of A renewal Now
Spores
A large q'uantity of spares,
materials, etc. ifs held by us.
Equipment
All the latest gear from the new
Soaring Systems Vario to 'Go
Foster' sheepskin cockpit
cushions~

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks.

Introducing the

lielephone:

Lambourn 7J774

111\111\1 EB73 LOW PROFILE PARACHUTE

• All-up weight 6·7kg{14·87Ib)

• IRVIN lightweight 1·24 canopy
• 3-pin, sideopening pack
• 3-point quickly ,adjustable harness
integral with pack

• Full packing and servicing instructions
supplied with parachute

Height losses of less than

SOm (260ft) between rip.
cord pulled and full canopy
inflation were recorded
during still·air drop, tests
For full details write to SERVICE MA NAG ER:

of the E873

JRVIN Great Britain Limited
Letchworth
Herts.
lel. 6262

Also

available~ THE

IRVIN ItB62 & EB69

Telex 82198

11" 1\'
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WHY NO BRITISH KITS?

Dear Editor,
I feel I must air strong support for the views on kit constructed gliders advanced by Ann Welch in your last issue.
The almost complete lack of British activity· in this field is
really quite surprising in view of the rapid rise in the price
of imported gliders, and the reasons for this inactivity are
worth examining.
One can find quite a lot of people who will express interest
in building a machine but in the absence of any British designed and produced kits, nothing actually gets done. Foreign
kits are avalIable but anyone buying a kit is still very much in
the hands of the designer if any problems arise during construction, and it is not helpful if he is a long way away.
I think it unlikely that the established firms will be interested in producing low price kits, so one must turn to amateurs
to get things done. And it is the almost complete absence of
amateur glider designers, rather than constructors, that seems
to be at the root of the impasse. Outside the slender ranks
of the Technical Committee and a few professional aero
engineers, the art of design seems dead. Need this be so? Is
it such a vastly technical subject as to be beyond any but the
super egg-heads? I think not.
All the necessary information is known and set down in
books, and the mathematical ability required is mostly not
beyond O-Ievel standard. There are, however, several good
reasons why it is difficult to get started in the design field.
I The infmmatjon required is not in any single book but
is scattered over a wide variety of text books, research reports, British Standards etc. For a beginner it is necessary
to work out what information one is going to require and
then set out to try and find it. This can be a long process
with much back-tracking and wasted effort. In the field of
manpowered aircraft, where the main interest is in the
technical rather than the flying side, an excellent little book
has been llublished on basic design-"Manpowered Aircraft"
by K. Sherwin. A book on glider design at about the same
technical level, setting out the steps in the basic design procedure and including a good list of references, would be a
huge help to anyone trying to get started.
2 Amateur designers tend to work in isolation and do not
have much opportunity for the discussion and informed
argument that can be so very helpful. I feel sure that a
register of designers and people interested in design, and possibly a designers' annual conference, would help to break
down the barrier of isolation and promote the exchange of all
sorts of useful information.
3 The problems of inspection and airworthiness approval
may seem daunting. There is a widespread idea that the BGA
frowns on amateur work on anything more major than simple
maintenance. From personal experience I can say that this
idea is quite unfounded. In fact the Technical Committee has
a most progressive and understanding approach to amateur
enterprise in either design or construction, provided, of
course, that one does not try to go behind their backs.
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The design of a glider is not such a vast work as to be
beyond one man's abilities. I am inclined to think that although discussion of problems is invaluable, the best results
emerge when all the threads are finally gathered together
in one mind. Not so with construction. Here a team is much
superior to one man.
I have often wondered why we persist in trying to glide
through the wind and rain of the British winter. How much
more pleasant and productive to retire to a nice heated
workshop and set to work on a kit with a dozen or so of
our club mates. With a kit designed for simplicity, a decent
workshop and some organisation, one could look forward
to emerging in the spring with a brand new ship to add to
the club fleet. A pipe dream? Well I'll know the answer to
that when my new design flies.
Malvern, Wares.
LYN BALLARD
WATERSHIP DOWN by Richard Adams: a revlewl

Dear Editor,
Many wiII remember how at the end of the last war all the best
pilots flew at Dunstable, later tbey moved to Lasham and fmally
ended up at Booker. This migration is celebrated in this famous
allegorical novel set in the region around Whitchurch in
Hampshire.
Although the characters are rabbits, the disguises are all very
thin and well known gliding personalities like Ann Welch, Philip
Wills, Wally Kahn and Frank Itving are instantly recognisable.
The book is required reading for all who hope for a successful
career in gliding politics.
Marlow Common, Bucks.
BRENNIG JAMES
CRITICISM OF THE PROGRESS BOOK

Dear Editor,
Roy Hubble's terrifying article,· "The Flying Progress
Book", in the last issue of S&G (p206) Inspires me to write
about a side of British Gliding Ihat has worried me since I
came back to flying in this country. Selected quotes-"psychological results of a pupil being told he is below avt:rage""those who find it difficult to accept discipline tend to be
critical of the system"-"the senior duty instrucfor checks the
confidential grading cards (with a photograph of the pilot)
paying particular attention to the box containing the cards
of the problem children"-"The CFI's newsletters include
information on the ... problem children, and any disciplinary
action taken against particular members". (I bet some of these
notes are actionable).
Gliding is supposed to be fun-right? We do it because
we love it, not because it is some ghastly form of national
service, with green cards for the goodies and "remedial
treatment" for the problem children.
Too often in this country, it seems to me, beginners are
made to feel guilty as a basic part of their training. Some
years ago I remember a gr,oup of ad-initios who dared to
thaw their frozen limbs in a hangar, being read a' lecture
that would not have disgraced the Salvation Army.

Flying in Finland with a band of joyous friends I bad a
Gold C and one Diamond, and was within 25m of two,. when
at Kent I would have been in fea,r ef Roy Hubble's black
card, if not his brown. OK, so I'm a walking accident waiting
for somev:here to happen, but at least J have the sense to
know it, and Bill Scull has promised to help. And alt least I
know what it is to sweat it out at 600ft over a Finnish lake,
or to hang at 20000ft above the Swedish mounta.ins.
Doubtless the get tough system produces good pilots; but
if it also produces automatia who do not enjoy themselves,
then what do you gain? And if it produces nervous novices
who are frightened of the pundits,. then it can be positively
danger,oos. I wonder what sort of training had been given to
the girl in your other report who was too scared of the big
boys to shout stop and get a parked glider moved out of
her way?
I am sure ,that Roy Hubble is a super CFI, a;nd I know
that Kent has flying and safety standards second to none.
But to me his photograpb looks a bit too like Big Brother.
Oxted, Surrey
ANDREW STUART
WHAT'S IN A NAME

Dear Editor,
Bill Scull's two recent articles in Coaching Corner make me
wonder if many of the difficulties which bedevi'l the would-be
aviator stem from the misleading names given to the control SUffaces-ailerons, elevator and rudder.
These words give no indication of tbeir primary fun~tions
which are to control the basic movements of the aircraft, namely
roll, pitcJt,and yaw; movements which apply no matter what attitude the aircraft is in at any given moment.
Admittedly we call .a spade a spade but no greal harm would
be done if we called il a digger.
Ailerons sound d'elightfuUy French. "Si les belles meres
avaient des ailes, je ferais chasseur". Why not call them
"bankers" or "ro lers"? After all that is what they do.
The elevator does not elevate and indeed can produce a disconcertingly opposite effect. Our American cousins must be
equally baffled; "angle of track adjuster" might be rather a
moutbful in time of crisis, so why not call it the "pitcher"? Utile
pitchers have long ears.
The word rudder conjures up' something one hopes to find
under water at the blunt end of a boat; used for steering .. , We
might call it "swisher" or "skidder", but better still "yawer".
Instructors might r,isk inebriation (rom answering ,the inevitable
questions from starry eyed hopefuls, but bar profits would soar.
Of course there wiH be protests that such simplification will
remove some of the aura of mystery which sets the aviator apart
from his earth bound fellows, and that anyway it is too late to
change. But heavier-than-.air aviation as we ,kO€lw it is ooly about
seventy years old. Il is ill its infancy. (Oh no I'm not. I'm nearly
an old age pensioner).
J. F. F. LATHBUI{Y
Camberley, Surrey

wool is, of course, aHached ·to the top of the wire, which
I can push in when I cover the Spa·tz up. Some people simply
stick the piece of wool onto the canopy with a piece of sticky
tape, but it is better for the wool 10 be in the free flow of air.
In our club K-6 we have a bank indicator whioh, in my
opinion, does not respond half as quickly and is not as
sensitive as the piece of wool.
Augsburll~ West Germany
WQLFGANG W. EISERMANN

SCARCITY OF GLIDING 'FACILITIES

Dear Editor,
There is a frightful lack of glidLng facilities in the south of
England. Those clubs tbat are within reasonable travelling
distance have waiting lists of up to a year, very high membership fees of up to £30 and such long flying lists that one is
required to return the glider within 30·40 minutes.
These factors combined, I have foun<lthat my gliding costs
me more than £13 per hour. Similarly frustrated aviators are
invited to contact me on Portsmouth SHool for constructive
debate on the possible aUernatives.
The problem of Instruction and sites is solved_ This leaves
only finance to be overcome and this <:ould be solved by
sufficient pledges-and this would be a fraction of what is
actually !being spent at present on gliding.
Clearly the answer to happy flying for everybody lies in
making their own contribution 10 tche effort required. Looj{lng to other people to prov.ide the dub, air,field and machinery
not only cancels half the fun but is tantamount to asking for
one's flying as a social security benefit.
Southsea~ Hants.

BGA
I
•

Another winner from the 8GA this year
•

A full colour photograph of a Ka7
Samedan high in the Swiss Alps

fr~m

The size of the card is 8'/41137/1
and the price is 15p pet packet
0110 cards witheAvelopes (95p
lor mail orders)

AN IMPORTANT "INSTRUMENT"

Dear Editor,
I galhcr ,from Bill Scull'~ .<Irlide on aikron/l'udder co·
ordination (October S&O, p213) that you do not use what
many of us here in German)' consider 10 be the most im·
portant "instrument-an ordinary piece of wool mounted
On the cAnopy or, preferably, in front of the cockpit". The
piece of wool must always point at the pilot and, .f it does
not, aileron and rudder are not properly co-ordinated.
On my Spatz, which has a glass-fibre nose, J drilled a tiny
hole into the fuselage, about 20cm in front of the' cockpit.
Under the hole I glued a slice of bottle cork and stuck a
piece of wire, about 10cm 101,1g. into it through the hole. The

J. STEVENS

•
I

Don't forget 1975 AVIATION CAl£NDAA. also
At tt.60each or £1.85 by post

,

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOC.
Artillery MansiOns 75 Victoria St London SWl
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The Cairngorms Gliding Club.

COP)' and photographs for the February/March issue should be sent to the Editor, S&G, 281 Queen Edith's Wa.y, Cambridge CBI 4NH, tel Cambridge 47725, to arrive not later than December 4 and for die April/May issue to arrive not later than
February H.
OClOb1'1'

18, 1974

GILLIAN BRYCE-SMITH

AQUlLA (Civil Service)

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE

Early this year we entered a contingent of
three aircraft in the Enstone task week.
A great time was had with the Olympia
20 flown by Reg Curwen winning and
lhe Skylark 3F and Cobra being well
placed in Ihe top six of a field of 13
During the winter five members became
assistant insUuctors and our beloved Fred
received his full category rating, so instruction has proceeded at a greater pace.
A new aircraft arrived, a rather elegant
Weihe, but its wingspan caused some
hangarage problems until a solution was
found. The Olympia and Skylark also
changed hands within the club during the
spring.
With mechanical assistance from a local
,plant hire owner, the runways were
cleaned anJ a large amount of soil removed from the end of the main runway
to give us almost a mile for launching.
This radically improved the flying conditions-1800ft wincb launches at 35p.
Our new tug has arrived from RAF
Bicester and we are flOW savouring the
IwZury of aerotows.
Our airfield has no buildings so we
were del.ighled when offered the loan of
a clubhouse. The christening party on
Seplember 28 was <! great success and the
day ·after we had the JOOOth launch of
1973-74, this being a record number in
one year.
The annual club fXpeditioo Was to our
friends at Camphill, the Derby & Lancs
Gliding Club. Five gliders were la ken and
the 22 members completed :52hrs flying.
Silver C d'urations were gained by 'Uz
Clarke. Chris O'Neill, Ken Jarman and
Len Holden; Tricia Stackhouse and Dick
Sargeant obtained their second Bronze C
legs.
We are now settling down 10 our usual
intense winter training' for our IIb-ill/rios.
R.S.

Our training fleet now includes a T-21,
K -13 and K -4, carefully chosen to meet
our needs. The K-4 will be used for first
solos, and is achieving good soaring
flights In modest hill lifl more easily Ihan
we had expected. Divebrak.e feel will be
then shown' in the K -13 before moving on
to the Swallow, Alao Bibby and Mike
Larvin were the first to take advantage,
and Mike must have broken all records
for solo to Bronze, These flights were within our September .camp week, when we
flew every day and soared hill andlor
thermal, with four of the days giving very
strong conditions.
We entertained the Cranfield Club, and
showed them what can be done from
winch launches costing only 40p. The
traffic was heavier than ever before, but
spread out so well we think we will be
able to handle a much bigger fleet than
expected, since the gliders do not tend to
bunch at the very top of the hill lift. We
also packed the hangar almost to its limits
for the first time, getl,ing nine gliders into
60 x 60ft, including their Bocian.
On August 26 multiple tornados wen:
coming off ,the sea at 'Lytham St Annes.
starling as waterspouts and then continuing
across the land. I saw three under one
cloud and phoned the airfield, but as
members didn't see any signs of cones or
pi,pes, conditions must have been tied to
some local coasta'l feature and didn't reach
20 miles inland. Previously we had only
twice seen singl(l tornado pipes.
K.E.
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BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
After the hustle and bustle of 'a successful Euroglide, the club rapidly returned
to its more normal appearance. which for
the first few days seemed strangely quiet

and empty in contrast. The weather was
dismal and there was litlle flying.
One sad point-our Blanik was substantially damaged and may be It writeoff. The pilot landed several fields short
of the air,field underneath some telegtaph
wires. t)nfortunalely he OY'erlooked tha't
telephone wires are supported with the
result thal the wingtip caught a pole.
Happily nobody was hurt and another
Blanik should be with us before the end
of the year.

A rustic looking Mike Harper, Chairman
of the Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding
Club. Photo; Rob Robinson.

The great day approaches when the
lones/ Pentlowe Kestrel has its first flight
after almost two years of ~onstant work
by Doug and Tony (mostly In unheated
hangars). The large case of glass-fibre
mouldings. and associated nuts and bolts
now lOOks I:ike a beautifully finished
Kestrel 1,9. They'ye even got a spare [uselage as the first one was damaged in the
fire lasl year.
The Shobdon wave weekend planned for
October 19-20 is just around the corner
and many Cs of A are, being completed
in anticipatiOn of Gold and Diamond
heights in the Welsh rnounla·ins.
RA.R.

BURTON " DERBV
Another season has gone by since our last
report and, without question, this has been
the most successfwl in the relatively short
history of the club.
First Ihe bad news-we had the misfortune to lose one of thelwo Blaniks
when an early solo pilot hit a tree with a
wingtip on a field landing. Thankfully he
wasn't injured.
The good news-the months and years
of training have born fruilt with so lTlany
achievements they are loo numer.ous to
list. However, we should congratulate
Emst Spechl on his Diamond goal.
Silver Cs have been gained by MeSsrs.
Dawson, John3On, Law)ey, Wain and
Ward as well as Mario'n Toft. the first
woman in Ihe dub to 'reach this standard.
Ken Lawrence and Peter Ward are now
fully rated inStructors.
Our Auster 12 tug has returned after a
lengthy C of A. resplendent in a high
visibility red and white colour scheme
and, we hope, a "good neighbour" exhaust
silencer.
The East Midland Airport control zone
boundary now established lies two miles
south-east and will impose a new discipline on our local and cross-country
flying.
PAW.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
like most clubs we have had something
of a record year with hours, badges and
cross-eountry kiIometres in abundance and
keen competition.
Sigfrid Neumann at last managed to
fly a SOOkm triangle from our site, the
club's second this season, Anne Walker
became our first woman member to complete her Gold with a climb at Shobdon.
The most notable "nol quite" was David
Evans' Diamond distance attempt whl:n
he landed after 4S6km. And this year saw
Desmond Pearce entertaining Aboyne by
climbing to 27000fl in/heir Swallow.
Mter our aged Oly 28 was dashed to
pieces at the bottom of a pit earlier in th~
year, we bought an excellent K-6cR.
However good the year has been though,
ardent pessimists will realise that next
year is not likely to be all sunshine and
occasionaf showers
Apart from the
economy, which affects everyone, there is
a particular monster making inroads into
the south and east-the revised London
TMA which will soon reach to within 3
mile or so of Duxford. Whether it will
stop there is another matter altogether:
these "sacred things" have a ha bit of
getting larger and larger. To lhose clubs
more seriously affected, our deep but
apparenlly impotent sympathy.
S.N.L.

COTSWOLD
As a shocking winter drew 10 a close our
membership. funds and morale were at
Ihe iowest ebb for years. Who could possibly have foreseen the dramatic changes
wrought in the truly vintage summer.

Early soaring began to raise hopes and
these were consolidated by a successful
lask week with Bristol & Gloucestershire
at Nympsfield in May. Hying nearl,y every
day brought Silver C legs and good crosscountries.
Evening flying during the season has
been at unprecedented ~evels-often every
night and always at least three nights so
that 80/90 launches were in the bag before
the weekend flying began. We have broken
all prev.ious records for monthly launch
rates, have the I'argest bank balance in the
club's history and our membership figures
are back to where they should be.
Total achievements for the season are
12 first solos, 12 Bronze Cs and innumerable legs, 11 Silver C legs, four Silver Cs,
one Gold C and two Diamond goal flights.
Larry 'Bleakill's persistence in organiSing
the annual expedition to Portmoak in
September was rewarded. Taking four
privately owned gliders and our K-7, we
had a total of 135hrs and 77 flights were
logged for the wee,k including six durations. larry hit nOOOft in wa.ve and Dave
Roberts managed 7S00ft, but ill' general
it wasn't good for wave.
Perhaps the most surprised member of
the expediti:on was Mark Madan whose
longest solo flight had been ten minutes.
He wenl to Portmoak to get aerotowing
experience, was passed out on his first
flight acnd went ,off for I-j-hrs, to get his
·first Bronze leg and double his, total soaring time. Later in the week he gained his
Silver duration and second Bronze leg
on what was his 12th 30'10 flight.
Congratulations to Gary Fryer and Tim
Macfadyan on their Diamond goal Aights
and all those others who carried on the
traditions of going cross-country whenever
possible . . . even 17-year-old Jonathan
Hol'land who, flushed with the success of
his Whit bread Bursary, flew his Sil,ver
distance, did his first field landing and
theA found he hadn't switched on his
:barograph.
J.D.H.

DONCNSTER & DISTRICT
The gloom of the end of season circuit
bashin; and consolidalion of training is
lighted only by those rare days of raised
cloud ceitings allowing a decent winch
launch and f.lossible wave.
The highspot of the social calendar was
the annual dinner-dance in October when
the Senior National Coach, Bill Scull, was
the guest of honour and the trophies were
presented
by ollr Chairman,
FranK
Thompson.
G.D. W.

DORSET
Twelve gliders look part in our August
task week when four more Silver Cs were
completed. Three visiting teams added
their now €ustomary challenge to the event
and there were five competition days. Joe
and Terry Linee (Std Cirrus) had the
highest overall score with 23Xpts. lhe visiting Pira! flown by Ray Bowden and
Anlhony Beckton came second with

l60pts, closely followed by Mike Bryan
and Brian Povey (Oly 2B) with IS7pts.
011 the ."est day. Tuesday 27, a dog-leg
task finishing at Lasham was reached by
four gliders. Two had over five hours
whilst others had nearly as long,
The otherwise poor weather of Ihe
summer, plus the fact Ihat only the K·13
of our two-seaters has been continuously
available for training, has severely limited
Ihe scope of our newer recruits. However,
all three are now in service and a new
instructors' course is under way, so potential pUots can look forward to a busy
winter if the weather permits.
At the lime of the tremendous September gales we discovered the poten1::l'l oC
our hangar when every glider at Tarrant
was squeezed in-including the trailers.
It was something of a puzzle but everything survived as a result and only the
windsock was tom ,to shreds.
M.L.B.

DUNKESWELL
Within five weeks of the closure of the
Devonshire Soaring Club and our decisiol1
to continue gliding from this superb site,
we ate now fully operational, using an
autotow launching system and with the
prospect of aerotowing by early spring.
We must be one of very few clubs f0rtunale enough to ~ommence operations
with a ready-made aerodrome and a
brand new purpose-built clubhouse at ils
disposall
We are delighted with our two-seater,
which was christened by carrying our
CFI, Dave Bindon, and our youngest
member, five year-old Rupert Fairclough,
on the club's inaugural flight. Needless to
say, visiting pilots will be made most
welcome.
B.H.F.

ESSEX
The club's future was under intense debale this month after the CAA dropped
its London TMA expansion b0mbshell on
our 204 members ThlOir plans would
lower our ceiling to 2200ft. We are having
talks with the CAA this month.
On the bright side Essex has just completed a bumper gl.iding year. We have ;)
club record of nearly IOOOOkm cross.country flights. Three Golds were completed and three Diamond legs gained.
The harvest season has produced a crop
of seven new solo pilots and a six glider/
eleven pilot prospecting expedition crossed
the border to Aboyne, in September. W,e
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won no honours but had a thoroughly enjoya ble week.
The club has rented the wartime control lower at North Weald and is "doing
it up" under the expert supervision of
Br/an Murphy. It should blossom into a
magnificent multi-level clubhouse by
Christmas.
S.M.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK
Our task weekend in late August didn't
produce the same 'crop of badge flights a~
last year, bl!lt there were many altempts
to go places. Mike Bailey (Pira!) and John
WalHs (SHK) both reached Seething for
. Silver C distance.
John Masters went to Sulton Bank for
his assistant instructor's rating and our
instruction staff is further strengthened by
the promotion of Pete Wilby, who has
gained his full rating.
We are now the proud possessors of a
brilliant red and white chequered mobilc
caravan for the duty pilot. Fabricated by
Cedric Vigar and his merry men, it is
complete with a flashing light on top for
dusk landings.
Our eFl, Elvin Hibbard, made an
October pilgrimage to Aboyne and final
preparations are now being made for a
club ex,pedition to Usk.
C.C.S.
FENLAND
Fenland now boasts seven solo female
pilots and two more are awaiting their
16th birthdays. Since our last report, 10
members have gone solo including Richard
Caillard, our Station Commander's son.
There have been six Bronze Cs and 11
Silver legs, two of the distance flights
being of more than 90km. Also, one illstance of 66km was gained along with
SHver height in questionable weather
conditions.
We have been busy with club expedi-
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tions with two this summer to RAF
Swanton Merley when five members were
converted to aerotowing. Our two longest
Silver distances, coupled with two durations, were accomplished on the lalter
visil.
Floyd Svrko, a USAF member, got the
loan of a low-loader from R.AF Mildenhall to transport one of our winches 10,
Swanton Merley. Our latest expedition on
October 6-13 to Sulton Bank was led by
Paddy Hogg, deputy CH. Fourteen membersbraved the elements to achieve 33
soaking wet minutes 'o( flying time on the
Bank itself. Thanks le our fr,i~nds at
RAF Dishferth (Clevelands), we had
39hrs flying time during that week an.d
three more were qualified for aerotows.
We gained three new instructors in Suly,.
Pete MaUhews, Ray Hudson (USAF) and
Allan Webster, but soon after Allan was
posted to RAF Bicester where Mick Hall
is now flying.
Meanwhile at our club the number of
launches and hours are climbing rapidly
J.E. and C.B.
on the CFls charts.

HAMBLETONS
Althol!lgh not appearing in these columns
recently, we are still extremely active but
with so man,y changes in the fleet you
may not recognise us. The Swallow has
been replaced with a k-6cR and this has
proved very popular as has the Oly 419
replacing t~ Oly 463. We have also acquired a Blanik which is generously
equipped with instrumeots, radio and
plumbed for oxygen.
No fantastic heights have been achieved
during the year but we now hopefully
await our wave season. Whilst the summer
could hav.e been better, tnere have been
five new Silver Cs, plenty of Bronze legs
and lots of first solos, both winch and
aerotow, including Steve Saunders who
soloed the Blanik on his 16th birthday.
Two members have qualjfied as instrm;tors during the year, George McClean, OUT
Chairman, and Steve Olender whose
father, Roy, is already an instructor. It
has also been pleasing to see five of our
lady ab-initios gaining their A and B 00
the YS-53.
Our best day? Undoubtedly June 22
when, in conjunction with the Clevelands
Club, we flew from dawn at 3.30am until
dusk at just after 10pm to total 411
launches from the site.
AJ.S.

REFINISHING

HEREFORDSHIRE
UBELLE THA'ILERS, FUSELAGE
TROLLEYS, RUDDER LOCKS,
WING COVERS
ALUMINIUM STEEL TUBE
IIRAtLERS FOR ALL TYPES
FIRSt CLASS WORK AT THE
RIGHT 'PRICE
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In only our second season of operation
we hav.c almost doubled our activity. The
summer eourses have been fully booked,
and it was encouraging to see many faces
from 1973 returning for another "holiday"
this year. Course bookings were up by
78% ,in 1973, the Blanik utilisation was
75% and the Falke which flew 300hrs last
summer, logged 500hrs in the same sixmonth period this summer, a 66% increase
,in utilisation. This very encouraging
growth has enabled us to keep our prices

down-an average 20min flighl in the
club's Blanik costS exactly the same as
it did when we starled in April 1973 (before VAT and the October war), quite an
achievement when 20% pa inflation has
become normal.
Our own ab - illilio pilots have been
spreading their wings this season and
Keith Whitnej(, who was one of the fir<;t
pilots trained from scratch by the club,
is now well on his way to his Silver C.
with his height and duration completed
in August.
The Blanik has Ilanded out fQr the
second lime in its history, lhis time by an
iostruc1,Or whQ became "uncerta'in of his
position" at 3000fl and two miles from
the airfield! There being no trailer for
the B1anik, the retrieve lasted until after
midnight in pouring rain (we a'1l make
mistakes).
A.N.M.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE
August and September were generally
spent painting trailers as the searing days
did not coincide with the weekends. However, on one of the weekdays Christine
Walker got her duration in ,the K-8 and
the small group who spent a week: at
Shobdon in September, taking a private
Dart 17R and the Club Skylark 4, we~
rewarded with a varied week's flying in
wave and thermals. Although the wave
w.asn't high enough for any Gold or
Diamond heigh'ts, Aothony Porter finished
his Silver C by taking the Skylark 4 to
Nympsfield. Shobdon is accessible enough
to warrant us leaving the Skylar'k there
for the last couple of months for our
members to' fiy on odd days.
This year's intake of students are very
keen and, spurred on by a reduction in
launch fees for early morning flights, are
reviving the Imperial College tradition of
flying before breakfast.
A.P.P.

LONDON
The bungey enthusiasts have, again, been
hurting a 'variety (lf wooden sailplanes
from ,the hill-with varying degrees of
success. The most exciting ,part seems to
be the spot landing on the top of the bill.
Tlle weather 'has been quite good for
this time of year, especially at weekends,
and most private owners have been making
continual use of the end of season thermals. Towards the end of September Rob
Harding ,Hew a 200km out-and-ret.urn, and
on the last day of the month John leffries
and Geof Love nursed the club K·13 to
Lasham to collect the ever popular plate.
The frequency of westerly winds has
helped in the completion of several five'
hours, notably Alan Kirkley, completing
his Silver C on a marginal day during
the Vintage Gliding Club rally weekend
when up to 15 slow-flying sailplanes were
struggling wi'th him on the hilt
Winter improvements and extensions to
club buildings are already under way. The
workshop and ()ffices now have the luxury
of central heating, which was installed b,y

enthusiastic club members led by Geof
Love. It is hoped that tnis may eventually
be extended to the c1qbhouse in the near
future, Our new spray booth should SOOIl
be in operation, and a long overdue children's playground and beer garden (!!) is
planned outside the clUbhouse.
We are eagerly awaiting the arr,ivalof
the high performance two-seater IS-28D,
which should supplement our high performance instruction courses, Several new
privatelY'owned machines are due this
Christmas, including the first Nimbus and
lantar to be on site, The pr,ivately-owned
two-seater situation is already highly corn'
petitive. The Stafford AlIen Capstan has
,been bought by a Ilew syndicate led by
Mike Bird; a Blanik and a K-16 are already on site and another Caproni is due
next spring. It is hoped that a purely twoseater competition might be run here next
year.
D.Y,

MIDLAND
The few good days in August were well
used for cross-<:ountry flying. On the 16th
Pam Roberls (K-6E) and Bob Scarborough
'(Dart 17) both achieved 314km on completely different tasks. There were good
cross-eountr,ies on five other days of that
month but nothing much in September.
We broke new ground on the Bank
Holiday weekend by holding an open day.
Conditions were good and about 130 air
experience flights were given as well as
the principles and mechanics of the sport
being explained. Severa'l new members
joined as a result and others became interested in the I97S courses.
This season has shown some of the benefits of the land we bought earlier in the
year. We can use a new position on
Asterton Knoll for crosswinds on .the
south winch run-a few degrees to the
west of lhe norma.1 run, but sufficient to
give easier and higher launches and to be
aure that a drifting cable stays out d,
the forest.
On one day with a strong easterly we
got more than 800ft into-wind launches
starting from the bungey point, which was
aullident to catch the east wind wave. We
don't look upon this east run as a normal
operation yet as it requires more investigation !lnd experiment, but it will mean
flying on days when previously we couldn't
get off the ground.
W.J.T.

NORFOLK
Reasonable weather conditions on September IS helped to make our open day
a great success. Star of the day was our
oldest club member, 103-year-old James
Chapman, who opened the show by taking
a ride in the Falke with CFt Joe Podolski.
During his public address he mentioned
his next ambition-to fly in a helicoplerand sure enough, before the day was Obt,
he had ticked one more from h,is list.
Three members of the Karhula Aero
Club in Finland whose ship was docked
for eight hours at Felixslowe, took a 50mile taxi trip to Tibenham to sample

English· gliding conditions, each making a
quick circuit in the rain and gales.
The new clubhouse is virlually complete
and a party was held on October 5 to
mark the official opening. Next year we
hope 10 be able 10 offer accQmmodalion
,to visiting pilots and course members.
As a result of another visit by Bill
Scull, Eric Titman was given two well·
deserved full category ratings, one for
pure gliders and one for motor gliders.
C.E.H.

OXFORD
Our three w.eeks of flying gave some fine
soaring weather. The distinction of being
the first memlxr to complete a Gold C
was hotly contested during this time. First,
on August 20, Peter Brooks flew 300km
in his PhQebus to add 10 his height but
unfortunately ,the turning ,point photographs were disallowed. Nothing daunted,
he flew the task again on the next available day bul meanwhile David Lidbury
(Phoebus 6(6) found a luge enough cloud
to give him the required height and thus
he became the first.
Geofge Horne completed his Silver C
in his Olympia 2 with duration OD Monday, distance on Tuesday-but the barograph left no trace-so distance again on
the Wednesday. Both trips Were 10 Husbands Bosworth. Tom Lamb also fi.ew the
Skylark to Husbands Boswo-rlh but failed
by I1 minutes to ·get his tiv·e hours.
From August 23-26 ther.,. was a task
weekend when pilots from Booker visited
Weston. Two tasks were set with many
club aircraft competing. The into·wind
task of Ohedworth and return on the
Saturday proved hard w.ork but several
pilots completed it with Mike Raildle
(Phoebus 666) coming second. A very
successful barbecue in the evening was
organised by Anita Cox.
Norman Woodward, our Secretary. had
two valiant attempts al Gold C distance
in the Skylark 3. On the second, August
27, he was accompanied by Jane Randle
in Phoebus 666 when lhey attempted
Weston - Dunstable - Shobdon - Weston.
Norman turned back at Persnore to return to base, Jane got caught Qut by wave
sink and had 10 land at Shobdon for the
aid of a mechanical ,thermal. She then flew
back to Westcn, a day's ,t01al dista~ce of
337km. New Zealander, lan Granl, on his.
second cr.oss-eountry and flying his
Olympia 460 did well to achieve Hereford
and relurn.
J.lt.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
On a'lmost the .final week of a successful
seaSOn of courses we had an accident i'n
which the dub Fa,lke, caught in the curlover of Benarly, hit the hill and was sub·
stantiatly damaged, perhaps even a writeoff. The helicopter from nearby RAF
Leuchar~ was on lhe scene very ,promptly.
Both occupanls escaped serious injury, the
instruclorsustaining a back. injury, ineaning six weeks in hospital.
This season was also the last for Ansgar

BiIt Scull made
Norfolk Club.

another visit

to

the

Sambale, our resident instructor, well
known to all visitors for his meticulous
briefings. Ansgar is leav,ing us afler many
years steady service, and was a club member in pre-Portmoak days when he would
cycle from Glasgow to Balado for a weekend's circuits. .
We now have a new enlrance. largely
due (0 the devot,ion of Jimmy Rae, who
likewise organised the r·emoval of the earth
bank. at the east end of the grass strip
and the subsequent reseeding. All this in
between spells as our resident grass-<:utter.
Also, we now have a second Windsock,
clear of the trees and ,turbulence.
As has been the custom in the past few
years, we laid on a gOQd wave day for our
Lasham visitors. This lime, however, on
Saturday, October 5, we excelled. ourselves
with over 45 climbs to above looooft,
including two-seaters, 14 Gold and 8 Diamond claims, a 390k, 310k and 247km
IriaAgle, serenely smooth from llS low as
l'2ooft to the 26000ft maximum set by
,Frank Reilly in the 'SHK.
The Lasham tug and our own Super
Cub, which happily survivM a pirouette
en to its nose, managed a sufficiently high.
launch rate to prevent. a riot among the
large queue in the early morning. By midday, hatdly a glider was to be seen on
the ground or in the air. Much credit must
go to Richard who was inundated with
barographs and worked well after midnight
in calibrati.ngeach t,race, a mammoth task.
Our heartfelt sympathy musI surely go
to our friends at Aboyne who on such :l
memorable day were at zero feet because
of turbulence
R.t».

SHROPSHIRE
Eight aircraft totalled more than 120h,s
at Ollr cornp week in mid-August at Chelwyn, RAF Tern HiU'$ satalite airfield,
despite two washed-out days. Tony Adams
flew to Gceal Yarmouth in the K-6 for
his Gold distance and Rod Watson gained
his Silver distance.
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Other creditable .performances included
Ian Paul's 417km in his Std Cirrus, chasing
that elusive SOOkm, .and a wave flight to
12400ft over mid-Shropshire.
Since then the weekend weather has
largely been a dirty word with Vick Carr's
14500ft wave ftigbt in his Kestrel at Sleap
being the only encouragement.
D.V.
SOUTH WALES
The regular Barry Summer ~hool was
again held at our sHe near Usk with eight
newcomers instructed by Peter France.
Ivor Shauock has gained a second Diamond and now has more than 1000 gliding
hours. Partial and completed Silver Cs
have been obtained by, amongst ethers,

Les Chimside, John Sorel, John Barry and
Malcolm Uphill
There were a number of interesting
flights during QUI' fiying week. Tim Barton,
Mall. Horton and IVQr Morgan Went solo
.and Lyn Jones gaIned his first Bronze leg
in the club Swallow. Bob Raser, Sk.ylark 2,
and Steve Field, K -6!!, completed their
Bronze Cs then joined Brian Wood, Oly
463, for five hour durations, Eric Duffin,
aged 18, completed his Bronze C flying the
tug pilot's bete noire-his own Cumulus.
Ron Hook flew the Oly 463 to Church
StreUon fer a Silver distance, just missing
five hours. And the first Silver distance
from Usk in a club glider was flown by
lan Kennedy who took a K-13 to Worcester and collected a Silver height ell
route. Following a more gentlemanly
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STAFFORDSHIRE
Our main news is that we have purchased
a K-1!3 to improve our training facilities.
The K·4 will continue ,to play its vital
role in the early stages of training. A K-7
has been pr,ocured by the former Skylark
4 syndicate, so we might be seeing the sky
full of twe-seaters in the future.
loe Malkin flew an expensjve Silver distance from ShobdQn in the Olympia 403.
He was required to hand I,)ver £20 before
he could retrieve the aircraft from his
landing field.
F.B.

GLASS·FlBRE REPAIRS

CURRENT STOCK

ALllMElERS Mk 19
HOfllZONS
VARIO's

regime, Ivor Shattock and Mlles Baddely
went by K-13 lo Shobdon, took afternoon
tea and then flew back to Usk.
Resident members were thankful for
the catering by LyneUe David and Jane
Parfitt, whilst our President, Dermis
Bryan, and volunteer barman, wilted under
the demand for celebration drinks.
At present all eyes are directed westward to predict hopefully the establishment of wave for the October wave week
at Usk.
BJ.E.

STRATFORD
We finally got off the ground at long
Marston Airfield in early April, marki~
tbe end of a six months' gliding famine
in this part of the world and the culmination of the efforts ofa dozen determ·ined
enthusiasts.
After the collapse of the Worcester
GlidinfJ Club Ilt Bickmarsh, the prospects
for the remaining members and private
owners looked bleak. However, sal:vation
was at hand in the form of local landowner
and personality "Farmer" Hodges who
offered us tne use of his airfield at L.ong
Marston some four mil'es south of Stratford. Unfortunatelx operations could not
commence until planning permission for
365 days a year frying had been granted
and this took some five months. Evellt\lally
after the irrepressible Glyn Rogers had
pitched his lent outside the County Council
front door for t~ nights we got the goahead and became airborne two days
(ater.
The airfield has been the home of the
University of Aston Gliding Club for
several years and will be known to many
cllmpetition pilots as a turning point. The
University pilots were extremely helpful,
despite their little corner of Warwickshire
being invaded by tractors, caravans and
trailers.
Clear flat approaches and long weU
surfaced runways make the site ·almost
ideal and the completion of the new hangar has cut out the necessity for ffequent
rigging and deriggi,ng. The local country·
side produces SOme excellent thermals and
wave can occasionally be contacted from
an aerotow to about 25000ft. The club
fleet at present consists of a K-2 and 11
Grunau Baby 28 and in these sophisticated
days, it's easy to forget how much sheer
enjoyment can be derived from such basic
machinery. Launching is by reverse pul'ley
autotow and latmches of 1500 alld occa-

Iionally 2000fl are not uncommon. Not
bad for 60p. The pride of the tow car
.lIeet is • RoU~-Royce engined Van den

BR,IAN WEARE

Plas.
There are invariably a (ew light aircraft
buzzing round and one or t":o e~ceutiv.e
'twins occasionally come steammg m, so It
pays to keep a look out if you are headIlIg this way. But all visilors are welcome
. although powered aircrdt are strictly
,PPO.
H.F.H.L.
SURREY " HANTS
It's time to take stock of this very variable
soarins season. There were good days wilh
many JOOltm and nine 500km flights completed. We flew a record total distance
cross-country-64000km-and Surrey &:
Hants' gliders went 26000km round
Britain. The season in general ended suddenly in the last week of August wilh no
mellow fruitfulness at Lasham since then.
Portmoak has provided the only recent
excitement and how! Sat\lrday, October
S was the day of' days with eight Dian:onds resulting from 13 gains of over
sOOOm and numerous 3000m climbs. Paul
Loewenstein. our Treasurer, with his dimb
becomes only the second pilot to complete
three Diamonds i~ our club gliders. A,lan
Purnell flew round a 400km triangle 10
Loch Awe alld Aboyne on the saille day
-mostly above Gold 'C height.
Plans for 1975 are rather difficult to
form due to the uncertain financial scene
next year. Replacement of our oldest
gliders for newer machinery will probably
be shelved and all increase in subs and
fees substituted instead-a rather biller pill
to swallow but sweetened by remembering that our costs and increases in fees
have not k.ept up with inflation.
Until then a great programme of parties,
bonfires and otherwise will take place with
stone and ftint gathering from the recently
cropped area of the airfield prior to its
return to regular pounding from Falke and
K-IJ wheels.
c.L.
TRENT VALLEY
Since our last entry in S&O great progress
has been made in all spheres at Trent
Valley. Our hangar is now completed and
our clubhouse well 011 the way 10 being
finished-for this our thanks to George
Nelson and helpers. On the social side,
we have held two barn danees organised
by Georgina Sewart, which boosted club
funds.
We would like to thank our retirillg
Secretary, Patricia Prall, for her hard work
over the last few years. Bob Baines takes
over in her place.
Gliding would appear to be increasing
in popularity in this area and our CFI a.nd
instructors are kept busy in the T-21 WIth
the increasing number of recruits. Congratulations to the following on going
solo: Rosemary Farthing, Chris Lines,
Richard Dove, Stephen Fletcher, the Newsomes (our first mar,ried couple to go
solo on the same day), Mick Hewill and
Adele Slater; and to Peter Fillingham on
his Silver height

Clapper Lane Hon'iton
Devon EXl4 800

SERVICE NEWS

PHONE: HONITON 2940

Glider - Motor Glider and repairs

c~s

F.lying cQntinues throughout the year lit
Sullon Bank and anyone wishing to
sample our ridges and wave con~!tions. is
welcome and will find every faCIlIty WIth
a clubhouse, dormitory accommodation
and carav3'n parking.
P.L.

of A

TRAILERS
As our Chairman, John Rice, said-he's
heard some weird reasons fpr people failing out of tne sky when Crying for their
five hours, but NevHle Wilson's excuse
"takes the biscuil". On landing after three
hours and being asked why he came dOWll,
Neville replied ""ve got to go home to
milk the cows. . . ."
l.P.N.
WYCo.MBE AIR PARK
Our visit to Weston-on-the-Green was
thoroughly enjoyed by us all As an all
aerotow site at Wycombe, It makes a
pleasant change to visit a winch site,
especially when you can get 1800ft on the
wire as we did at Westolil.
When the summer courses finished we
regretfully said goodbye to Graham, the
courses' resident tug pilot throughout the
summer.
Despite the bad start ,to the year
caused by the petrol 'crisis, we recovered
weB during the season with both the
llumber of Gold and Diamond flights going into double figul;es. We c1o~ed the
soaring season ,in sty.le by makmg. the
earliest ever entries for the NatIonal
Ladder wilh flights by "Rocky" Stone and
our CFI, Chris Rollings, who has made
many nOlable flighls this season.
We look forward to the 1975 season
with some trepidation as we wait to see
whether our insular CAA overlords will
permit us to continue successful glidin~
operations from this site. It is a cloud
which throws a far greater shadow over
our ,future than any petrol crisis ever will.

I.M.C.W.
YORKSHIRE
Soaring conditions recently havell't been
good but there was one superb weekend
.Iale in August which gave plenty of crosscountry tlying including Gold distance for
Bob Addis and several aHempts for
Diamonds.
We usually make strenuous efforts to
keep the public off our airfield, but we
actually invited them t~ come a.nd s.ee
us on August Bank Hohday and, 111 spl!e
of uncertain weather, they came in
thousands. The result was a sulDstanlial
profit from the venture an.d. lots of fun
for our members and the vIsItors. Thanks
are due to the organiser, Barry Gregson.

ANGLIA GSA (RAF WaUisham)
Mo~e changes have taken place with Dick
Cole and Dav.e Cyster leaving for CFS.
Eric Richard!> has taken over as CFt wHh
Ken Stedman as deputy.
Duri~g August we visited the local BOA
dub for three weeks' flying, the K-6E
and Std Cirrus doing some 3Shrs in spite
of indifferent Weather. Dave Sillelt in the
K-6E had two unsuccessful allempts .at a
3.00km opt-and-return but, nevertheless,
covered some 5OOkm.
Congratulations to .Phillip Sillelt who
completed his Bronze just before his 18th
birthday, Dave Cyster for his Silver duratioll and height, Chris Heames for his Gold
distance and Diamond goal and Ron Lamb
and Mike Faulkner for their first solos
in the T-ll and Blanik.
Once again we shall be represented at
Aboyne by the K-6cR, K-6E and Std
Cirrus during October and November.

ER.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
As the soaring season draws to a close
we look like breaking all records in terms
of hours, launches and cross-country kilometres flown. Although the weekend
weather has not always been ideal, we
have been able to take full advantage of
the excellent summer during our instructors' courses, soaring and task weeks.
John Delafield and John GIQssop returned from Nympsfield, having flown
Kestrels 66 and 29 into second and fifth
places in the Euroglide Open Class. <?ur
congratulations to lohn Detafield on ~I.ng
included in the possibles for the Bnush
team for Finland.
At the t'ime of writing two parties of
club members are visiting Aboyne. We
hope to be reporting on enjoyable flying
and 'badge flights In our next notes.
With the days now drawing in, the st~lf
are hard at work servicing ground equIpment and aircraft, and preparing the winter
flying programme. 1'his important part of
Ihe Bicester activilies should produce more
potential soaring. pilots, ready f()r next
season.
J.D.1.G.
CHILTERNS
(RAF Wtston-ob-the·Green)
At the time of writing most of tlie "har~'
core" are at Aboyne on one of our bl,annual wave soaring fortnights. It's a sign
of the limes that out of the ;14 who made
the journey, only fi.ve need Diamond
heIght.
.
Reflecting over the season, It has been
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Chilterns' best-more than 12 GeM legs
and I1 Diamoflds, Silver, Bronze and A
and Bs galore, a Sport Class Inter-Service
Champion Wrank Wilson) and plenty of
new faces.
Of all those achievements one in particular deserves more than just a passing
comment Eddie Wright completed his
300km ill ,the K-6E only to discover the
shutter had jammed open on his camera.
So one week. later he went round again
and this ,time it all worked. The rumour
was he did it to get more cross-country
kl'lometres than anyone else-but that distinction goes to Bob L10yd who had
several 300km attempts, none of w'hich
a.M.
were on "good days".

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
There were no Silver height gains (Iaimed
from this site in 1973 but this year has
been much better with several successful
climbs recently, including one by Dave
Aram who has completed his Silver C.
After several near misses, Rob Farman
ga,ined his Bronze on the last soarable
day of the season.
David WhiUingham has left us temporarily for Uni~ersity while Keith
Watson, our Diam~nd height pilot, has
been lured away by the vast sums of
money offered 10 ex-RAF men by the
Middle Eastern sheiks I
.A Tutor syndicate has been formed.

JANTAR

The Cadet owners, oot to be o~tdone, are
now thinking of "going glass". Our SF-26
has continued on ils wanderings around
tihe GSA and the Pilatus B-4 has at last
arrived to take its place. Its trailer is
taking shape next to the recently completed K-7 box. We hope they will soon
be making pilgrimages to northern ridge
and wave sites.
S.T.E.W.

623 GLIDING SCHOOL, ATC
(RAF Tan&Jllere)

We broke with tradition lhis year and took
our week on the Halesland ridge during
the first week of September. This proved
to be a good' move since the Mendip site
with Cheddar Gorge a mile or so along
the ridge provided some copybook ridge
lifl. With two T-21 s, one serviceable Prefeci and a Swallow, we were able to obtain
seven Bronze legs, main'ly In the Prefect.
The CFl, F /0 B. iNewman. tried yet
again for his duration, this time in the
comfort of the T-2Ic• The attempt was
rained off after 2fhrs which we Ihought
was slightly preferable to another
4hrs 55min.
J.A.R.

PHOENIX OtAFBri.lggen)

JANTAR 19m Sailplane Winner of 19m Cup at Vrsac 1972-48: 1 glide angle at
59kts. AIt glass fibre-very easy: to rig. £5.700 ex works with linstruments.
Immediate delivery. Demonstration aircraft now at Beaker.
COBRA 15 1501 Sailpl'ane. 1 : 38 glide angle. Price with full set of Instruments
except altimeter £3,500 ex ~orks. Delivery 2-3 months.
PIRAT 15m 1 : 3'3 glide angle. Price £2,632 ex works. Delivery 2-3 months.
BOCIAN 1E Two-Seater. Ex works.
JANTAR STANOARD 15m version of the Jl1ntar 1. Glide angle 1: 40. £4,500
ex works. Delivery on application.

All delivered to Booker Airfield, Marlow, Bucks. Delivery charge £350.
Now profile trailers to suit above aircraft available
Polish Tug Air,craft W.'t.-OA 35. ,Full British C of A. Very cheap, to operate.
Special leasing arrangements. £9300 Ex Works with spares.

W.LGA 'Demon8tratlon aircraft now avaUab'e for lea8[ng by
cr"bl.
PZL instruments in stock. For Pill Instrument repairs sand direct to:
GLlOE:R INSTRUMENTS. 5 GI.ENDEVON ROAD. WOODlEY, READING, BERKS.
Tal'. Reading 696491
For full derails contect JOHN STRUGNELL et:
OALT.RADI LT'D.,1".1n WARWICK ROAD. LONDON, W141PU
Telephone: 01-370 Il1a, or e"enlntl8 lourne End 234S8
Sole Exporrer--Pezete( Ltd. 4e Czesrochowske Street, Wilrs,w, Polend

ThiS has been a year of change and incident. We welcome our new Chairman,
Sdn Ldr Boh Jopes, who joined us when
Sdn Ldr Tom Hughes was Jilosted back to
the UK. We wave goodbye to OUr CFI
and his deputy, leaving only Jerry Wallace
of the original team, and welcome Neil
Stagg and Peter Bryant as CFI and deputy,
plus nine other instructors.
Although the weather has been poor
and despite problems previously reported,
there has been an incr~ase in flying statistics compared with last year. We had 104
flying days (,ten less than last year), have
logged 7995 launches (a 50% increase),
there have been 1102 flying hoU'ts (a 25%
increase) and a SG% increase on cross'
country flights with 2018km, In addition,
24 members have "gone solo, I1 gained C
certificates and there have been five Br.onze
Cs, eight Sil·ver heights, eight Silver distances and two Silver durations.
The K-7 (5IS) ,is baving its major and
our new Std Libelle has adopted the usual
SwaHow pose (upside down in the workshop) due to troubles with the tail wheel.
However, we hope to have them both
ready for the new sea~on as well as having.
given all other gliders and ground equipment a face-lifL
The erection of our hangar has been
delayed yet again due ,10 the extra commitments of the Army who, at one time,
thought they would be able to erect it is
an exercise. WaHy Lombard has taken on
the task and hopes to make it a club
project.
We have an average of 75 new members
this year but say goodbye to Rob and
Gloria House who have left a big gap
in lhe club. And our congratulations to
Simon and Janel Martin on their marriage.
A.M.
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WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
This year is a milestone in Ihe club's seven
year history with nearly 1100 launches and
a total of almost 6000km, plus a fleet comprising two K-8s, T-2J. K-6E, Pilatus and
a syndicate Blanik, Skylark 30 and a Dart.
Our mosl notable flight was Ben Goodman's 300km triangle in the K-8, Ben's
final effort before joining Gary Moon~ in
leaving the service.
We· are delighted that Frank Kenedy
and ferry McCormick are making good
progress after their Bocian accident. Al1d
we wish well to the last group of apprentices who have been staunch supporlersthe clubs that receive them will indeed be
fortunate.
K.M.R.

WI NING
on the wind
by George Moffat

George Moftat, twice Open Class World Champion

COOK

no &. '74), tells all

Fly with him in over twenty-five of the World's greatest ships f"om the
'mtles to the '$eventies. Share his winning contest techniques in intimate detail. Live with him through a decade of success ill world-class
competition end record flying,. Savor his wit and candour In selected
'Infamous last Words'. Famed '52 World Champion Phillp Wills contfi~
botes a gracious anq informative Introduction.

ELECTRIC VARIO
EASY TO INSTALL IN MODERN
GLIDERS
FAST RESPONSE WITH IDEAL
DAMPING
NO ZERO SETTING REQUIRED
RELIABLE AND ACCURATE

It's all here, in the great soaring
book of the '70s.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
QUICK SERVICE AND REPA1lR

£38'50 plus VAT
COOK TOTAL ENERGY AND
AUDIO UNITS AVAILABLE
J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
25 Dimple Road, MatJock
Derbyshire Tel. Matlock 3269

For an efficient friendly C of A and

repairs to your glider come to:

GREENFLY
AVIATION

•••••••••••••••••••••••
I

Please send me
copies of "WINNING ON THE WINO", at £2 each,
post and VAT paid.

I

Name

·

~~

;

"lynholme". Chalford Hill
Nr. Stroud. Glos.

·••
I

Ring Sue or David Green'land

at Brimscome2.858

I
•

:
•

.••
•

~

~

Cheques payable to British Gliding Association,
The Soaring Press, clo B.G.A., 15 Victoria Street, London SN1 OJB

.
•
•
•

L•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~
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Advertisementlf, with remit/ance, should be
sent /0 Cheiron Prelfl Ltd., 8/10 Park way.
London, N.W.1. Tel~ 01.267 1285. Rate
12p a word. Minimum £1.80. Box numbers
SOp ·e:ffra. Replies to BQ)( numberlf shQuld
be sent to the same addreslf.

11 is understood that 10e British Gliding Association cannOI i1ccept responsibility for claims made by advertisers in "Sai.lplane & Gliding",

FOR SALE
Windsocks. Wind Direction and Speed
Instruments
Portable & Permanent RUAwav Ligots
Litas - Ang'le Qf Approach Indicator$
Reflective Night Landing Systems and
Markers
Cross :Road, Croydon, CR9 8EH
Telephone: 0'-6886058

c.1.

FOR SALE

SLINGSBY T·5). all metal two-seater,
complete with fulll C of A, 'instmments,
trailer and all latest mods. £2600; apply:
G. McLean, 6 Hall Lane, Har,wgate,
Yorks. Tel 67696 (home), 66954 (work).

SKYLARK 4. TraHer. Rigging aids. Write
Collins, 29a Aglionby Street, Carlisle or
Tel 25151 ext 34 before .5 p.m.

BLANIK starboard wil'lg complete. Offers.
Bryan SWilles, S'lone Hall, Stockton Road,
Thirsk, Yorkshire.

Shorgard Airfield Accessories

Magnetic mobile aeria·ls
£9.50
£85
Pye Cambridges 12v
Murplly Rovers 12v
£~S
All 130.1 and .30Amhz
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LTD,
St Sampsons, Guernsey,
Phone (048 I) 47278 9/10 a.m.• 6/7 p.m.

FOR. SALE

K-S. Basic instruments, full year's C of A.
Excellent condition. £3000. Apply J.
J'etfries, London Gilding Club, Dunstable
Downs, Beds.
I

COBRA I~,complete with traiter, parachute, radio, barograph, oxygen. May be
seen Weston-Qn-the-Green weekends, or
enqui.ries to Jack Harrison, '9 Nettleton
Ave, Tangmere" Chichester, Sussex, or Jock
Manson, Tel Wantage 4098.

OLYMPIA 20. instruments, trail'er. £1,500.
C of A to 1st April 1.975. Phone Wic/(,ersley
4327 evenings.

OLYMPIA 28 with instruments and closed
trailer. Based at Usk. C of A lIntil 17th
May 1975. £ 1500. Phone Peter Everell.
Brid£:end 3567.

PIRAT. Complete with instTlJments, parachute and trailer. Privately owned. New
C of A. £3.000. Contact Ray Bowden,
Stevenage 3456 edension 106,

SIDE-RY-SIDE two-sealer (Goevier) with
C of A etc. Available noW at a very
reasonable price for a two-sealer. Tel
01-539 6497.

ASK-13 in very good condition. Write ·for
price and other particulars. Box. No. SG
463.

U8EU.. E 1,97) waterballasl, twelve month
C of A, fully instrumenled, aluminium
trailer tows moomph. Complete package or
will sell glider hull only. Also Sk baro·
graph, Walter Kidde portable oxygen
separately. Box No. SG 461.

SK YLARK 3F. instruments, trailer', good
condition, £2600 ono. Ph<lDe J. C. Tait,
Elg·in 2919 (evenings).
PULLEY-LAUNCHING. Pulley, cab'le
winding gear and hydraulic tensometer
available at half cost on moVe to hill
site. Box No. SG 464.

.

PIRAT 489.' Low hours, C of A May
'75. Ol\Ygen, Aud'io, Horizon. Beautiful
metal trailer-full rigging aids (if requiJ'ed),
£3400. Phone Blackmore, Tadcaster 3023
or George, 0532 665473.
SHK with T IChute and Trailer. £2980 for
quick sale. Instruments also available.
Cheddinglon (0296) 668119 or Harpenden
6G225.

UART or Skylark cano,py mould, port
Swallow wing, ailerons, tailplane, all undamaged. B. Weare, Honiton 2940.
18m CIRRUS Open Class w,ith good trailer,
instruments and radio. Joe & Terry Linee,
Mellstock: House, Higher pockhamptOn,
Phone: Dorchester 2307.
NORTHUMBRIA Gliding Club have for
sale T-31,
basic
instruments, £400.
GRUNAU, basic instrllments, £450. Full
details telephone Office Wallsend 6294I7,
Home Blaydon 2554.

SUNGSHY T·53. Offers to R. rones.
Soutl'lern Sailplanes, Te'l Lamboum 71774.

PI LATUS 8-4, 16hrs only, C of A until
August 1975,2 varios Bnmswick T.E..
ah, ASI. Comp, accel, Speedwell trailer.
At Lasnam, Owner suddenly transferred
abroad. £4600. Also available EB69 parachute, Winter bam, both as new. Best
offers. R. Heath. 9 Lijsterlaan; 1980
Tervuren, Belgium, or call Brussels 7673l34.

T·218 canopied. wheel brake, new C Of
A, immaculate, £ 1400 ono. Souto Wales
Gliding Club. TeI Pontypool J 131.

BG-U5 and trailer. C of A to Ma,rch. Contact C. A. LighttQot. Telephone Tnirsk
22223.

ARTU"ICIAiL horizon Ferranli Mk 4 with
12v inverter, good cQndition. £70. Phone
Forrest, Blockley 233.
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SKYLARK 2 complete with trailer aDd
basic instruments, £1600, BGA C of A.
Also . glider trailer ISm filted for Std
Cirrus, ellcel'lent condition. £400 or offer.
Major S. H. C. Marriolt, The Rifle Depot,
Winchester, Hampshire. Winchester IH781
Ext 317.
KITE 2. Pranged but repairable, with
trailer. Offers to Hood, 9 Kestrel Drive.
Scorton, Catlerick, Yor'kshire.
OPEN CiRRUS :18m, 1973, instruments,
barograph, oxygen, easy load trailer,
£5500 ono. Part exchange for good Libelle
outfit considered, PYE RANGER £20.
Mahoga~y Ci,rrus Moth ,propeller, as new,
ideal bar ·ornament, £25. G. D. A. Green,
Stirling 61'511 or 041·221 3954 (office).
IMMACULATE SKYLARK :Jp complete
with trailer, instruments, parachule and
barograph. £2500. John Halford, Redditch 24306 (evenings).
TWO-SEATER K-7, complete instruments
and trailer, good condition, £2600. Write
Hotfmalln, 84 J. Posenaerstraat, B 2200.
Belgium.
STD l.\BELLE 20ln, 1971, available immediatel.y, complete witn fllUy-filteQ trailer.
£4600. J. Olsen, Husumvej 98. OK 2700
Bronshoj, Denmark.
ASW-:IS with 1nstruments. Inspection
October 1975. Parachute, trailer. Garrod.
2 Burford Court, Wokingham, Berks RG I ,I
2LJ.
WHY wait for expensive aerotows? Take'
o.ff and climb under your own power to
2000ft for 15p. Then feather the prop for
K-6 performance. K-14 motor glider. basic
instruments, Irailer available, £6000. IPhone
Cadisch, Potters Bar 54973,
BG-D5 plus lightweight fitted trailer, new
C of A, basic instruments and :1973 Irvin
or GQ paracoute. £3,000 ono. Phone
Blythe Bridge 2100 (eveningsj.
SK YLARK 4. Instruments. Trailer. Oxy'
gen. Very good condition. £3000. Telephone No McNaught, Devizes 2770 or
write: 14 Roul1dway Gardens. Devizes.
Wilts.
K-6E or PILATUS or ASW-IS. Perfect
specimen only (not pranged). Immediate
deal for genuine offer.. Seatle. Virginia
Lod!Ze, Royston Grove, Pinner, Middx,
Tel 0.1-902 2899 or 01-42& 3264 (evenings).

FOR SALE
SWALLOW, etc. witbout trailer, details
and price 10: P. Martin, 104 Oreenview
Drive, Kingsley, Northampton.
WANTED
S'INGLE-SEATER. Good condition. 'V,p
to £1000 cash. 27 Turners Avenue, Tenterden, Kent.
PYE BANTAM top cash offered. 0(-788
1960 (office hours).
PRIMARY. Any type considered, open or
nacelled. F1yable or easily restorahle. P.
George, Kings Farm, Edlesborough, Dunstable. Tel Eaton Bray (0525) 220974,
CLOSED Irailer in g,ood condition for
OIYf!lpla 20. Burns, Monkton Cottage,
Ardmgly Road, Cuckfield, Haywards
Heath, Sussex. Tel Haywards Heath 50891
(evenings).
WANTED Slingsby type 7 KIRBY
CADET or similar. Any condition considered. Pendulwill, Lanscon, Blisland,
Bodmin, Cornwall.
L1BEULE outfit wanted. G. D. A. Green,
Stirling 61511 or 041-221 3954 (office).
WANTED right wing for K-80. Gliding
Club of Akureyri, Box 69; Akureyri, Iceland.
TWO-SEATER t,raining sailplane required,
must have Ins1ruments. Phone Cheltenham
38919 after 6.30 ,p,m.
WANTED. DART 17R or K-6E. Box No.
SO 462.
MISCELLANEOUS
HANG GLIDING-the "ultimate" sport,
send an SAE to the National Hang Gliding Assll, 9 The Drive, West Wii:kham,
Kent, for ALL details.
USE my share SIJper K-13 based Redhill
durinll my year abroad? S'yndicate contribution aboul £5 monthly for competent pilot Oxted 2752 (evenings).
SERVICES

NORVIC RACING ENGINES LTD.
AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION
For LYcoming, CQntinental and VW
bas~ engine overhauls.
, Industrial Estate, Wymondham, Norfolk.
Tel: Wymondham (095360) 3741,.
ACCOMMODATION
av,ailable
at
ACCOMMODATION
ANVIL HOUSE, D.INNET, situated
within two miles of DEESIDE
GLIDING CLUB, Family and Double
Rooms. Central Heating. Bed. Breakfasl and Evening Meal at moderate
,rales. H aFld C in all Bedrooms.
OPEN ALL YEAR
Mrs. Simpson
Dinnet 275

SITUATIONS VACANT

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB
require for the 1975 Holiday Course a
FULL TIME INSTRUCTOR
FuU or Assistant Rat~ Motor Glider
PPL If possibl'e, but not Flecessary.
Applications to:
COllrse Secretary, 18 Church Hill Drive,
L.eicester Forest East.
THE BRISTOL. GLIDING CdJB needs
a Course Instructot al,so a Tug Pilot for
next season. Write to B.G.C., Nympsfield,
Stonehouse, Glos. oue 3TX.
TUG pilot wanted for 1975 season. Please
apply to General Manager, Wycomoe Air
Park, Booke,r, Marlow, Bucks. Tel High
Wycombe 29261.
INSTRUCTORS WANTED for long summer season or permanent position as
C.F.I, B O.A, full rating essential. Excellent salary by negotiation. full details on
request or vl10ne Kingussie 404 (evenings).
We are also interested in assistant instructors, etc., on a weekly basis dllring
the main summer. Cairngorm Gliding
Club, Gynack Street, Kingussie. Irwernessshire.
PUBLICATIONS

"SOARING" - official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Douglas Lamont. Address: Bolt 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066, USA.
Subscriptions: $8.00 outside USA; apply
to your post office for a form.
Put yourself in the Pictl!lre. Buy AliR
PICTORIAL each month for the world
air view in pictures and fealures. Reports
and photos of aircrafl and sailplanes;
military aviation news, spo!iers' notebook,
etc. Price 35p from your newsagent. For
free specimen "copy send 5p in stamps to
Dept 8.0., Seymour Press Ltd. 334 Brixlon
Road, London, S.W.9.

SITUATIONS VACANT
COURSE INSTRUCTOR
not necessari!ly fuIl'y .rated, required
from April-October 1975 to join the
MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB's professional team as Assistant to the
Resident Instructor. The Club's twoseater fleel is Ihree K -13s.
Benefits include meals and accommodation free on site. For further
information please write giv·ing details
of evperience to:
K. R. Mansell, The Manor House,
Ratllnghope, Shrewsbury SY5 OSR, or
telephone Unley 630.
GLIDING
Bel(inners' courses in the Peak District
with Detbyshire & l.ancashire GFiding
Club.
May-September.
Inclusive
charges.
Brochure
and
booking:
Course Secretary, 34 Booth Street,
Ashton-under-Lyne, OL6 7LG.
LEARN TO FLY in beautifl!ll Cairngorm
scenery. or come for a week's, soaring.
hill, thermal and wave. April to Sept.
Details from Cairngorm Gliding Club
Courses, Feshie Airstrip. Kincraig", Inverness-shire.

Chiltern Saillplanes
Ltd.
Senio; Inspection ApproviJ/~ Repairs to
steel tube. glassfibre and woe-den
sailplanes.
Please book early for CS of A.

Dave Paton
Works. Southend Lane Northall
['aton Bray (0525) 220131
Home. 300 Luton Road Dunstable
Dunstable (0582) 64472

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplame is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromodelling.
Read about this and other aeromodelling
subjects in Aeromodeller and Radio ConIrol Models and Eleelronics. the world's
leading magazines, published monthlY,
price 20p each. Model & Allied publications Ltd,,13-35 Bridge Street,. Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.
AUSTRALIAN GUDING Monthly, publication of the Gliding FederatIon of
Australia. A complete coverage of
Australian soaring and exclusive features
of interna.tional interest. Subscription £3.50
or $10 V.S. to Box 1650, G.P.O. Adelaide.
South Australia 5001.
NEW
ZEALAND:
"Gliding
Kiwi"
Official Gliding Mag<).zine of the N.Z.
Gliding Association. Printed October and
a lIernate months. Wr,ite N.Z. Gliding
Kiwi. 1'.0, Box 545, Tauranga, New
Zealand. £2,00 sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).

A MOST

FO~

ALL PILOTS

A set of gold plated euff-lil'1ks and
tie-tack 11'1 a I!lresentation box

£2.15 inc. VAT, PQst & packing
Available from:

LITA LAMPS LIMITED
11 Woodcock Hill, Kenton
Middlesex HA3 OXP

lel: 01-9073651
Export Ii Club enquiries welcomed
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l~t PIGGOTTS 1

Bristol & Gloucestersllir~
Gliding Club

I

Welcomes private. owners
beginners and holiday members at
their unique site in the Cotswolds

SUPPLIERS TO THE AIRCRAFT
INDUSIRY
Windcones-manufoctured in Min of
Defence Hypa/on, olso Nylon and

Open 7 days per week

Camb~ic.

All National & Advertising Flags &
Banners.
Canvas covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs-sllpplied & erected in
Steel.Aluminium,- Fibreglass-Timber

Why not rin~ the-club manager
on 045-386342 or write to:
Bfls101 & Glouces1ershire
Gilding Club

Write for further details to
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & (;0 LIMITED

Stanford Rivers Ongar Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel. 02776 3Z62

SHOBDON
.,

.

p

~

Nympsfleld, Stonehouse, Glos.
GL10 3TX

I:
I!

r

DUNKESWELL
GLIDING CLUB
Enjoy

YOUR LOCAL WAVE SITE
•

No treks to the hoz,n north

•

Full time instructor. 7 days a week

•

#Jlaerotow launch

•

Blanik and Fa'kefOr sit. checks

•

Pifat for Bmnzl

a glidlng holiday from this superb
thermal site in the heart of De'lon

Aa-INITIO COURSES A1i £22
B.G.A. lully rat,!d Instructora
Space 10' caravan a and lents or
accommodation can be errangect.
Excellent Clubhousll
Bring your family
IIlalllng pilots .Iways welcome
Contact our Secretary:
Barbare Fslrclough,
Pynes ColIsge, Days'·Potltee lane,
Exmlnste" Exeter EX6 8DG.
Ter. Kennford 832636 (0392 STD)

'c' pilots

OnIV ()ne year of operation. and
elreadv the height record stands ilt
over 20000 feet--come and beat· it!

DEESIDE GLlDrNG CLUB
(Aberdeenshire) LTO

For all detail. pi •••• contactKEITH WILSON" CFI,
HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SHOBDEPlI AIRFIELD,
'
NR. LEOMINSTER,
HEREFORDSHIRE.
Tel. King.land :119

_ ... -------------

ABOYNE
- - -- - - -. -- - -- -- -WAVE
- - -- ----- - - - -

IN'KPEN GLIDING

~

CLUB
Come and glide at the best
soaring site in Southem
England. We've got a ridge
as well!

-

--

BOOK NOW forDecember - April 1975

Private owners welcome.
Details tram
THE SECRETARY.

Telephone: Oxenwood 239

~

Visitors Welcome

Aewtow latJlflrcl<llng and
Motor Falke. Training courses.

INKPEN GLIDING ClUB
SHALBOURNE.
fIIr. MARlBOROUGH. WILTS.

-

,i

DETAILS fROMA,J. Middteton
Aba.yne Airfield, DINNET
Aberdeenshire.
Telephones Oinnet 339
Culler 132043(evenings)

'CORNISH GLIDING &

COME TO KENT THIS YEAR 1

FLYING CLUB

Professional instructors for ab-inirios.

Gliding courses in modern fleet from May
7th - 'BGA fully rated instructors - fine
soaring - lovelv coastal airfield - idea'l
for a different family holiday.

i-49 and Blanik for advanced training.
South-west facing ridge for Cs and
Bronzes,. excellent thermal soaring,.
aerotow facilities.

Details with pleasure from:

Weekly and fortnightly courses
fmm £40.00 (inc. VAT)

The C'ourse ~ecretarYt
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club.
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth.
Cornwall.

Telephone Challock 274 or write to the
Kent Gliding Club. Cha'llock Ashford. KeRt

Tel. P,erranporth 2588

-- ,,--T'=-

fly where the buzzards fly 'I

'Ridge Thermal Wave
Winch or Bungey

LONnON OUOINO CLUB
Ounstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Midland Gliding Club Limited.

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the, Chi'ltern
hills, and wiUlin easy Ireach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M 1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, ,reliable launching
equipment Including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful thermals in summer and' hill soaring
with favourable winds througnout
the year. Resident hlst,ructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licens.ed bar, accommodation and other facilities.
Visitors welcome.
Wri,te for Course brochures
or club membership detail's to the
Manager. or ring 0582 63419.

THE LONG MYND
Holiday Comses
April-October
PiI'htate Owners Welcome
(Please bOQk in Advance)
Course Secretary

I

65. Syl:van Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham. Ches'hire. WA15 6AD
or phone 061 973 3086
(9arn-9pm)

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO GO!

*

*

*

* For

the novice

or pundit

ab-initio to advanced training

ci,rclJits to cross cOuntry

'aerotow or auto launch

WHERE'S THIS - lASHAM!
Derek Piggott, our C.F.L. leads a team of professional instructors,
seCond to none

We shall be pleased to send you details, apply:

Manager,
LASHAM AIRFIELD. Nr. ALTON. HANTS
Telephone Herriard 270

West Wales Gliding Club
Haverfordwest
Withybush Airfield Is centrallv situated for over 70 miles of Natioli\al
Park coastline and unspoilt beaches
for your family hollldays.

Ab-initio courses
and T-21 B.
May to October.

OR

Falke, Capstan

Camping and ,caravan facilities
available.
Brochure & fuller linformation from
Gliding Secretary:
"Greensleeves", Heywood !lane
Tenby, Pembs.
lel. lenby 3187

YORKSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
COME
FLY

SUTTON
BANK
Details from THE SECRETARY,
YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB,
SUTTON BANK. THIRSK,
YORKSHIRE Tel. SUTTON 237

FROM SLINGSBY

'CLUB LlBELLE', available March 1975,
22.000 DM ex works ~ermany.

T.53. New, in your colour scheme -

£3,300 o.n.o.

FALKE. S.H. 600 hrs. Full year C.A.A. C. of A. £6,000 o.n.o.
KESTREL 19. -

Deliveries available in April 1975.

KESTREL 22. -

Deliveries available in March 1975.

SLINGSBY SAILPL N S
KIRKBYMOORSIDE-YORKSHIRE
Telephone 31751

Telex 57911

CHRISTMAS BONUS OFFER!!

5% OFF prices of all Instruments for ~sh before January 1st
IncludingASH. 360 RADIOS . O. K. BAROGRAPHS
COMPASSES . PARACHUTES

ALTIMETERS

.

A.S.I s

. VARIOS

All prices exclusive of VAT

